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ABSTRACT 
THE USE OF A PRACTICUM SEMINAR LEAD BY AN URBAN PRACTICUM 
ADVISOR (UPA) TO HELP SECONDARY URBAN STUDENT TEACHERS 
BECOME EFFECTIVE PRACTITIONERS 
SEPTEMBER 1992 
DON E. MATUS, B.S., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE 
M.Ed., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: Professor William V. Fanslow 
Many new secondary teachers will begin their careers in 
urban schools because so many vacancies exist there. Because 
secondary urban teacher education programs are virtually 
extinct, many teachers will be unprepared to work in the 
urban classroom. Cooperating teachers may not be familiar 
with a wide variety of methods for managing urban class¬ 
rooms. College/university supervisors, while some may be 
familiar with current research on urban teaching, do not 
usually spend enough time with student teachers. Full teach¬ 
ing loads also preclude both from devoting adequate time to 
student teachers. Urban student teachers may be left on 
their own. Many urban student teachers become frustrated 
and quit, or survive long enough to finish their practica, 
but do not seek employment in urban schools. Alternative 
methods must be found to prepare urban student teachers. 
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This study investigated the effectiveness of an "Urban 
Practicum Advisor" in preparing student teachers to be 
effective secondary urban classroom teachers. 
The urban practicum advisor, experienced in secondary 
urban classroom management, was available to help student 
teachers with classroom management throughout the semester. 
By offering various suggestions and remedial techniques, the 
UPA helped student teachers improve their secondary urban 
classroom management techniques. The urban practicum advi¬ 
sor had a unique relationship with student teachers in that 
he had no evaluative power over them. 
Through interviews with student teachers prior to 
beginning their practica, issues in secondary urban class¬ 
room management were identified. Through various remedial 
techniques, such as a support group, peer teaching, discus¬ 
sion, and demonstrations student teachers developed and 
mastered urban classroom competencies. Using a Likert 
scale, the student teacher and their cooperating teacher 
determined the effectiveness of the student teachers and the 
UPA in this study. 
Results of the surveys indicate that the student teach¬ 
ers and their cooperating teachers felt that the student 
teachers were effective classroom teachers. The student 
teachers also felt that the efforts of the UPA in the area 
vi 
of urban classroom management contributed significantly in 
helping them become effective classroom teachers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Chapter One of this dissertation explains the problem I 
investigated, provides background information on the prob¬ 
lem, and states the purposes of this research. Also in 
chapter One I explain the scope of this research and define 
pertinent terms. 
Chapter Two reviews the current literature in three 
areas: urban teacher education programs, secondary urban 
classroom management, and supervision of student teachers 
during their practica. 
Chapter Three explains the design of this investiga¬ 
tion, how the participants were selected, and the procedures 
I used to collect and analyze the data. Also in this chapter 
is a discussion of assumptions and limitations. 
In chapter Four I present and discuss the data ob¬ 
tained, while in chapter Five I draw conclusions and make 
recommendations based on an analysis of the data obtained. 
Chapter Five also contains suggestions for the immediate and 
future use of these data in teacher education and recommen¬ 
dations for future research in this area. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
As newly certified teachers begin searching for perma¬ 
nent teaching positions, many will discover that most teach¬ 
ing vacancies exist in urban schools. This is due to a 
national shortage of urban teachers. For example, 2,000 new 
teachers are needed each year in Houston, and 3,000 are 
needed in Los Angeles; and while approximately half the 
teaching force in rural and suburban districts leave the 
profession every five years, attrition is markedly higher in 
the nation's 120 largest urban school districts. (Haberman, 
1987) Many newly certified teachers who want to begin their 
teaching careers immediately will probably have to do so in 
urban schools. 
Since most college and university teacher education 
programs do not prepare student teachers to work specifical¬ 
ly with urban minority students, many new urban teachers 
will find it impossible to deal with some of the issues 
involved in urban teaching. Issues such as school violence, 
student antagonism towards school and lack of respect for 
their teachers, poor student discipline, high rates of 
student absenteeism, large classes, shortages of books and 
supplies, and students with poor academic skills, often 
discourage new and veteran urban teachers. Most pre-service 
teacher education programs offer generic approaches to 
teaching which many teacher educators feel are applicable to 
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all situations. Others believe that current teacher educa¬ 
tion programs are inadequate for preparing teachers for 
urban schools, and that new programs to prepare teachers 
specifically for the urban schools are needed. 
Haberman (1987) believes that current teacher education 
programs are ineffective in the preparation of urban school 
teachers because they fail to provide student teachers with 
the knowledge and skills needed to be effective urban teach¬ 
ers. Haberman believes that the overwhelming majority of 
teacher education faculty are not qualified to prepare 
prospective teachers for urban schools, because they are 
lacking urban school teaching experience themselves. It is 
Haberman's (1987) belief that fewer than five percent of 
full-time teacher education faculty have taught for at least 
one year in one of the 120 largest urban school districts. 
Though teacher education faculty may be experts in suburban 
teacher education, they cannot teach what they do not know. 
For these reasons, Haberman believes that as a preparation 
for urban school teaching, most current teacher education 
programs are a waste of time. 
The Association of Teacher Educators (ATE) supports 
Haberman's belief that current teacher education programs 
are inadequate for preparing prospective teachers for urban 
schools. In a 1989 survey, 944 responding ATE members ranked 
the statement, "Currently existing teacher education pro¬ 
grams effectively prepare teachers for urban schools," at 
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twenty-sixth out of thirty issues. (Buttery, Haberman, & 
Houston, 1990) The issues with which respondents agreed or 
which they felt were true received the highest ranking. The 
low ranking of this statement may be an indictment of cur¬ 
rent teacher education programs and faculty who believe 
their programs are preparing student teachers for urban 
schools. 
In addition to the lack of specific urban teacher 
education programs, most colleges and universities do not 
even have a required urban component to their traditional 
teacher education programs. Most programs do not require 
prospective teachers to do their practica in urban schools, 
or even to go into the urban schools to tutor students, or 
to work with small groups of students on a regular basis 
throughout the course of one semester as a pre-practicum 
experience. At most, student teachers may be advised to 
observe a few classrooms during a one-day visit to an urban 
school. Most teacher education programs do not require their 
student teachers to have any direct contact with urban 
minority students. 
A. The Current State of Urban Teacher Education Programs 
Most of the urban teacher education programs that 
existed during the past thirty years are now defunct. In 
1981, Kapel and Kapel (1982a) surveyed 200 public and pri¬ 
vate institutions of higher education which served princi¬ 
pally urban communities and clientele, or who had a state- 
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wide mission that included serving urban schools districts, 
to get information regarding their urban teacher education 
programs. Of the forty-nine institutions responding, only 
thirty-nine offered some type of pre-service and/or in- 
service urban teacher education program. Results indicated 
that institutions offering urban teacher education programs 
were located in large urban areas such as Detroit, Chicago, 
New York, Atlanta, Birmingham, and Philadelphia. In large 
urban areas where there were numerous institutions of higher 
education, not all of them offered urban teacher education 
programs. Results of the survey indicated that only the 
cities of Pittsburgh, Kansas City, Missouri, and Chicago had 
two institutions of higher education which offered urban 
teacher education programs. In some large urban areas such 
as New York City and Washington D.C., only one institution 
of higher education offered an urban teacher education 
program. The colleges and universities in Los Angeles either 
did not respond or did not offer urban teacher education 
programs. Results indicated that there were not enough urban 
teacher education programs offered by American colleges and 
universities. 
Adding to the poor results of this survey, some of the 
programs described in the 1982 article had ceased to exist 
even by the time information was requested. Other programs 
ended shortly after the article was published. For example, 
by the time the Kapel and Kapel article was published in 
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1982/ the West Dallas Teacher Education Program, which was 
described in the article, had ended. 
Though some other urban teacher education programs 
lasted through the 1980s, with the Urban Project at Indiana 
University lasting until 1991, most had ended by the close 
of the 1970s. Those which lasted through the 1980s probably 
did so because of dedicated teacher educators who believed 
that the preparation of urban teachers is different from the 
preparation of other teachers. 
Many traditionally black colleges and universities 
currently offer teacher education programs. Though they are 
not specifically defined as urban education programs, these 
programs prepare student teachers for America's urban 
schools. Many of these black institutions have been prepar¬ 
ing minority student teachers since the 1800s. (Reed & 
Simon, 1991) 
B. Reasons for the Demise of Urban Teacher Education Pro¬ 
grams 
There are many reasons why urban teacher education 
programs ended, and why virtually none exist today. Many 
urban teacher education programs were established in the 
mid-1960s with federal money from President Lyndon Johnson's 
"War on Poverty." Federal funding continued through the 
1970s. When federal funding for these programs ended in the 
1980s, public and private colleges and universities failed 
to support these urban teacher education programs. Direct 
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federal funding for pre-service Urban Teacher Corps programs 
ended in 1974, when the emphasis of Teacher Corps changed 
from pre-service teacher education to in-service teacher 
education. By 1981, the federal government allowed individu¬ 
al states to decide if federal block grants would be used to 
fund urban teacher education programs. 
Federal funding for urban teacher education programs 
may have ended because enrollment in both urban schools and 
urban teacher education programs declined. Because of "white 
flight" to the suburbs, which began in the late 1960s and 
continued through the decade of the 1970s, total urban 
population decreased, though urban minority populations 
increased. With a decrease in total urban population, feder¬ 
al funds for urban teacher education were harder to come by. 
Along with a decrease in the population of large ci¬ 
ties, an overabundance of teachers in the 1970s caused many 
prospective teachers to choose other careers. Therefore, it 
was difficult to justify funding programs with low enroll¬ 
ment. Though the total urban population decreased, an in¬ 
crease in urban minority populations would seem to be a 
compelling reason to continue urban teacher education pro¬ 
grams. But because the actual numbers were no longer there 
to justify supporting them, these urban teacher education 
programs became politically unpopular. Racism and political 
unpopularity of minority issues may have been other contrib¬ 
uting factors. 
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C. Faculty Attitudes Toward Urban Teacher Education 
Most public and private colleges and universities did 
not continue supporting urban teacher education programs 
when federal funds ceased, and today most do not offer any 
type of urban teacher education program. A reason for this 
lack of support may include the attitudes of the faculty and 
administration of the various colleges and universities 
which previously accepted federal funds for urban teacher 
education programs. Some teacher education faculty and 
college/university administrators may feel that urban teach¬ 
er education is not a rigorous or demanding discipline. They 
may feel that urban teacher education is not scholarly or 
even elitist enough; therefore, they shun it. The City 
Teaching Center at the University of Buffalo ended partly 
because teacher education faculty felt they were not being 
rewarded by the University for their efforts. They received 
neither credit towards tenure nor any other type of compen¬ 
sation for their work in the City Teaching Center schools. 
Some teacher education faculty may be prejudiced toward 
minorities. They may feel threatened by them and feel that 
the urban schools are not a safe setting for teacher train¬ 
ing. Haberman (1987) cites a feeling among some teacher 
education faculty that urban schools are beyond redemption; 
therefore, they are not preparing teachers to work in what 
they consider to be dying institutions. These teacher educa- 
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tion faculty may be waiting for something to replace urban 
schools. 
Urban teacher education programs may not exist in 
large numbers today because of an increasing distance be¬ 
tween the urban schools and the colleges and universities 
which train teachers. It may be that the urban school 
districts have not articulated their needs to the colleges, 
or that the colleges and universities do not want to know 
what is going on in the urban schools. Some teacher educa¬ 
tion faculty may feel that their mission does not include 
urban teacher education, especially if the college or uni¬ 
versity is located in a suburban or small town area. 
Teacher education faculty may be reluctant to become 
involved in urban teacher education because they may have 
had no training in urban education, and they may feel 
threatened if colleges and universities bring in specialists 
from the urban schools to offer urban teacher education. 
Bringing in specialists from the urban schools might evoke 
feelings of classism and racism among the college and uni¬ 
versity faculty. Feelings of uneasiness, even prejudice, 
toward these mentors who teach what were traditionally 
full-time faculty courses might cause resentment and a lack 
of cooperation. All these factors might make teacher educa¬ 
tion faculty reluctant to change. 
Also, college and university administrators may feel 
that teacher education faculty should be on campus, not in 
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clinical sites or immersed in an urban community. Perhaps 
some faculty members do not want to leave their "ivory 
tower." If teacher education faculty became involved in 
clinical sites and immersed themselves in the urban communi¬ 
ty, other faculty members on campus would have to take up 
the slack for those absent professors. The college or uni¬ 
versity might even have to hire additional faculty to take 
the places of those absent faculty members. Maybe there is a 
reluctance to cooperate with the urban schools because the 
college cannot spare the faculty and cannot afford to incur 
additional costs to hire and/or replace faulty lost to 
clinical sites and cultural immersion programs. 
Many teacher educators consider urban teacher education 
programs to be too technical. As stated earlier, some teach¬ 
er educators believe that teaching in an urban school is no 
different than teaching in any other school. They feel that 
teacher education programs should try to develop thoughtful, 
caring teachers who can be successful in any school environ¬ 
ment. For example, they believe that such strategies as 
cooperative learning and relating instruction to students' 
lives should not be reserved for urban teachers, but are in 
fact elements common to all good teaching. 
Today, the focus has changed from urban teacher educa¬ 
tion to multicultural teacher education because more and 
more classrooms in all school districts across the country 
are becoming multicultural. Many teacher educators believe 
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that the focus of urban teacher education programs is too 
narrow. To them, urban teacher education is a part of multi¬ 
cultural teacher education. They believe that training 
student teachers for the multicultural classroom is actually 
preparing them to teach in urban schools. 
D. Student Teacher Attitudes Toward Urban Teacher Education 
Like some teacher education faculty, white middle-class 
student teachers may also be prejudiced toward urban minori¬ 
ties. To them, urban teachers are second class citizens, and 
teaching in urban schools is not really teaching, but rather 
an exercise in maintaining discipline. Pre-service teachers 
often perceive teachers in urban schools as being a police 
officer, where up to seventy-five per cent (Haberman, 1987) 
of a teacher's time is spent on non-teaching tasks. 
Some white middle-class student teachers might be 
frightened away from urban schools by media hype which 
describes urban schools as "war zones" and "battle fields." 
Prospective urban teachers may fear not only for their 
personal safety, but also fear their potential failure as 
teachers. New teachers need support and encouragement, which 
many large urban schools do not provide because of the 
complicated bureaucracy in which they operate. The bureauc¬ 
racy of large urban schools creates an impersonal atmosphere 
which may damage the enthusiasm of many new teachers. These 
negative attitudes among potential teachers may be reasons 
why so few choose urban education. Added to this might be 
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student distrust of the teacher, lack of respect for author¬ 
ity, and students' dislike of school, which makes teaching 
in urban schools a very difficult job. 
There is almost no demand for an urban teacher educa¬ 
tion program among white middle-class college students. 
Colleges and universities must serve the needs of their own 
students. Even those colleges and universities located in 
urban areas may not offer urban teacher education programs 
because their philosophies may be different from the needs 
of the urban community in which they are located. Though 
urban colleges and universities should cater to the communi¬ 
ty schools, some students and faculty may not want to be 
involved with urban schools. 
The West Dallas Teacher Education Program had forty- 
three students enrolled in the fall of 1972, and only four¬ 
teen students enrolled in the spring of 1982. During the 
best of times in 1978, the Indiana University Urban Teacher 
education program had twenty-six students enrolled, but only 
seven students in its final semester in 1991. The reason 
given for the enrollment decline in both programs was the 
lack of student interest in urban teacher education. 
Though many current teacher education programs include 
an urban component, which might involve observing urban 
classes and talking with urban teachers and administrators, 
Haberman (1987) believes that most programs do not provide 
student teachers with sufficient opportunities to work with 
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ethnic minority students in urban schools. Current teacher 
education programs do not provide student teachers with the 
opportunities to learn strategies and techniques to manage 
urban classrooms. 
However, there are some teacher educators who believe 
that student teachers should not only become involved with 
minority students in the urban schools, but should immerse 
themselves in their students' urban communities and get to 
know the parents and others in the community. Mahan (1974) 
suggests that working in community service agencies which 
serve poor or minority residents would help prospective 
teachers design instruction to fit the realities and aspira¬ 
tions of their students. Some researchers believe that this 
"cultural immersion" is the most important component of 
urban teacher education. (Mahan, 1974, 1979, 1981, 1982 ; 
Mclntire & Hughes, 1982; Mungo, 1979; Weiner, 1989) Their 
research has shown that immersing prospective teachers into 
the culture of their students forces them to confront their 
own prejudices. Also, through cultural immersion, student 
teachers have a better chance to become sensitized to dif¬ 
ferent cultures, and to the difficulties faced by students 
attending a white, middle-class American public educational 
system. 
Most student teachers do not understand that many urban 
minority students live in what Wright (1981) calls a "vi¬ 
cious cycle of failure." Many of these students see very 
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few examples of success in their lives. (Maeroff, 1988) As 
a result of life in this environment of poverty and failure, 
many poor urban minorities feel powerless to change their 
own situations. To them, school offers no deliverance from 
these conditions, but may even compound feelings of inade¬ 
quacy by adding more failure to their lives. This added 
failure damages an already low self-esteem. Most current 
teacher education programs do not provide student teachers 
with this social knowledge or with the opportunities to 
learn it. 
E. Hierarchy of Personal Needs 
The lack of early field experiences with poor urban 
minority students prevents student teachers from understand¬ 
ing that the needs of many poor urban minority students are 
often quite different from their own white middle-class 
needs. According to Maslow’s (1954, 1962) hierarchy of human 
needs, certain needs must be met before a person can achieve 
his/her full potential. Beginning with basic human needs 
such as food, water, and sleep, an individual systematically 
strives to meet higher and higher level needs until he/she 
has achieved self-fulfillment. After basic needs have been 
met, an individual strives to achieve stability in a safe, 
stable, nonthreatening environment. When these needs have 
been met, the individual then strives to belong, to be a 
part of a group. The need to be successful, both personally 
and socially, is next in the hierarchy of needs. Finally, 
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when these needs have been attained, an individual needs to 
feel that he or she has reached his/her full potential in 
life. 
At each level of needs, an individual’s behavior is 
dominated by those needs. For example, until an individual's 
basic needs such as safety have been met, he/she will not 
strive for higher level needs such as self-actualization. 
Many white middle-class students have difficulty realizing 
that poor urban minority students have tremendous difficulty 
meeting even basic needs. 
Most white middle-class suburban students live in 
relatively safe and secure environments. Their home and 
social lives are basically free from threats to their safety 
and well-being. Their schools are usually safe places, free 
from violence, weapons, and drugs and gangs. Conversely, 
many poor urban minority students are striving to achieve 
the basic human need of a safe and stable environment. The 
environments in which many poor urban minority students live 
are filled with violence both inside the home and on the 
streets. Anger and fighting are almost everyday occurrences 
in their environments. Threats to their safety and well¬ 
being come from poverty, which causes stressful living 
conditions, and from other potentially harmful outside 
forces. 
White middle-class students are normally accepted and 
respected by others in their communities. Most would consid- 
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er themselves to be a part of their school and neighborhood 
communities. Quite the opposite is true for many poor urban 
minorities, who face discrimination and prejudicial atti¬ 
tudes every day, both inside and outside of school. Many in 
the community do not accept them and are suspicious of them, 
often blaming them for local problems. Many poor urban 
minorities who are not accepted by their own community will 
seek acceptance in street gangs. 
Conditions in urban schools often preclude poor urban 
minority students from achieving their full potential by 
adding failure rather than success to their lives. The 
negative attitudes that some other students and even faculty 
have toward minority students make them feel that they do 
not belong to the school community. This rejection damages 
their self-esteem and causes resentment towards those who do 
not respect them. Without acceptance and success, which 
should be a part of every school, these poor minority chil¬ 
dren cannot build self-esteem. Without self-esteem, they 
cannot achieve their full potential. As a result, many poor 
minorities see little value in education. These feelings of 
powerlessness and hopelessness often lead to a lack of 
respect for themselves and hostility toward school and 
teachers. 
This lack of early field experiences with poor urban 
minorities contributes to the poor preparation of urban 
teachers. But in addition to the poor preparation for urban 
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teaching currently offered by college and university teacher 
education programs, Haberman (1987) cites conditions in 
urban schools which can make life unbearable for many new 
teachers: large class size, lack of instructional materials 
and equipment, numerous non-teaching police duties, disci¬ 
pline problems, lack of privacy, and concerns over personal 
safety. Many new urban teachers find it difficult to deal 
with students who lack respect for them or themselves, and 
who are suspicious and distrustful of them. Working with 
students who may not value education, and may even resent 
school and teachers, comes as a shock to many new urban 
teachers. 
If left to themselves, many new urban teachers ulti¬ 
mately fail and leave their jobs, perpetuating the cycle of 
an urban teacher shortage. Those new teachers who remain in 
the urban school often react defensively by becoming insen¬ 
sitive to the problems and conditions of poor urban minori¬ 
ties as a defense. They do not expect their students to 
learn, and thus do not actively teach them, but merely go 
through the motions of teaching. The attitude that students 
are not capable of learning further damages these students' 
self-esteem, and contributes to that self-fulfilling hypoth¬ 
esis which states that minorities are inferior to whites and 
they are incapable of achieving any success. When teachers 
expect nothing of their students, their students will give 
nothing in return. This negative attitude contributes to a 
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lack of respect between students and teachers, which in turn 
adds to the problems of urban schools. 
Alternative ways to prepare student teachers for the 
urban schools must be found. By better preparing prospective 
teachers for the urban schools, we may break the cycle of 
teacher failure and at least partially solve the urban 
teacher shortage. Also, teacher insensitivity to minority 
students might be eliminated if effective new approaches to 
preparing urban teachers are found. How to prepare student 
teachers to be effective urban classroom teachers is an 
issue that demands the immediate attention of teacher educa¬ 
tors . 
F. New Urban Teacher Education Strategies 
Reed and Simon (1991) propose using those successful 
urban teacher education strategies employed by the tradi¬ 
tionally black colleges and universities currently preparing 
teachers to work with minority students. These strategies 
include requiring all students to take a variety of liberal 
arts courses related to the urban community and to urban 
education. This is an attempt to sensitize the entire col¬ 
lege/university community to the issues facing urban minori¬ 
ties and urban educators. Courses from which students are 
required to choose include Urban Economics, Cultural Geogra¬ 
phy, African-American Music/Art/Drama, Racial and Ethnic 
Relations, and World Religions. 
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In the schools of education, all prospective teachers 
are required to take such courses as Classroom Management, 
Multicultural Education, Children with Special Needs, Teach¬ 
ing in Urban Schools, and Teaching English to Minority 
Groups. These education courses have themes or units which 
deal with cultural differences, stereotypes, racism, preju¬ 
dice, inner city/urban students, and disadvantaged/at-risk 
students. It is hoped that prospective teachers who become 
aware of these urban education issues will be able in the 
future to adapt their instruction to fit the needs and 
abilities of their students. 
Unlike other teacher education programs, most black 
colleges and universities require students to have early 
field experiences, which include not only observation but 
also participation, in urban schools, and to do their stu¬ 
dent teaching in urban schools. Also, to further sensitize 
students to the urban community, additional field experi¬ 
ences in urban educational institutions other than schools 
are offered. These include hospitals, juvenile homes, adult 
learning centers, and day care centers. 
The drawback in applying this approach to white 
middle-class students is that many of the student teachers 
being trained at black colleges and universities have al¬ 
ready been sensitized through their own life experiences to 
the cultural diversity in the urban schools . Though the 
teacher education curricula of black colleges and universi- 
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ties may be adequate to provide students of color with the 
sensitivity training that they need to become effective 
urban teachers, will the same curricula provide the sensi¬ 
tivity training that white student teachers need to become 
effective urban teachers? The same methods and strategies 
may not be appropriate or adequate to prepare those white 
middle-class students who will eventually teach in urban 
schools. Methods of sensitizing white middle-class students 
to the cultural diversity of American schools are needed 
because most urban classroom teachers will be middle class 
white men and women who may not have exposure to the cultur¬ 
al diversity of the urban community or the urban classroom. 
Concomitant to developing methods to sensitize white 
middle-class students, concerted efforts must be made by 
schools of education to recruit and prepare minority stu¬ 
dents for teaching. According to projections, by the year 
2000, fifty percent of all urban school children will be 
from ethnic minority groups, while only five percent of all 
college students will be from ethnic minorities. The number 
of minority students entering the field of teaching will 
even be smaller. (Haberman, 1987) 
1. The University of Houston Model 
Another program which prepares new teachers for the 
urban elementary and middle schools began in 1987. The 
University of Houston College of Education and the Houston 
Independent School District have jointly opened the Houston 
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Teaching Academy (HTA), a professional development school 
where student teachers learn effective urban classroom 
management through a weekly "triad seminar." (Stallings & 
Quinn, 1991) 
In student teaching, a triad is a collaborative and 
cooperative relationship between the student teacher, the 
university supervisor, and the cooperating classroom teach¬ 
er. The goal of this working relationship is to help prepare 
the student teacher to be an effective classroom teacher. 
Each triad member brings to this relationship particular 
skills and/or knowledge to help achieve that goal. The 
university supervisor brings to the triadic relationship a 
wide variety of research-based knowledge and expertise in 
the area of teaching, while the cooperating classroom teach¬ 
er brings the practical knowledge and experience of what 
does and does not work in the classroom. The student teacher 
brings enthusiasm, creativity, and an ability to mesh the 
theoretical teaching with practical applications and to 
adapt them to his/her particular situation. 
In the HTA, the two professional educators work with 
student teachers to help them develop effective classroom 
management strategies. Members of these triads attend weekly 
seminars which focus on the myriad difficulties involved in 
managing an inner-city classroom. (Stallings & Quinn, 1991) 
Because the cooperating teacher knows the community, the 
school, the students, and their parents, he/she can assist 
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the student teacher with urban classroom management strate¬ 
gies that work for him/her in particular situations. The 
university supervisor can offer the student teacher a wide 
variety of research-based knowledge in the area of effective 
classroom management. What has worked for others in differ¬ 
ent settings is then compared with the cooperating teacher's 
practical knowledge. Through this collaboration and coopera¬ 
tion, the student teachers will hopefully develop effective 
classroom management techniques and skills. 
Though this program may be effective, a possible prob¬ 
lem is that student teachers tend to pattern their behavior 
after their cooperating teachers' behavior. If cooperating 
teachers are themselves ineffective classroom teachers, or 
if their biases and prejudices are strong enough, these may 
be subtly conveyed to the student teachers. Because student 
teachers are greatly influenced by their cooperating teach¬ 
ers, they may adopt these same qualities without question. 
Also, cooperating teachers may be limited in their 
knowledge of effective teaching. They may not possess a 
broad knowledge base in current effective teaching prac¬ 
tices. They know what works for them in their particular 
situations, but they may not be able to apply those practi¬ 
cal solutions to other situations. Conversely, college 
faculty may possess a broad range of theoretical knowledge, 
but they may not be able to make practical application of 
that knowledge. 
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After being exposed to a wide variety of current ap¬ 
proaches and methods to effective classroom management, 
student teachers should be allowed to experiment with var¬ 
ious techniques without feeling obligated to follow the 
strategies and methods used by their cooperating teachers 
and/or college/university supervisors. Student teachers 
should be able to adapt their learned skills to other situa¬ 
tions and other students. 
2. The Wheelock College Model 
Another elementary urban teacher education program, 
which began in 1991, is offered by Wheelock College in 
Boston, Massachusetts. This eight-week, seventeen-credit 
summer program, which focuses on the skills needed for 
teaching in urban schools, leads to a provisional teaching 
certification. Graduates of the program begin teaching 
elementary school in the fall as provisional teachers. 
During the school year, they are supervised by a school- 
based mentor, and they must take an additional seven credits 
of academics at Wheelock College. When candidates complete 
the entire program, they receive full teaching certifica¬ 
tion. 
During the first two weeks of the summer program, 
students take three classes each day to prepare them for the 
practicum. These classes include Understanding the Urban 
School and School System, which explores the multicultural 
contexts in which education takes place, the diverse back- 
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ground of children and families, and the current educational 
issues in the urban setting; Learning and Development in 
Chi1dren. which examines the implications of cultural, 
racial, ethnic, class, and gender differences regarding 
theory and practice. During this course, students also learn 
effective observation techniques; they also take Planning 
Learning Environments, which deals with curriculum develop¬ 
ment . 
The remaining six weeks are spent in student teaching 
placements, five days per week, six hours per day. Students 
are supervised by a cooperating teacher and by a Wheelock 
faculty member. During this six-week practicum, students 
attend a three-credit seminar in which students, cooperating 
teachers, and supervisors discuss and reflect on methods of 
teaching, issues of health and physical education, integrat¬ 
ing special needs students, working with parents and the 
school community, and student evaluation. Throughout the 
eight-week program, students meet weekly for a two-credit 
course entitled History and Culture of Boston. 
As in the HTA, the college supervisors and the cooper¬ 
ating teachers in the Wheelock College program serve in dual 
capacities, as both teacher educators and as evaluators. The 
college supervisors might evaluate student teachers on the 
methods learned in pre-service teacher education classes. 
The cooperating teachers might evaluate student teachers on 
their methods. As in the HTA, teacher educators in the 
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Wheelock College program have multiple loyalties which could 
conflict to the detriment of the student teachers. 
G. Haberman's Urban Teacher Education Proposal 
Haberman (1987) proposes a form of urban teacher educa¬ 
tion involving college/university teacher education faculty 
and urban public school faculties. In this relationship, 
classroom teachers serve as teacher educators, mentors, and 
instructional leaders for new teachers. These mentors con¬ 
tinue to teach part time in the urban classroom and work as 
adjunct professors in the college/university. In Haberman’s 
proposal, a major portion of teacher preparation is complet¬ 
ed in the public schools, not on the college/university 
campus. Specially trained faculty, from both the 
college/university teacher education faculty and from the 
urban classrooms, would be responsible for preparing pro¬ 
spective teachers. These new faculty, who would receive 
special training, would develop a new urban teacher educa¬ 
tion curriculum and then be responsible for implementing it. 
This calls for some form of in-service urban teacher educa¬ 
tion training to prepare those urban school faculty who will 
be charged with training new urban school teachers. 
Along with a special urban teacher certification, 
Haberman (1987) calls for teacher education to be removed 
from the authority of the college/university and placed in 
the hands of the urban schools because, according to Haber¬ 
man, current urban classroom teachers are more qualified to 
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prepare teachers for the urban schools. The bureaucracy of 
the college/university often encumbers the teacher education 
process. Further, Haberman blames current teacher education 
faculty for the failure of urban teachers and urban schools. 
Haberman's proposal may actually perpetuate the problem 
of an urban teacher shortage rather than solve it, because 
he believes that current urban school teachers, who would be 
charged with teacher training, are themselves both insensi¬ 
tive and ineffective urban teachers. Haberman does not say 
who would train the new teacher education faculty who would 
have responsibility for training new urban teachers. If this 
new faculty is trained by current teacher education faculty 
or by current urban classroom teachers, then the cycle of 
ineffective teachers for the urban schools will be perpetu¬ 
ated . 
H. Problems with New Approaches 
Though these different programs attempt to prepare 
student teachers for the urban classroom, they all seem to 
have limitations or drawbacks which limit their effective¬ 
ness. One major drawback seems to center on the dual roles 
that cooperating teachers and college/university supervisors 
play in the triadic relationship mentioned above. Though all 
teacher education programs employ similar student teaching 
triads, it is especially important in the preparation of 
urban teachers to eliminate drawbacks which might affect the 
practicum experience. 
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In almost every triadic relationship, the teacher 
educators serve as the cooperating teachers and the supervi¬ 
sors. Not only do they train student teachers, but they 
evaluate them as well. It would be a mistake to evaluate 
student teachers on how well they imitate their cooperating 
teachers, or how much of their college/university supervi¬ 
sors' philosophy they have embraced. Cooperating teachers 
sometimes become territorial. They feel that since it is 
their classes that the student teacher is being allowed to 
teach, the student teacher should follow the same methods as 
the cooperating teacher. Similarly, the college/university 
supervisors might feel offended if student teachers use 
method and techniques other than those which were taught in 
pre-service teacher education courses. Should the student 
teachers deviate from or even reject some methods used by 
one or the other, the student teacher may be subject to 
reprisals from either one. Though the cooperating teachers 
and the college/university supervisors are there to help and 
to support the student teacher, they also have loyalties to 
the institutions they represent. These divided loyalties may 
conflict, with the result being that the student teacher 
does not get the benefit of the cooperating teacher or 
supervisor. 
Perhaps out of loyalty to these authority figures, or 
out of fear of failing, student teachers try to pattern 
their behavior after those who have power over them. The 
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student teacher often tries to "serve two masters.” He or 
she is often pulled in opposite directions by those who are 
supposed to help. The result of this can be frustration and 
disappointment, with the student teacher having an unhappy 
and unproductive student teaching experience. 
The cooperating teachers may be ineffective urban 
classroom teachers and may not be aware of up-to-date meth¬ 
ods for effectively managing urban classrooms. 
College/university supervisors may have a large knowledge 
base in their areas of expertise, but they may not be able 
to translate that knowledge into practical solutions. Pre¬ 
service teachers need both a wide variety of current methods 
and strategies that work in practice, from which they can 
develop effective urban classroom management techniques, and 
practical solutions to real issues of urban classroom man¬ 
agement. Student teachers should be able to deviate from 
their training without fear that if they use a teaching 
method that differs from their cooperating teachers and 
college/university supervisors, they will receive a bad 
evaluation or even fail their student teaching. Fear of 
reprisal from those who have authority over them often 
causes student teachers to behave in ways with which they 
might disagree or believe to be inappropriate. 
I. An Innovative Urban Teacher Education Proposal 
An alternative way to prepare student teachers for the 
urban classroom is to use a teacher educator who has both 
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the theoretical knowledge base and the practical experience 
with urban classrooms, but who is not a part of the normal 
triadic relationship. To eliminate the feelings of obliga¬ 
tion to those in authority that student teachers may have 
during practicum, this individual would be separated from 
the normal triadic relationship. Under this proposal, a 
student teacher would be exposed to a wider variety of 
approaches to effective urban classroom management. These 
approaches include practical solutions which work for the 
cooperating teachers and strategies gleaned from current 
research on urban classroom management. Because this teacher 
educator is not part of the traditional triadic relation¬ 
ship, the student teachers might not feel obligated to 
follow his suggestions, but would be more inclined to try 
out the different approaches offered to determine which 
strategies are most effective for them in their particular 
student teaching situations. By having access to another 
teacher educator, in addition to the two professional teach¬ 
er educators who are part of the normal triad, the student 
teachers would have a wider variety of methods and strate¬ 
gies, receive more feedback, and have another resource from 
which to draw. 
This case study was designed to determine the effec¬ 
tiveness of an outside teacher educator, one who is not a 
part of the traditional triadic relationship mentioned 
above, in the training of secondary urban student teachers. 
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This outside teacher educator would work with student teach 
ers alone, employing an innovative program to prepare them 
to be effective urban teachers. For the purposes of this 
case study the "outsider" was known as an "urban practicum 
advisor" (UPA). The UPA was a teacher educator who worked 
with student teachers during a one-semester practicum, 
outside the normal triad of cooperating teacher, 
college/university supervisor, and student teacher. 
The term urban practicum advisor (UPA) referred to an 
experienced teacher and teacher educator whose interest and 
extensive research was in the areas of urban teacher educa¬ 
tion programs and in secondary urban classroom management. 
The UPA in this case study was both a secondary public 
school teacher with twenty years experience in both the 
junior high and senior high schools, and a doctoral student 
in secondary teacher education. Although all teaching expe¬ 
rience had been in suburban schools, the UPA conducted 
research in secondary urban schools, observing classes and 
talking with teachers and administrators about classroom 
management problems in that environment. 
During the school year prior to conducting this case 
study, the UPA conducted research on secondary urban class¬ 
room management in urban junior high schools, where he 
observed classes and talked with teachers and principals. 
Having read studies on secondary urban classroom management 
the UPA compiled a list of strategies deemed effective in 
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the research. Using that list, he observed urban junior high 
school teachers to determine which strategies, if any, they 
used to manage their classrooms. The principal of one junior 
high school allowed him to observe a teacher which she 
identified as very effective and one whom she considered 
less effective, so that the researcher could compare the 
strategies used to manage their respective classes. Also 
during observations, the UPA identified other strategies not 
identified in the research or which refuted strategies cited 
as effective. For example, research once advocated keeping a 
whole class focus to monitor students more easily. The UPA 
watched urban classroom teachers go against that advice by 
making very effective use of cooperative learning. The UPA 
observed students working very well in pairs and in small 
groups while the teacher easily monitored their progress. 
These urban classroom teachers also corroborated many 
strategies deemed effective in the research. 
Additionally, while visiting an elementary urban teach¬ 
er education program during the summer prior to conducting 
this research, the UPA spoke with five urban classroom 
teachers about classroom management to determine whether 
some of the strategies used by effective elementary class¬ 
room teachers would be the same as those used by effective 
secondary urban classroom teachers. Research indicates that 
many effective secondary urban classroom management strate¬ 
gies are derived from the work of effective elementary 
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teachers. The use of classroom management to help children 
develop socially by helping them realize their full poten¬ 
tial is one example. (Johnson S Bany, 1970; Jones & Jones, 
1981) Giving praise and smiling are two other elementary 
strategies that secondary urban classroom management has 
adopted. Through this research in elementary and secondary 
urban classroom management, the UPA became sensitive to some 
of the daily struggles of urban student teachers. 
During their practica, he brought to the student teach¬ 
ers a wide variety of effective urban classroom management 
strategies and techniques which he gained from both earlier 
research on effective classroom management, and from his 
personal observations in the two junior high schools. He 
worked with student teachers on site during a one-semester 
practicum, both individually and in a support group. 
Also during the practica, the UPA identified secondary 
urban classroom management issues which the participants 
themselves had encountered during student teaching, along 
with strategies and techniques they found to be successful 
in dealing with those issues. The UPA asked participating 
student teachers to identify issues of secondary urban 
classroom management which they had encountered during the 
semester, either through observing, assisting, or teaching. 
Methods and strategies for handling those issues were dis¬ 
cussed and evaluated by participating student teachers 
during group meetings. The UPA then compared those issues of 
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secondary urban classroom management and the strategies for 
successfully dealing with them to those identified in the 
current literature. This created an extensive and current 
compilation of issues and methods for effectively dealing 
with them. 
The UPA was also interested in learning why student 
teachers who had no formal urban teacher education training, 
and in most situations, had no previous contact with urban 
education or with urban minority populations, would choose 
to do their student teaching in secondary urban schools. The 
reasons behind their decisions to student teach in secondary 
urban schools were also explored in this case study. 
The UPA was not a representative of any of the teacher 
education institutions in which student teachers were en¬ 
rolled. He worked throughout the semester with the student 
teachers individually and in two groups that were not part 
of the traditional triadic relationship. He had no authority 
over the students and had no part in their evaluation. He 
had no authority over the student teachers and had no part 
in their evaluation. He did not discuss his research or the 
participating student teachers with any of the cooperating 
teachers or college/university supervisors. 
J. Definitions and Limitations 
The term minority in this case study referred to stu¬ 
dents of color, including, but not limited to, students of 
African, Latin, Asian, and Native American, (ALANA) descent. 
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to white students from economically disadvantaged inner city 
homes, and to immigrant students whose native language is 
other than English. Though some people of color may consider 
the term "minority" offensive, I contacted several African- 
American and Latin individuals who are involved in their 
local communities. They indicated that the term was an 
appropriate one to use in referring to people of color. 
Of the many issues involved in teaching in a secondary 
urban school, only the area of classroom management was used 
in this study. The term classroom management referred to 
those techniques and strategies used by secondary urban 
teachers to create an orderly classroom environment which 
maximizes teaching and learning opportunities for themselves 
and their students. Classroom management in this study 
referred to ways in which urban teachers prevented disci¬ 
pline problems by creating classrooms that were free from 
disruption, distraction, and threats to the safety and 
well-being of those involved in the learning process. Though 
there are other areas of classroom management such as cur¬ 
riculum development, lesson planning, student evaluation, 
this case study was limited to the narrow aspect of class¬ 
room management as described. School discipline problems 
normally handled by the school administration, such as 
truancy, vandalism, and violence were not included. In this 
study, discipline was limited to consequences for violation 
of classroom rules such as preparation for class, punctuali- 
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ty, respect, eating in class, and movement about the room. 
By focusing on classroom management rather than specific 
curricula, all student teachers in this study had the oppor¬ 
tunity to benefit from the strategies and techniques gener¬ 
ated by the participants. Student teachers were then free to 
adapt those strategies and techniques to suit their specific 
classes and needs. 
It was assumed that all student teachers in this case 
study had successfully completed all pre-practicum education 
requirements, all required content area course work, and 
that they were competent in their particular content areas. 
Though they may have had one or more early field experiences 
in urban schools, it was assumed that their pre-service 
teacher education program did not focus specifically on 
urban teacher education. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This chapter will review the literature in three areas: 
urban teacher education, secondary urban classroom manage¬ 
ment, and clinical instructors/professors. Because this 
dissertation focuses on preparing secondary student teachers 
for the urban schools, literature on urban teacher education 
programs will be reviewed first. Because this dissertation 
deals specifically with classroom management in the urban 
school, the second literature review will focus on effective 
secondary urban classroom management. Finally, to distin¬ 
guish the work of a clinical instructor/professor in the 
teacher education process from the efforts of the UPA, the 
final literature review will cover the area of clinical 
instructors/supervisors. 
A. Urban Teacher Education Philosophies 
This case study is concerned with preparing student 
teachers for urban schools; therefore, it is important to 
understand how urban teachers have been trained during the 
past thirty years. Urban teacher education was implemented 
in the 1960s because many urban school districts could not 
fill the numerous teaching vacancies caused in part by high 
teacher turnover. Beginning in the mid 1960s, urban teacher 
education was offered through many college and university 
schools of education and teacher education departments to 
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help end this teacher shortage. It was hoped that better 
preparation of urban teachers would stem the high rate of 
teacher turnover in urban schools. 
Prior to this time, many newly certified teachers would 
not work in urban schools because of the difficulties of 
teaching poor urban minority students and the debilitating 
conditions in urban schools. Those who did accept teaching 
positions in urban schools were mostly white, middle-class 
men and women who were unprepared for the challenges of 
working with minority students. For many of these new teach¬ 
ers, this experience represented the first time in their 
lives they had any contact with people whose culture was 
different from their own. Because many were unprepared for 
the problems of working with disadvantaged students, they 
left teaching, or managed to survive in the urban school 
long enough to transfer to a suburban school. Urban teacher 
education programs were created to ease this high rate of 
teacher turnover and to fill the vacancies in urban schools 
by helping teachers develop the skills and competencies 
necessary to become effective urban teachers. 
Researchers (Gunnison, 1976; Lang & Schaller, 1985) 
have found that, in general, effective teachers in any 
school are characterized by a high degree of empathy, posi¬ 
tive regard for their students, and genuineness. Effective 
teachers are also encouraging and supportive of their stu¬ 
dents, and are adept at establishing a comfortable and non- 
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threatening classroom environment. They view teaching as a 
human relationship, and they nourish the interpersonal 
climate of the classroom. (Gunnison, 1976) This humanism, 
along with the development of interpersonal and communica¬ 
tion skills in prospective teachers, was the focus of many 
urban teacher education programs. 
Research further indicates that effective urban teach¬ 
ers possess the following qualities: 1) a sensitivity to the 
needs, interests, and abilities of their students, 2) an 
understanding of their students and the cultures from which 
they come, 3) a respect for minority children and 4) a 
belief that they will learn if properly taught. Effective 
urban teachers also: 5) develop the minority child's self- 
concept by building personal relationships with them based 
on care and trust, 6) hold high expectations of their stu¬ 
dents and provide adequate learning time to help children 
achieve mastery, 7) utilize a variety of instructional modes 
and techniques, and 8) explain material in a thorough and 
interesting manner. In short, they encourage the development 
of the whole child. (deZutter, 1973; Kapel & Kapel, 1982a; 
Lincoln, 1975; Maeroff, 1988; McGeoch, 1965; Wright, 1981) 
According to Weiner (1989), Mclntire and Hughes (1982), 
and Mahan (1984), the most effective approach to teaching 
these skills is to get student teachers to confront their 
own prejudices, biases, and anxieties, along with their 
ignorance of or possible negative attitudes toward people 
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and ways of life different from their own. Weiner (1989) 
believes that urban teacher education programs should pre¬ 
pare prospective teachers to teach disadvantaged students 
with respect, creativity, and skill. Also, student teachers 
should be taught to encourage each child's social, emotion¬ 
al, cognitive, and physical development to enable the child 
to reach his/her full potential. 
Though few urban teacher education programs exist 
today, theories on urban teacher education remain. Beginning 
in the mid 1960s, with the earliest urban teacher education 
programs and continuing through the 1980s, there were two 
schools of thought concerning the most effective methods for 
accomplishing the goals of urban teacher education. One 
method advocated the use of urban clinical sites, in con¬ 
junction with competency-based seminars, while a second 
method was based on a period of cultural immersion. 
Competency-based seminars focused on developing the 
skills needed to be effective urban classroom teachers. In a 
classroom setting, student teachers, with the assistance of 
the seminar instructor(s), identified skills which they felt 
were necessary to be effective urban classroom managers. For 
example, urban student teachers need to handle student 
misbehavior, and to present particular lessons such as 
teaching reading to non-English speaking students. They must 
be able to manage the class during transitions, and keep 
students with poor academic skills motivated. After identi- 
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fying needed competencies, student teachers then discussed 
techniques and methods for developing them. Through such 
techniques as lecture, demonstration, role playing, peer 
teaching, use of videotape, and writing, student teachers 
hopefully developed skills and strategies to manage urban 
classrooms. 
♦ 
1. Cultural Immersion 
Researchers who advocated the use of cultural immer¬ 
sion, (Mahan, 1974, 1979, 1981, 1982; Mclntire & Hughes, 
1982; Mungo, 1979; Weiner, 1989) tried to immerse prospec¬ 
tive teachers into the culture of their students. In this 
way, student teachers were forced to confront and resolve 
their own prejudices. Also, through cultural immersion, 
student teachers had a better chance to become sensitized to 
different cultures, and to the difficulties faced by minori¬ 
ty students attending a white, middle-class American public 
education system. Mahan (1974) suggested that working in 
community service agencies which serve poor or minority 
residents would help prospective teachers gear their in¬ 
struction to fit the realities and aspirations of their 
students. He believed these non-school experiences with 
urban children and their parents would help student teachers 
understand urban life and its cultural diversity, which in 
turn would help prospective teachers communicate effectively 
with students and their parents. 
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2. Clinical Sites 
Other researchers (Anderson, 1976; Foster, 1986; King & 
Mycio, 1975; Simms, 1975) found that the best urban teacher 
education programs made extensive use of both the clinical 
site and competency-based seminars. Because their teacher 
training was in the urban schools instead of on campus, 
those student teachers had more exposure to the urban school 
and its students. In the clinical site approach to urban 
teacher education, the university or college worked coopera¬ 
tively with the urban school faculty and administration to 
give student teachers more experience in the urban schools, 
and to assist them in achieving the competencies needed for 
successfully teaching there. School faculty participated in 
the training of student teacher as instructors, lecturers, 
mentors, or resource people. In some programs the public 
school faculty were given adjunct professor status at the 
cooperating college or university. 
In the clinical site programs, student teachers spent 
more time with urban school personnel, and had more contact 
with students by observing classes, tutoring individuals, 
working with small groups, and finally by working as student 
teachers. 
Some of the institutions which used this method of 
urban teacher education were associated with North Texas 
State University, Syracuse University, and the State Univer¬ 
sity of New York at Buffalo. 
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In the undergraduate program run cooperatively by North 
Texas State University and the Dallas Independent Schools, 
and the Master's program run cooperatively by the Syracuse 
Public Schools and Syracuse University, student teachers 
received heavy student contact from the beginning of their 
programs. Student contact was not reserved for the end of 
the program when student teachers did their practicum. Pre¬ 
service teachers were involved with students early in their 
teacher education programs through observing, informal 
talking, tutoring, and teaching. 
In the West Dallas Teacher Education Program, during 
the first half of the semester, students taught part-time in 
the morning and attended competency-based seminars in the 
public schools in the afternoon. These afternoon seminars 
replaced traditional on-campus education courses. Pre-serv¬ 
ice teachers worked closely with university faculty and 
public school personnel to achieve previously identified 
teaching competencies through the use of micro-teaching, 
peer teaching, demonstrations, writing, and lectures. During 
the second half of the semester, participants taught full 
time, giving them fifty percent more student teaching time 
than those involved in the traditional campus-based teacher 
education programs. (Simms, 1975) 
The Syracuse program began in the summer when student 
teachers practice taught inner city students who were re¬ 
cruited for a special summer school. This system allowed 
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student teachers an opportunity to practice teach in the 
mornings and attend a competency-based seminar in the after¬ 
noon. The seminar participants used experiences gained in 
practice teaching in the summer school to evaluate methods 
and techniques. When the fall semester began, these student 
teachers became paid interns while they continued the compe¬ 
tency-based seminar toward completion of their Masters' 
degree in the evenings. (Anderson, 1976) 
In the City Teaching Center, operated by the Buffalo 
Public Schools and the State University of New York at 
Buffalo, public school faculty were given adjunct professor 
status at the University and served as resource people, 
mentors, and lecturers. This was a three-phase urban teacher 
education program conducted in five secondary schools in 
Buffalo. 
In the first phase, offered during the fall semester of 
the junior year, student teachers took a four-credit course 
entitled Educational Sociology. which met on-site, in Wood- 
lawn Junior High School, one of the center schools. In this 
course, students examined urban schools and studied the 
sociological bases of urban education. Also, in this phase, 
student teachers observed classes in the participating 
schools. 
In the second phase, offered in the spring semester of 
the junior year, student teachers took a four credit on-site 
competency-based course entitled Teaching in Center Schools, 
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also offered at Woodlawn Junior High School. In this second 
course, student teachers participated in the urban classroom 
as teachers’ aides and tutors. Through their participation, 
it was hoped that student teachers would learn methods and 
techniques of urban teaching. In the first two courses of 
the urban teacher education program, students spent two 
hours each week in the classroom and two hours in pre-prac- 
ticum experiences in the cooperating schools. In addition to 
their work in the center schools with students and teachers, 
student teachers spent time in after-school activities and 
in the community. Additionally, the student teachers camped 
out one night to help build community among the group of 
prospective teachers. 
In the final phase, student teachers completed their 
practicum for six credits in one of the inner city schools 
in Buffalo. Along with student teaching, participants took 
courses entitled Practicum in Mental Health. and Methods and 
Techniques of Teaching. Pre-service teachers also partici¬ 
pated in peer teaching and micro-teaching, and received 
feedback to help them establish individual goals for profes¬ 
sional development, 
a. Urban Teacher Corps 
Like the clinical site programs associated with North 
Texas State University and Syracuse University, a federally 
funded program known as the Urban Teacher Corps prepared 
teachers for urban schools through a two-year teaching 
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internship. The purpose of the Urban Teacher Corps was not 
only to attract and train liberal arts graduates to teach in 
inner city schools, but also to encourage them to experiment 
with curricular materials that would be relevant to urban 
children. It was hoped that the teacher training methods 
used in the Urban Teacher Corps would be adopted by colleges 
and universities and become permanent parts of their teacher 
education programs. Those who completed this program earned 
a Master’s degree and a teaching certificate. 
The Urban Teacher Corps attempted to give student 
teachers more student contact by beginning in the summer 
when participants were placed in a clinical site to work as 
teaching interns. During an eight-week pre-service summer 
program, four interns and a team leader (master teacher) 
worked with students recruited for a morning summer school. 
During the afternoon, university faculty conducted competen¬ 
cy-based seminars which focused on those skills teachers 
would need for success in the urban schools. When school 
began in the fall, participants began their student teaching 
as interns on the first day of school. In addition to stu¬ 
dent teaching, interns took sociology, psychology, and 
methods seminars when they completed their teaching. 
In an attempt to create an understanding of urban 
society, the Urban Teacher Corps immersed interns in the 
urban community. Participants worked with community members 
in their homes, businesses, churches, and neighborhoods. 
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Community leaders served as seminar leaders and as co-in¬ 
structors in courses that focused on the urban community, 
b. Other Programs 
Other urban teacher education programs, recognizing 
the importance of the clinical site component of urban 
teacher education, offered clinical site experience to their 
student teachers by allowing them to spend more time than 
usual in urban schools. The University of Houston, Texas 
Southern University, and Houston Community College, along 
with the Houston Independent School District, offered pre¬ 
service teachers the opportunity to be teachers' aides, and 
later substitute teachers in the Houston Independent School 
District. Through this program, the District built a pool of 
more qualified, prospective teachers who might later fill 
their many teaching vacancies. Brandom University, in Winni¬ 
peg, Canada, gave its student teachers the option of taking 
one additional year to complete the teacher education pro¬ 
gram to allow them to spend fifty percent of their sixty 
credits in student teaching in culturally diverse schools in 
the Winnipeg School System. With this option, student teach¬ 
ers could gain twice as much student teaching experience 
than traditionally prepared student teachers. 
Ohio State University's urban teacher education program 
encouraged student teachers to work with urban children in 
the public school as urban teaching assistants. By working 
with urban classroom teachers as teachers’ aides, tutors. 
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and individual pupil aides, student teachers would be more 
qualified for the urban classroom. (Alberty, 1970; Baez & 
Clarke, 1990; Kapel & Kapel, 1982a) 
Though most urban teacher education programs are now 
defunct, the principles upon which they were based are 
partially sound. Urban teacher education has as a primary 
focus the education of the whole child. To accomplish that 
goal, effective urban teachers must understand their stu¬ 
dents , and their cultures, be sensitive to the needs of 
their students, and design instruction to help them achieve 
their goals and aspirations. 
EL. Secondary Urban Classroom Management 
One of the purposes of this dissertation is to deter¬ 
mine the effectiveness of an urban practicum advisor (UPA) 
in preparing secondary urban student teachers to be effec¬ 
tive classroom managers. In order to measure the UPA’s 
effectiveness, it is important to understand what urban 
classroom management is and how it differs from the manage¬ 
ment of other types of classrooms. The methods, strategies, 
and techniques which research has found to be effective in 
managing the secondary urban classroom will be reviewed in 
this section of Chapter Two. 
Thouqh much has been written on classroom management, 
little has focused on the secondary urban schools. Of those 
studies that have focused on the secondary level, most deal 
with the suburban middle or junior high school. (Brooks, 
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1985; Clark & Starr, 1986; Stanard, 1983) Some research, 
however, has been conducted on the urban junior high schools 
and middle schools. (Clements, 1985, 1983; Emmer, 1984; 
Emmer et. al., 1984, 1982a, 1982b; Evertson & Emmer, 1982a, 
1982b; Emmer & Evertson, 1980; Moskowitz & Hayman, 1976, 
1974; Sanford & Evertson, 1983, 1981; Worsham & Stern, 1981) 
Most secondary urban classroom management studies have 
been conducted on the junior high school level because this 
is a crucial time in the lives of adolescents. It is in 
junior high school that many students decide whether they 
will stay in school and graduate, or drop out. Some junior 
high school students who dislike school quit before they are 
legally allowed to quit by beginning a pattern of chronic 
truancy. When they become old enough, they quit school. 
Junior high school students are undergoing many changes, 
both emotional and physical. Because they are trying to 
become independent and to assert their independence, they 
often resist management, and thus problems can develop. In 
their book. Classroom Management for Secondary Teachers, 
Emmer et. al. (1984) make distinctions between management 
techniques for the ninth grade, often considered to be 
junior high school, and grades ten through twelve, usually 
considered senior high school, when all grades are housed in 
the same building. 
Some experts on secondary urban classroom management 
(Emmer et. al., 1982, 1984; Emmer, 1982) emphasize its 
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importance in teaching and learning content. They view 
classroom management primarily as a device for controlling 
students. If students are under the teacher's control, they 
are less likely to misbehave, and teaching and learning 
content can then occur. With effective classroom management, 
the teacher is able to quickly and easily stop misbehavior 
and get students back on task. In their opinion, classroom 
management secures student cooperation and involvement in 
classroom activities, both instructional and non-instruc- 
tional, in a classroom where distractions are kept to a 
minimum. 
Other experts on secondary urban classroom management 
(Brophy, 1979; Moskowitz & Hayman, 1974, 1976) see it as 
emphasizing the importance of the student. They believe that 
effectively managed classrooms help students feel good about 
themselves. Effective classroom management allows teachers 
to deal with students' feelings, joke with them, and offer 
suggestions to benefit them educationally and socially. This 
view of classroom management seems to benefit the whole 
student, while the first view seems to benefit both the 
student and the teacher because it creates an environment 
conducive for teaching and learning. 
These studies demonstrate that effective secondary 
urban classroom management may require both the facilitation 
of instruction through classroom control and the development 
of the students. Both accomplishments are important. But in 
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urban classrooms, where so many poor urban minority students 
have a low self-esteem, dislike school and teachers, and are 
poor students, it may be more important for a teacher to 
help students feel good about themselves and their abili¬ 
ties, and to like school and learning through academic 
success. 
It is my belief that effective classroom control is a 
direct result of successfully cultivating the social and 
academic development of students. Students who find personal 
and academic success in the classroom are less likely to 
misbehave. To this end, an attempt was made in this study to 
help student teachers control their classrooms by helping 
them develop effective classroom management techniques, 
which help their students find social and academic success. 
All researchers on secondary urban classroom manage¬ 
ment, regardless of their predilection to the primary pur¬ 
pose of classroom management, seem to agree that good man¬ 
agement helps reduce discipline problems. (Emmer et. al., 
1982, 1984; Emmer, 1984; Emmer & others, 1982; Emmer & 
Evertson, 1980; Evertson & Emmer, 1982a, 1982b; Brophy, 
1979; Moskowitz S- Hayman, 1976) Effective classroom manage¬ 
ment is a defensive technique in that it helps maintain 
student interest and involvement in classroom activities. If 
students are involved in activities, they are less likely to 
misbehave. 
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Evertson and Emmer (1982a), Emmer and others (1982), 
Emmer et. al. (1982), and Emmer and Evertson (1980) found 
in the Junior High Classroom Organization Study (1978) that 
effective urban classroom managers are skilled in two major 
areas: (1) pre-planning and (2) communication. By pre-estab¬ 
lishing norms for student conduct and preplanning rules and 
procedures for achieving curricular goals, and then effec¬ 
tively communicating these rules and procedures to students 
on the first days of school, discipline problems throughout 
the school year can be kept to a minimum and teachers are 
able to effectively teach the prescribed curriculum. With 
pre-planned procedures in place, any off-task behavior can 
easily be stopped before it becomes a larger discipline 
problem. The first days of school are important for estab¬ 
lishing a system of on-task student behavior which can last 
throughout the school year. 
1. Preplanning 
According to studies conducted by Evertson and Emmer 
(1982a), Emmer and others (1982), Emmer et. al. (1982), and 
Emmer and Evertson (1980), effective secondary urban teach¬ 
ers pre-plan the course goals and objectives, the methods 
and strategies for achieving them, and establish rules for 
student behavior within the classroom. Also, the conse¬ 
quences for violating those rules are discussed when classes 
begin. Pre-planning procedures for classroom activities and 
student behavior helps the teacher to direct the students' 
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best efforts toward achieving course goals. Pre-planned 
procedures help students function more successfully in 
classroom activities, and aid the teacher in anticipating 
events which might cause disruptions. By eliminating delays 
and wasted time caused by disruptions - especially during 
transitions, a time when misbehavior occurs - the teacher 
is better able to instruct and the students are able to work 
more productively. Pre-planning helps reduce transition time 
because materials have been selected and prepared and stu¬ 
dents are aware of the routine for distributing them. 
With procedures planned ahead, the teacher is better 
able to maintain student attention and interest and avoid 
unimportant events that cause distractions. Preplanning also 
helps the teacher begin class promptly and dispense with 
administrative tasks such as taking attendance, collecting 
forms, etc. 
The effective teacher in secondary urban schools also 
prepares instructional material, including audio-visual 
material and equipment, and organizes and arranges the 
physical environment, including the desks, tables, and other 
equipment, in a way that facilitates instruction and manage¬ 
ment. For example, instructional materials are pre-selected, 
copies of supplementary material are ready for distribution, 
audio and visual materials are ready to use, and desks and 
tables are arranged so that all students are in view of the 
teacher. 
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2. Communication 
For effective secondary urban classroom managers, 
communication is more than lecturing to students or giving 
them instructions and/or directions, it also means talking 
with students and listening to them. (Evertson & Emmer, 
1982) Maeroff (1988) believes that to inspire urban students 
and make school the place where these students want to be, 
urban classroom teachers should try to build a sense of 
community between themselves and the students. Urban teach¬ 
ers should talk with students about life and its problems. 
To Brophy (1979) and Moskowitz and Hayman, (1974, 1976), 
communicating with students means establishing relationships 
with them. Relationships between students and the teacher 
are friendships based on mutual liking, trust, and respect. 
In these relationships, students know that a teacher is also 
their friend, that they can talk to him/her as they would to 
another adult they respect. Students and the teacher know 
that each will not embarrass or humiliate the other, and 
that each respects the other's opinion and will listen to 
the other. Students know that the teacher will be fair, 
while teachers know that students will be honest with them 
and will cooperate with them to achieve curricular goals. 
Moskowitz and Hayman (1974, 1976) found that the best 
urban teachers are those who recognize the importance of 
student feelings. These teachers are the ones who initiate 
relationships with their students. Brophy (1979) found that 
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the best urban teachers are more personal with students, 
taking more time out from academics to try to motivate them 
or deal with their concerns. Evertson and Emmer (1982) found 
that listening to students encourages them to make contribu¬ 
tions to the class. 
Emmer and Evertson (1980) and Sanford and Evertson 
(1981), and Evertson and Emmer (1982a, 1982b) found that 
those secondary urban teachers who know more about their 
incoming students are more effective than those who know 
little about their students. That knowledge includes an 
understanding of their students' abilities, their interests, 
and their cultural backgrounds. 
In addition to having pre-planning and communication 
skills, effective secondary urban classroom teachers are 
skilled at monitoring students in the classroom. This form 
of communication is what Emmer and Evertson (1982) call 
"visual scanning" (1982), or what Kounin (1977) calls 
"withitness" or "eyes in the back of your head." Effective 
urban teachers attempt to know what is going on in the 
classroom at all times. 
3. The First Days of School 
The first days of the school year are crucial for 
establishing effective urban classroom management. Because 
the management issues in urban schools are very serious and 
the needs of urban students are generally greater than those 
of white middle-class suburban students, it is imperative 
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that effective classroom management strategies be put in 
place at the beginning of the school year. If a system of 
effective classroom management is not implemented at the 
beginning of the school year, problems that arise may become 
so large they may be impossible to overcome. 
Unlike most suburban teachers, urban teachers have to 
deal with classroom issues that include: large classes; 
shortages of books and supplies; students who live in pover¬ 
ty, students who have low self-esteem, students who are 
educationally far below their ages, students who are frus¬ 
trated and angry with school, and who lack respect for 
authority. Because of these problems, many poor urban minor¬ 
ity students are at risk of dropping out because school 
offers them no solution to their problems. Those who remain 
may try to escape their problems by becoming involved with 
drugs, alcohol, or gangs. Therefore, it is vital to put into 
place early in the school year strategies to save these at- 
risk students. 
The overcrowded urban classroom necessitates an effec¬ 
tive system for establishing and maintaining order and 
control. With so many students in each urban class, it is 
easy for a teacher to lose control of the class, especially 
while he/she works with one student or a small group. Many 
urban minority students have academic skills that are sub¬ 
stantially below grade level. These students need more help 
and attention than those with grade-appropriate skills. A 
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system of classroom management must allow the teacher to 
provide help for these students before they fail. Without a 
system of effective classroom management, it can be almost 
impossible for a teacher to provide that help. 
Many urban minority students see little value in school 
and education in general. To them school offers neither hope 
nor opportunity. This negative attitude toward school often 
manifests itself in a lack of respect and even a hostility 
toward teachers. Effective classroom strategies not only can 
help teachers to deal with potential problems this attitude 
may cause, but they may also help some students to change 
their negative attitude about school and education. 
Because many poor urban minority students have very 
little success in their own lives and see few examples of 
success around them, many have low self-esteem. Effective 
classroom strategies help these students gain respect for 
themselves and confidence in their ability to succeed. If 
effective classroom management strategies to deal with these 
issues are in place early in the school year, it may make 
the difference between a child dropping out of school or 
staying in school and eventually graduating. 
It is during the first days of school that the effec¬ 
tive urban teacher sets the tone for the classroom which 
will last the entire school year. By establishing a tone 
which emphasizes teaching and learning in a cooperative 
atmosphere, where students can grow academically and social- 
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ly, teachers are setting the stage for a more productive and 
successful school year. Conversely, if the teacher fails to 
establish a tone for the classroom, or if a negative tone is 
established in which little teaching and learning takes 
place in a chaotic atmosphere, it will be a very long school 
year filled with anger, failure, and frustration for both 
students and teacher. 
During the first days of school the teacher's pre¬ 
planning is put into effect: procedures and routines for 
conducting classroom activities are explained, rules for 
student behavior during instructional and noninstructional 
activities, along with consequences for violations of rules, 
are communicated to students. (Emmer, 1984; Emmer & others, 
1982) Relationships between students and the teacher, which 
enable students to achieve their academic success and real¬ 
ize their potentials, are formed, and the course content is 
introduced. (Moskowitz £ Hayman, 1974, 1976) 
These early non-instructional classroom activities not 
only help establish a classroom atmosphere that is conducive 
to teaching and learning, but also enable students to 
achieve personal satisfaction and fulfillment by attaining 
classroom success during the school year. 
It is important to establish a positive atmosphere 
during the first days of school while there is still a great 
deal of student uncertainty about the teacher, the class, 
and the course itself, even among secondary students who 
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have been present on many first days of school. Students do 
not know the teacher, and thus do not know how demanding 
he/she will be, how much and what type of misbehavior he/she 
will tolerate, or how much effort they will have to make. 
The teacher should take advantage of these uncertainties by 
establishing lasting routines, procedures, and expectations 
for on-task behavior. 
During the first days of school, students are not yet a 
social group. Though they may know each other, they have not 
yet re-established any subgroups that may have existed 
during the last school year or formed any new subgroups in 
which they will operate. They are usually attentive, cooper¬ 
ative, and even willing to listen and learn. The teacher 
should take advantage of this positive student attitude to 
help establish that tone which will make the school year 
more enjoyable and rewarding for everyone, 
a. Rules and Procedures 
Communicating student expectations and classroom rules 
and procedures during the first days is what Moskowitz and 
Hayman (1974, 1976) call "orienting" secondary students and 
what Smith and Geoffrey (1968) refer to as "grooving" ele¬ 
mentary children. Most researchers (Brooks, 1985; Cangelosi, 
1988; Clark & Starr, 1986; Doyle, 1986; Fine & Walkenshaw, 
1977; Johnson & Bany, 1970) believe that orienting should be 
done in a businesslike tone with a professional attitude and 
behavior. They believe the teacher should act in a profes- 
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sional manner and be well prepared and organized. Cange- 
losi (1988) states that the attitude a well prepared, highly 
organized teacher models for students has a lasting effect 
that will help establish on-task and engaged student behav¬ 
ior. (p.62) Clark and Starr (1986) believe that a business¬ 
like tone can be very persuasive. According to Brooks 
(1985), the first days of school can set the stage for a 
successful school year. Doyle (1986) believes that early 
class sessions of a school year are critical because order 
is defined and the process and procedures that sustain order 
are put into place. 
These researchers believe that the teacher should 
communicate a sense of seriousness to students. Because 
voice is so important in creating a businesslike tone, 
Johnson and Bany (1970) recommend speaking distinctly, in a 
friendly, pleasant voice, but with a businesslike manner. 
Brooks (1985) and Emmer (1982) feel that the teacher should 
communicate the rules, procedures, and consequences in a 
deliberate, no nonsense way, while maintaining direct eye 
contact with the students. Brooks (1985) cautions teachers 
not to smile during this discussion of rules and conse¬ 
quences to help ensure that sense of seriousness. If these 
methods are followed, there is a better chance that the end 
result will be a structured classroom with a healthy, com¬ 
fortable, nonthreatening atmosphere in which students have a 
clear understanding of the relationship between their behav- 
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ior and its consequences. The teacher who creates such an 
atmosphere will be what Brooks (1985) calls a "superstar” 
teacher. If, on the other hand, the rules are not reviewed 
or are confusinq, ambiguous, or irrelevant, the consequences 
can be serious. (Brooks, 1985) 
Many researchers (Clark & Starr, 1986; Emmer et. al., 
1982; Jones & Jones, 1981) believe that it is better to have 
four or five major rules which incorporate many areas of 
student behavior than to have many rules, because students 
have an easier time assimilating a few rules and are there¬ 
fore more likely to obey them. Also, since many areas of 
behavior can be covered by one rule, as unexpected or un¬ 
planned events occur, they can be categorized under one of 
the larger rules, which makes enforcement easier. It is 
difficult for students to learn many rules and they may 
become confused by overlapping or contradictory rules. 
Norms for student behavior come from a variety of 
sources: the community, the school committee, the school 
administration, and the classroom teacher. Some rules which 
govern the day-to-day operation of the classroom can be 
established without knowing the students. These include 
norms for student behavior with regard to student movement 
about the room, leaving the room, pupil-pupil and pupil- 
teacher interactions, group work, formats for writing compo¬ 
sitions or lab reports, doing labs, and policies for doing 
make-up work after absence. School rules might include those 
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policies governing student behavior during passing time, at 
assemblies or after-school functions, and policies for 
evacuating the building during fire drills. Rules set forth 
by the school committee are more general and mirror those of 
society in general with regard to privacy, (access to perma¬ 
nent files) and violations of local, state and federal laws. 
Research suggests that different opinions exist con¬ 
cerning students' involvement in the development of class¬ 
room rules. Clark and Starr (1986), Jones and Jones (1981), 
and Fine and Walkenshaw (1977) believe that students should 
be involved in the development of classroom rules because 
they are more likely to accept them when they have a role in 
their formulation. Conversely, Emmer et. al. (1984) and 
Evertson and Emmer (1982a, 1982b), believe that students 
should not be a part of the development of rules regarding 
their classroom behavior. They feel that when a truly demo¬ 
cratic system of rule formation is used, students are less 
likely to obey those rules they did not vote to establish. 
Students would feel no obligation to abide by rules with 
which they disagree. 
Others believe that when students are given a say in 
the formulation of the rules which govern their own class¬ 
room, not only is the teacher empowering students by giving 
them a say in their own education, but he/she is also plac¬ 
ing responsibility on the students to obey rules they demo- 
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cratically develop whether they agree with them or not, thus 
teaching them to be responsible adults. 
Specifically, the rules should be communicated one by 
one, giving a rationale for each rule, explaining the conse¬ 
quences of breaking it, and giving an example of an infrac¬ 
tion. Discussion of each rule and any changes should be 
made at this time. The teacher should communicate in writing 
by posting the rules in a prominent place in the classroom, 
where they can be seen and referred to when needed, and give 
each student a copy of the rules, or have students copy the 
rules into a notebook. Some teachers send copies of the 
rules home to parents who are asked to sign and return them. 
If a teacher wishes to emphasize the positive, procedures 
for obtaining privileges such as free time or library time 
can be posted along with the other rules. This communication 
to students indicates that the teacher is well prepared, 
organized, and serious about the material to be covered in 
the course. 
Like Brooks (1985), who discourages teachers from even 
smiling while communicating student expectations on the 
first days of school, and Clark and Starr (1986), who sug¬ 
gest being strict at the beginning of the school year, 
Evertson and Emmer, (1982) describe effective urban second¬ 
ary teachers as "down to business." Emmer et. al. (1984) 
characterized successful urban teachers at the beginning of 
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school as having a "take charge" leadership style and found 
them to be "front and center." 
b. Relationships 
The first days of schools are also critical for estab¬ 
lishing relationships with students. These relationships 
benefit students in that they can begin to see the teacher 
not as an adversary, but as a friend who cares about them 
and who wants to help them achieve both academic success and 
personal fulfillment. These relationships between teacher 
and students should be based on mutual trust and respect. 
Students and the teacher should feel that each respects the 
other and his/her opinion, and that each will treat the 
other in a fair and equitable manner. Students should not 
feel threatened by either the teacher or other students in 
the classroom. Students should feel that they are important, 
that their opinion is valued by the teacher. The teacher 
should feel that the students will be honest and do their 
best to become educated, independent members of society. If 
these relationships are established, students 
who have low self-esteem and a dislike of school might begin 
to change their attitudes. 
Unlike the serious businesslike tone teachers should 
use while communicating rules and procedures, Moskowitz and 
Hayman (1974, 1976) found that the use of humor is a key 
strategy in establishing relationships with students during 
the first days of school. Relationships and the use of humor 
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are key strategies for successfully establishing a system of 
classroom management in their studies of secondary urban 
classrooms. Moskowitz and Hayman (1974, 1976) found that 
during the school year, the "best" urban classroom managers 
joke more often than "typical" teachers, even when being 
critical of students. They give students the most extensive 
praise, and use more indirect or motivating behaviors than 
did "new" teachers. Moskowitz and Hayman feel that the key 
to effective urban classroom management is to be pleasant 
and smile. This refutes the old adage of, "Don't smile until 
Christmas," or be tough at the beginning of the school year. 
Instead, when establishing relationships with students, 
smile and joke is the message they got from the effective 
secondary urban classroom managers they studied. In fact, 
Brophy (1979) describes urban teachers as warm and encourag¬ 
ing while he refers to suburban teachers as businesslike and 
demanding. 
After orienting students to the rules and procedures, 
the teacher should introduce the course content to them. 
During a discussion of the course, the teacher should smile 
and show enthusiasm for his/her subject. (Brooks, 1985) 
Orienting in the secondary urban schools is done over a 
period of days and even weeks, with a portion of each class 
devoted to a presentation, review, or discussion of rules 
and procedures. During these orientation sessions, regula¬ 
tions and policies governing such classroom routines as the 
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types of paper and writing implements, paper headings, 
neatness, make-up, and late work are established. In the 
Junior Hiqh Classroom Organization Study (1978), researchers 
found that orientation was a part of every class during the 
first week of school. Sanford et. al., (1981) found one 
urban teacher who spent one-third of class time over a span 
of five class periods at the beginning of school in student 
orientation. Sanford et. al., (1981) concluded that more 
and longer attention to orienting may be more beneficial in 
low socioeconomic junior high schools than in more affluent 
junior high schools. 
Orientation should continue throughout the school year, 
whenever a new activity is introduced. The classroom rules 
and procedures for that activity are communicated to stu¬ 
dents and discussed. For example, prior to the first lab or 
before viewing the first videotape, or before the first 
class field trip, students are oriented to the rules and 
procedures for that particular activity. 
4. Instruction 
Researchers on classroom management (Brooks, 1985; 
Cangelosi, 1988; Emmer et. al., 1984; Emmer & others, 1982; 
Fine & Walkenshaw, 1977; Jones & Jones, 1981; Doyle, 1979) 
agree that students feel more secure and optimistic about 
their ability to do well in class if they are successful in 
their first few classroom activities. Early school success 
is especially important for some poor urban minority stu- 
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dents, who might otherwise give up before they realize they 
are capable of achieving success. When these students give 
up, many become discipline problems, which adds more failure 
to their lives. Early academic success builds confidence, 
security, and self-esteem. With early academic success, 
students will strive for more success at each and every 
opportunity, both academically and socially. When they feel 
that they are becoming successful, they might begin to feel 
fulfillment in their lives. 
Some white middle-class suburban students may not need 
such classroom success so early in the school year because 
they experience frequent success in their lives, both inside 
and outside school. Suburban students are not as likely to 
give up when they experience early academic failure. Their 
confidence and self-esteem tend to be higher than urban 
students so they are willing to try without positive rein¬ 
forcement . 
After the initial classroom activities, effective 
secondary urban classroom managers continue to build confi¬ 
dence and self-esteem in their students through academic and 
social successes. With each success, students feel better 
about themselves, they gain more confidence in their abili¬ 
ties, and hopefully they will begin to see a value in school 
and learning. 
One method effective urban teachers use to help their 
students achieve success is pre-planning initial classroom 
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activities which all students can successfully complete on 
their own. Moskowitz and Hayman (1976) and Jones and Jones 
(1981) found that these early activities should deal with 
student feelings and interests. Classroom activities that 
relate to the students' lives will help maintain their 
involvement and interest. 
These initial activities should be simple enough for 
all students to successfully complete by themselves in one 
class session and should have a whole-class focus. Group 
work and individual instruction should be avoided until 
students are thoroughly initiated into the system of class¬ 
room procedures. If a teacher gets too involved in helping 
one student or a small group, other students may get off- 
task. Keeping a whole-class focus, at least to begin each 
assignment, enables the teacher to monitor students to see 
if they understand the instructions, are able to do it 
correctly, and are actually doing the assignment. These 
satisfying academic activities at the beginning of the 
school year help to establish on-task cooperative behavior 
patterns and to give students a positive attitude toward 
school and learning. The early content instruction might 
include a review of last year's material. When appropriate 
task-oriented behavior patterns have been established, new 
content activities can be introduced which will require 
longer periods of time to complete. Homework, individual 
assistance from the teacher, or group work can then be 
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introduced. Once group work begins, teachers can monitor the 
groups by moving up and down the rows. 
When beginning any instruction, the teacher should 
clearly communicate to students what they will be doing, why 
they are doing it, how to obtain teacher assistance, and 
what to do when finished. A teacher’s use of effective 
instructional activities throughout the school year helps 
students to achieve personal success and satisfaction while 
allowing the teacher to accomplish goals. When students know 
how to proceed or how to get help, most disruptive behavior 
can be avoided. Though Brooks (1985) dissuades teachers from 
smiling during a discussion of rules and procedures, he 
advocates smiling while discussing course content to help 
convey to students the teacher’s enthusiasm for the course 
and the material, which will hopefully carry over to the 
students. 
Most research on urban classroom management (Emmer & 
Evertson, 1980; Evertson & Emmer 1982a, 1982b; Murnane & 
Phillips, 1978) found that effective classroom managers 
communicate instruction effectively by segmenting difficult 
tasks and new content into step-by-step procedures. This 
helps students understand and master content in small units 
while it helps the teacher to evaluate the learning process 
in small units and make necessary corrections before the 
students get lost. Brophy (1979) and Murnane and Phillips 
(1978) found that the effective urban teacher moves through 
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the curriculum at a slower pace, allowing more time for 
practice and over learning. Urban teachers are more likely 
to stay with a particular student and allow time for him/her 
to respond during oral instruction, or to provide help by 
giving hints or rephrasing the question. These teachers 
avoid simply giving answers or calling on someone else. 
Through this management technique, students have more suc¬ 
cess, which in turn makes them feel good about themselves 
and their abilities to succeed. When students feel good 
about themselves, they have a positive attitude and want to 
have more success. 
Brophy (1979), Moskowitz and Hayman (1974, 1976), and 
Murnane and Phillips (1978) found that effective urban 
classroom managers give more praise and encouragement and 
less criticism. When they do criticize, it is directed at 
the student's response rather than at the student's behav¬ 
ior. This is important to poor urban minority students who 
receive very little praise and encouragement in this lives, 
and who are criticized inside and outside of school by 
almost every other aspect of society. With so much criticism 
in their lives, poor urban minorities may begin to feel that 
they are worthless and they may begin to dislike themselves 
because it seems that no one else likes them. 
Effective secondary urban classroom managers may criti¬ 
cize a wrong answer, but they do not criticize a student for 
interrupting another student by calling out the answer 
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without raising a hand and being acknowledged by the teach¬ 
er. The difference between an effective urban and a suburban 
classroom manager is that the effective urban teacher might 
criticize the wrong answer instead of the outburst, while 
the suburban teacher might criticize both the wrong answer 
and the outburst. 
Moskowitz and Hayman (1976) found that effective urban 
teachers use more "indirect" behaviors, which encourage the 
actions of students and their opportunities to participate, 
rather than direct types of behavior, which limit a stu¬ 
dent’s opportunities to participate. An example of a direct 
teacher behavior is telling a student that he/she has given 
the wrong answer and to sit down and be quiet. This limits 
the student's opportunities to participate. An indirect type 
of teacher behavior would be to praise a student for trying 
and encouraging him/her to try again even though he/she may 
have the wrong answer. This indirect type of teacher behav¬ 
ior motivates students and gives reinforcement, which helps 
students feel good about themselves. 
Moskowitz and Hayman (1974, 1976) also found that urban 
teachers use more student ideas and develop more student 
contributions. They found that using students' ideas pro¬ 
motes student achievement and that the best urban teachers 
have feelings for the value of developing student contribu¬ 
tions. Again this strategy aids student in knowing that they 
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have contributed to the success of the whole class. Poor 
urban minority students may begin to achieve their potential 
by feeling they are accepted by others and are truly a part 
of the class. 
Successful urban teachers smile a lot, are less criti¬ 
cal, and do not raise their voices or yell, even when disci¬ 
plining. When one person yells at another, he/she is showing 
a lack of respect for that person. Everyone wants to be 
respected. When a teacher yells at a student he/she is not 
showing respect for that student. Effective urban classroom 
managers respect their students and thus do not raise their 
voices or yell. Also, because many urban minority students 
are used to hearing shouting, they can give it right back, 
and often will not back down from a teacher who is yelling 
at them. This leads to further confrontation and everybody 
loses in that situation. 
Brophy (1979) found that effective urban teachers are 
more personal with their students, taking more time out from 
academics to try to motivate them or to deal with their 
concerns. Again, effective urban classroom managers try to 
help their students realize their full potential by showing 
a concern for them and their problems. Effective urban 
classroom managers are sensitive to their students. If a 
student has had problems the night before class, the effec¬ 
tive urban teacher will address the problem and try to help 
resolve them. After all, teaching and learning cannot occur 
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when students are bothered and are not concentrating on the 
lesson. For example, if a student’s husband or boyfriend 
beat her or if her baby was up all night, the effective 
teacher would attend to that student's concern before going 
on with the lesson. 
Academically, effective urban classroom managers seem 
to have the same high expectations of their students as 
suburban teachers have of theirs. Research has shown that 
effective urban teachers are task oriented, emphasizing to 
their students that class time is reserved for work-related 
activities. They do not treat their students differently 
because they are minorities. In the Junior High Classroom 
Organization Study, (1978) conducted by Emmer et. al., 
effective urban teachers stressed student accountability and 
responsibility by emphasizing assignment completion and 
make-up work. Teachers gave daily assignments and frequent¬ 
ly collected, graded, and returned student work. This 
written communication helped students develop good work 
habits and helped both teacher and students keep track of 
their progress. It also helped teachers provide students 
with assistance as needed. The difference between effective 
urban and suburban teachers seems to be in the knowledge 
these effective urban teachers have of their students and in 
the personal relationships that effective urban classroom 
managers develop with their students. 
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Emmer and Evertson (1980), Sanford and Evertson (1981), 
and Evertson and Emmer (1982a, 1982b) found that successful 
urban teachers know more about the academic skills of their 
entering students than do less successful teachers. One 
teacher in this study even knew the attention span of her 
students. (Sanford & Evertson, 1981) This strategy helps in 
designing and planning instruction. 
5. Discipline 
A consensus among researchers, teachers, and other 
educators is that effective classroom management does pre¬ 
vent discipline problems. Research (Emmer & Evertson 1980; 
Emmer et. al., 1982; Evertson & Emmer 1982a, 1982b; Mosko- 
witz & Hayman 1974, 1976) has shown that effective urban 
classroom management includes preventive strategies to keep 
discipline problems from occurring. Preventative strategies 
that effective secondary urban teachers use include estab¬ 
lishing rules early in the year, anticipating discipline 
problems, detecting them early, and quickly intervening in 
situations of misbehavior. These strategies are similar to 
the visual and verbal communication strategies that effec¬ 
tive teachers used while monitoring instruction. 
Doyle (1979) emphasizes anticipating misbehavior by 
knowing who is easily distracted, the type of answers to 
expect from different students and the likelihood that a 
particular student's answer will elicit reactions from 
others. Doyle advocates studying permanent records of stu- 
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dents to detect patterns of misbehavior. With this knowl¬ 
edge, a teacher can prepare for situations in which misbe¬ 
havior is likely to occur and may avoid misbehavior by 
adapting or changing methodology. For example, if oral 
responses to the teacher's questions might elicit an unwant¬ 
ed response from one or more students, the effective class¬ 
room manager might change the form of student responses from 
oral to written, thus avoiding the undesirable behavior. The 
effective teacher might not have a particular student read 
aloud if there might be an negative response from others in 
the class. 
Doyle (1979) refers to those student-initiated activi¬ 
ties which the teacher considers to be inappropriate as 
"behavior task initiations." Early detection and interven¬ 
tion in these misbehaviors will "neutralize behavior task 
initiation before peer granted rewards can be delivered and 
before public consequences occur." (Doyle, 1979, p. 52-53) 
The teacher should stop this behavior before the offending 
student either becomes a hero among peers or gets other 
students to join in the misbehavior. 
Researchers found that effective strategies often occur 
when teachers: 1) keep a whole-class focus during instruc¬ 
tion; 2) monitor students by moving around the room, not 
becoming engrossed with one student or one small group while 
the rest of the class is ignored; 3) allow fewer misbehav¬ 
iors to go unnoticed, and 4) are quick to react to any 
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student misbehavior to prevent it from becoming a larger and 
more serious situation; 5) and take no nonsense, criticizing 
any slightly deviant behavior before it gets off the ground. 
Effective secondary urban classroom managers use the 
rules and procedures they communicated to students during 
the first days of school to get students back on task. Two 
strategies that may stop the inappropriate behavior and get 
students back on task are nonverbal and verbal teacher 
intervention. Nonverbal communication consists of direct eye 
contact with the offending student, frowning, with arms 
folded, at the offender, moving about the room and standing 
next to the misbehaving student, or lightly touching the 
offender's shoulder. Gesturing and the use of facial expres¬ 
sions can communicate disapproval as well. 
Verbal communication involves a declarative statement 
to desist. The teacher calls out the offending student's 
name and reminds him/her of the expected behavior. One 
intervention strategy used by effective secondary urban 
teachers is to ask the offending student to cite the rule(s) 
or procedure(s) that he/she should be following. Moskowitz 
and Hayman (1974) found that the urban teachers in their 
study did not raise their voices or yell but even joked with 
students when disciplining them. 
Researchers seem to agree that whatever methods of 
intervention are used, the teacher should take a direct 
approach to classroom misbehavior. Be fair but firm, do not 
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threaten, and carry out the consequences for misbehavior. 
Be sure to make the punishment fit the crime. For example, 
do not punish the whole class when one student is chewing 
gum. 
The same humor that effective urban classroom teachers 
used during orientation is often used to handle discipline 
problems. By not yelling at students or confronting them 
with accusations of misbehavior, teachers are able to talk 
with students, explain the rule that was broken and the 
consequences. The student is then allowed to choose whether 
to stop the inappropriate behavior or suffer the conse¬ 
quences . As one middle school principal stated, "These kids 
have confrontations and yelling at home on a daily basis. 
They can give it right back and they won't back down to a 
teacher." (Personal conversation with an anonymous source. 
May, 1991) 
The effective classroom managers in the Moskowitz and 
Hayman (1974, 1976) research were more student-oriented, 
while those in the research of Eiraner et. al. (1984) and 
Evertson and Emmer (1982) were more task-oriented. A reason 
for the difference in findings may be the students. Both the 
Junior High Classroom Organization Study and the Junior High 
Management Improvement Study were conducted in the South¬ 
west, using urban school districts with large Latin popula¬ 
tions. The Moskowitz and Hayman studies, which were conduct¬ 
ed in urban junior high schools in Philadelphia, may have 
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had other minority populations. This may show that the 
students determine the most effective approach to classroom 
management. 
Research has shown that in addition to establishing and 
maintaining control, which enables the teaching and learning 
of content material, effective secondary urban classroom 
management also benefits minority students in other ways. By 
building minority students' self-esteem and helping them 
feel good about themselves through academic success, effec¬ 
tive secondary urban classroom managers not only prevent 
discipline problems from occurring, but they also help 
students enjoy school and learning. When students see the 
value of education they will want to go to school to become 
productive members of society. 
C. Clinical Instructor/Professor 
A student teacher's ability to manage a classroom is a 
primary concern of both the student teacher and his/her 
supervisors. This skill often determines whether the student 
teacher has a successful and rewarding practicum experience 
or a discouraging and frustrating one. In this dissertation, 
the UPA focused on making student teachers effective urban 
classroom managers. Because the student teachers' supervi¬ 
sors also were concerned with their classroom skills, it is 
important to understand the role of the clinical instructor 
or clinical professor in order to distinguish it from the 
work of the UPA. 
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Clinical instructors/professors, terms which have been 
used in teacher education since at least 1962 (Kazlov, 
1976), are usually faculty members of the teacher training 
institutions through which student teachers are being pre¬ 
pared, or are teachers in the schools in which those student 
teachers receive their practicum experience. 
Literature on clinical instructors/clinical professors 
suggests that they are either full-time school teachers 
hired by a teacher training institution to serve as cooper¬ 
ating teachers and supervisors of the institution's student 
teachers, or are college/university faculty members based in 
the schools during their student teachers' practicum, to 
serve as supervisors of student teachers and as instructors 
in on-site student teaching seminars. 
Most clinical instructors/professors serve similar 
purposes: 1) they coordinate the clinical experiences for 
student teachers from the teacher training institution, 2) 
they conduct seminars for student teachers in the clinical 
site, and 3) they supervise student teachers. (Hazard & 
Chandler, 1972; Heathington, 1985; Moore & others, 1986) 
School teachers who serve as clinical instructors also 
usually serve as cooperating teachers. 
The problem with school teachers serving as clinical 
instructors is that they must have loyalty to the policies, 
procedures, and goals of their school systems, to the uni¬ 
versity pre-service teacher education programs, and to the 
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student teachers with whom they work very closely. In most 
cases involving a school teacher working as a clinical 
instructor, not only must he/she help train the student 
teachers in the theory and its practical applications, but 
he/she is also required by the college or university to 
evaluate the student teachers. Because of these multiple 
loyalties, problems are more likely to arise when the values 
of either institution appear challenged. The clinical in¬ 
structor might have to decide between his/her loyalties to 
the school, the college/university, or the student teacher. 
Nowhere in the literature is the clinical instructor free 
from the values of the institution(s) he/she represents. 
Most clinical instructors wear three hats: that of the 
cooperating teacher, the college/university supervisor, and 
the teacher trainer. 
School teachers who serve as clinical instructors are 
usually granted adjunct faculty status at the teacher train¬ 
ing institution. In addition to a stipend from the college 
or university, these clinical instructors are granted such 
benefits as library and athletic privileges. (Moore & oth¬ 
ers, 1986) In many cases they are also granted titles such 
as adjunct professor or clinical professor. At the Universi¬ 
ty of Tennessee/Knoxville, clinical instructors were known 
as "faculty associates". (Hazard & Chandler, 1972) North¬ 
western University even give the school teachers who served 
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as clinical professors all rights, privileges, and responsi¬ 
bilities of faculty members. (Heathington, 1985) 
The rewards and benefits conferred upon these school 
teachers by the colleges and universities usually raise 
their status among their colleagues and help the teacher 
training institution secure their loyalty. Since the indi¬ 
viduals recruited as clinical instructors are career school 
teachers, they also have long established loyalties to their 
schools. 
When clinical instructors serve as cooperating teachers 
for the student teachers placed with them by the college or 
university, they become two-thirds of the triadic relation¬ 
ship among student teacher, cooperating teacher, and col¬ 
lege/university supervisor. When this situation exists, one 
individual is solely responsible for both the training of 
the student teacher during practicum, and for the evaluation 
of that student teacher. The student teacher's future career 
is then determined by a single individual. As mentioned 
earlier, if that individual has biases and prejudices, or if 
he/she is an ineffective teacher, those same characteristics 
might be adopted by the student teacher without question. An 
advantage to this situation of one individual being two- 
thirds of the triadic relationship is that he/she will have 
more contact with the student teacher. 
When the clinical instructor is a college/university 
faculty member, most of his/her time is spent supervising 
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student teachers. His/her most frequent contact is usually 
with the cooperating teacher, assessing the student teach¬ 
er's progress. He/she spends very little time with the 
student teacher in the classroom. Most contact with student 
teachers is in after-school seminars which the clinical 
instructor conducts. 
Three examples of programs in which cooperating teach¬ 
ers serve as clinical instructors are the teacher education 
programs associated with the University of Virginia, the 
University of Tennessee/Knoxville, and Northwestern Univer¬ 
sity. 
At the University of Virginia, cooperating teachers who 
are chosen as clinical instructors are trained by the Uni¬ 
versity during the summer prior to the beginning of the 
school year, and attend four in-service training sessions 
during the school year. Among the skills that clinical 
instructors learn in these training sessions are: objective 
observation and assessment techniques, conferencing and 
counseling skills, and methods of developing an observation 
instrument. The clinical instructors are trained in observa¬ 
tion techniques by viewing videotapes of lessons. These 
cooperating teachers serve the university as both cooperat¬ 
ing teachers and university supervisors. They are granted 
university faculty privileges, but no title. (Moore & oth¬ 
ers, 1986; Reese & others, 1986) 
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Like other full time school teachers who serve as 
clinical instructors, those at the University of 
Tennessee/Knoxville serve as mentors, teachers, and evalua¬ 
tors of student teachers. In addition to these responsibili 
ties, they also serve as consultants and demonstrators with 
students in the classroom. (Heathington, 1985) This means 
that other cooperating teachers who work with university 
student teachers can call upon the clinical professor to 
demonstrate a method or technique, and they can use the 
clinical instructor as a resource. 
Clinical professors in the Northwestern University 
urban teacher education program do considerably more than 
serve as supervisors and cooperating teachers. The clinical 
professors also conduct on-site seminars for student teach¬ 
ers, and coordinated the clinical experience for the univer 
sity's student teachers. Teachers in the Northwestern Uni¬ 
versity program are full- time teachers in the school dis¬ 
trict and half-time faculty members in the Northwestern 
University School of Education. Northwestern reimburses the 
school district one-half of the clinical professor’s salary 
to allow him/her to perform university duties. (Hazard & 
Chandler, 1972). Northwestern University also grants these 
clinical professors many rewards and benefits. 
A program in which university/college faculty members 
serve as school-based clinical professors is the teacher 
education program associated with Kent State University. In 
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this program, clinical professors, who are paid by the 
university, serve as on-site program developers and coordi¬ 
nators of field experiences in the nineteen Teacher Educa¬ 
tion Center schools associated with Kent State University. 
The clinical professors are the links between the university 
and the clinical sites, and they serve as the university 
supervisors in the triadic relationships. They work closely 
with the Teacher Education Center cooperating teachers and 
the student teachers to assess the progress of the student 
teachers. (Bredemeier & others, 1975) They observe classes 
and suggest teaching techniques and methods, but their 
contact with the student teachers takes place in on-site 
seminars which they conduct. The seminars deal with the 
relationship between the theory of the classroom and the 
practical experience of the school. 
In this program, which is slightly different from those 
in which the clinical instructor is both the teacher trainer 
and the cooperating teacher, the clinical instructor is not 
the cooperating teacher. There is a separation of powers. 
Though the clinical instructor assesses the student teach¬ 
er's progress, and gives the student teacher a grade for the 
student teaching experience, he/she is not the only evalua¬ 
tor of the student teacher's work. This situation gives the 
student teacher another resource, more feedback, and a 
second point of view. 
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Johnston and others (1976) have put forth a concept of 
"School Based Teacher Educators" (SBTE). In this concept, 
there is a hierarchy in supervision. All supervisors, who 
are also teacher educators, are associated with either the 
schools or the colleges and universities. The first level of 
SBTE is a cooperating teacher, who is referred to as a 
part-time SBTE. He/she works with student teachers in the 
classroom as a cooperating teacher. The next level is a 
university faculty member, referred to as a full time SBTE. 
He/she works with the cooperating teachers outside the 
classroom. His/her responsibilities include conducting 
seminars and working with cooperating teachers and student 
teachers in the theoretical aspects of teaching, but he/she 
does not work with the student teacher in the classroom. The 
top level is designated as a clinical professor. This indi¬ 
vidual, who is a college or university faculty member, works 
with university supervisors on methods of supervising stu¬ 
dent teachers. They in turn work with student teachers on 
methods of effective teaching. 
There are many drawbacks to clinical instructors as 
described above. Not only do they help train the student 
teachers, but they also evaluate their performance. Situa¬ 
tions could arise where a clinical instructor must decide 
between his/her loyalty to the school, the college/universi¬ 
ty, and the student teacher. If a student teacher does not 
follow the training and/or implement the methods of the 
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clinical instructor, he/she is actually resisting two mem¬ 
bers of the student teaching triad. This situation could be 
detrimental to everyone involved, but especially to the 
student teacher, because one person decides the course of 
another person’s career. This situation could easily result 
in disharmony, tension, and stress for all. An unhappy and 
fruitless practicum experience for the student teacher might 
result in the loss of a potentially effective teacher. 
Though all members of a student teaching triad are 
supposed to work together toward making the student teaching 
experience an enjoyable and rewarding one for the student 
teacher, personal feelings and emotions, and divided loyal¬ 
ties and allegiances may prevent all members of the triad 
from working together and helping the student teacher find 
success. 
Because the UPA was removed from the normal triad, he 
did not deal with two of the three members of the triad. The 
one-on-one, personal relationship between the student teach¬ 
er and UPA was unique because divided loyalties and alle¬ 
giances and personal feeling and emotions did not become 
involved. The UPA was neither the student teacher's pre¬ 
service instructor, nor the cooperating teacher. He did not 
supervise and evaluate the student teacher, and he did not 
represent either of the institutions involved in the triad. 
The UPA did have the practical experience of the class¬ 
room and the theoretical knowledge of recent research to 
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share with the student teachers. The UPA's only loyalty was 
to the student teacher, regardless of other relationships 
that the student teacher may have had with the other two 
members of the triad. The relationship between UPA and 
student was less threatening than the other relationships 
the student teacher had with the other members of the triad. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
This case study involved seven student teachers, six 
women and one man, from teacher training programs in three 
institutions of higher learning in the northeastern United 
States. During the spring semester, January through May, 
1992, the case study participants were student teaching at 
six different secondary public schools in three school 
districts, and in one private city high school in a small 
metropolitan area in the Northeast. 
I was interested in working with secondary student 
teachers who had had no specific urban teacher education 
training in their college or university teacher education 
programs, but who would be student teaching in urban 
schools. None of the teacher education programs from which I 
recruited participants focused specifically on preparing 
student teachers for the secondary urban schools, though 
some of the student teachers may have had one or more pre- 
practicum experiences in urban schools. 
All of the student teachers in this research received 
their teacher education training at one of three institu¬ 
tions of higher education located in the Northeast - the 
state university, a private college, and a state college - 
which offer traditional campus-based teacher education 
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programs that do not focus specifically on urban teacher 
education. 
I was not concerned with the student teachers’ cultural 
heritage, the high schools from which they graduated, or the 
institutions of higher learning which they were attending. 
Experiences with urban minority students, prior to enrolling 
in a teacher education program, were also not a factor. 
All department of education faculty members and admin¬ 
istrators with whom I spoke were very supportive. The direc¬ 
tor of secondary education and the director of student 
teaching at the private college saw such value for student 
teachers in my research that they agreed to make group 
meetings with the UPA a practicum requirement, and partici¬ 
pating student teachers were released from their teaching 
duties to attend group meetings on campus. In this way it 
was hoped that after-school conflicts with work and other 
obligations would be eliminated. 
After receiving names of student teachers who fit my 
criteria, I spoke with sixteen student teachers, either 
personally or by telephone, during the final weeks of the 
fall semester, 1991, or during semester break. I explained 
my research project, and invited each to participate. Though 
all of them expressed interest in my project, only nine 
student teachers indicated a willingness to participate: 
four from the state university, one from the state college, 
and four from the private college. 
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Because of a transportation problem, one student teach¬ 
er from the private college felt that she would be unable to 
attend group meetings and decided not to participate. Eight 
student teachers signed consent forms, (see Appendix A, page 
201) 
During the third week of the semester, one student 
teacher from the private college, who had begun participat¬ 
ing in the research study, was forced to drop out due to her 
cooperating teacher’s reluctance to release her from her 
teaching obligations to attend group meetings during school 
hours. To avoid problems between the student teacher and her 
cooperating teacher, she was allowed to drop out of the 
study. 
Of the student teachers who participated in the study, 
one was of Latin descent, the others were of European-Ameri- 
can descent. Three of the seven had attended urban high 
schools in the same metropolitan area in which their practi- 
cum sites were located, and one student teacher taught at 
the high school from which she graduated. Two participants 
attended an institution of higher learning located in an 
urban area. 
The fictitious names of the seven student teachers who 
participated in this research study, their subject areas, 
and their fictitious practicum sites were: 
Maria English City High School 
Jason History City High School 
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Tammy History South Side High School 
Karen Geography City Middle School 
Susan History Vocational High School 
Shannon English North Side High School 
Joyce History Catholic High School 
Though I requested the names of student teachers who 
would be doing their practicum in secondary urban schools, I 
realized after the research began that not all 
metropolitan-area schools which served as practicum sites 
contained a significant number of students of color. The 
three public schools located within the city limits, City 
High School, Vocational High School, and City Middle School, 
have the largest number of minority students, while Catholic 
High School, though it is located within the city limits, 
and the two other public schools located outside the city, 
have much smaller minority populations. According to the 
principal of North Side High School, there are no African- 
American or Asian-American students, and only one Latin- 
American student in the entire school. South Side High 
School's numbers are approximate, while Catholic High 
School's numbers are from 1991. Below is a chart of the 
percentages of culturally diverse student populations in the 
practicum sites. 
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Practicum site Percent Euro-Am Af ro-Am L a t-Am As - Am 
City High School 53 28 17 2 
Vocational High School 35 29 33 3 
City Middle School 56 30 14 0 
South Side High School 84 5 10 1 
North Side High School 100 0 0 0 
Catholic High School 90 6 3 1 
The participants taught in one middle school (grades 
seven and eight) and in five senior high schools. All stu¬ 
dent teachers in this case study attended traditional cam- 
pus-based teacher education programs that did not focus on 
urban teacher education. Six of the seven student teachers 
had chosen placements in what I was told were urban schools. 
One student teacher, though she did not seek placement in an 
urban school, accepted the urban placement offered to her by 
the director of student teaching at her college. 
Six of the seven participants had completed their pre- 
practicum teacher education courses during the previous 
semester. One was taking her final pre-service course during 
the practicum. In addition to completing state teaching 
certification requirements, all student teachers were also 
completing college/university graduation requirements. In 
May of 1992, six received Bachelor's degrees, and one earned 
a Master's degree. 
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Though the participants were from three institutions of 
higher learning, and were teaching at six secondary urban 
schools in three districts and one private school, they 
found some commonality in the group meetings through their 
subject areas - four were history teachers, one was a geog¬ 
raphy teacher, and two were English teachers. Additionally, 
all ranged in age from twenty-two to twenty-seven, all were 
single, and none had worked in other careers prior to enter¬ 
ing teacher education. 
A. The Urban Practicum Advisor 
In this case study, an individual known as an Urban 
Practicum Advisor. (UPA), who was neither the student teach¬ 
ers' cooperating teacher nor their college/university super¬ 
visor, worked with the seven student teachers during their 
practicum. The UPA was not employed by, nor did he repre¬ 
sent, any of the public schools in which participants stu¬ 
dent taught. He did not represent any of the institutions of 
higher learning in which they were enrolled. The UPA wanted 
to have an informal, relaxed relationship with the partici¬ 
pants. Knowing that he was not in a position to evaluate or 
assess them or their teaching, the participants would hope¬ 
fully be more receptive to his efforts to help make them 
effective secondary urban classroom managers. 
All of the UPA's work with the student teachers, both 
in a group and individually, was conducted outside the 
classroom. All meetings between the UPA and the student 
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teachers were held outside the classroom in order to 1) 
avoid potential conflicts between the UPA and the cooperat¬ 
ing teachers and/or college/university supervisors, who 
might feel that the UPA was trying to usurp their authority, 
2) eliminate the possibility of the UPA and the cooperating 
teachers and college/university supervisors developing 
relationships, or 3) avoid giving the student teachers the 
appearance of the UPA developing relationships with the 
cooperating teachers and the college/university supervisors. 
Only one student teacher invited the UPA to observe her 
teaching. The UPA did informally observe one of her classes 
during the semester. Following the observation, an individu¬ 
al meeting was held in which the UPA provided the student 
teacher with feedback on effective management strategies 
that he observed. 
B. The Urban Practicum Advisor and Interpersonal Relation¬ 
ships 
To further understand the role of the UPA in the teach¬ 
er education process, it is necessary to understand the 
relationships among the individuals involved in a student 
teacher's practicum. First, the usual triadic relationship 
among cooperating teacher, college/university supervisor, 
and student teacher will be explained, and then the unique 
dyadic relationship between the UPA and the student teachers 
will be defined. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the types of relations that could occur 
in a triadic relationship. L - like; D - dislike; U - unit¬ 
ed; not U - not united. 
a. balanced relationship - three positive relations 
student teacher 
+ (L) 
cooperating teacher 
According to Heider (1958), a triadic relationship is 
balanced if all three relationships in the triad are posi¬ 
tive. If the three members of a student teacher’s practicum 
triad have similar educational philosophies, and if the 
goals which each member of the triad sets for the student 
teacher match, then everyone will work together to achieve 
those common goals. There will be harmony among members of 
the triad, and a sense of community. All members of the 
triad probably will like each other, (see figure la) 
But if two relationships are positive and one is nega¬ 
tive, the relationship becomes unbalanced and the result can 
be discord, tension, and stress. This disharmony will remain 
until a balanced state is achieved. In the triadic relation¬ 
ship of student teacher, cooperating teacher, and 
college/university supervisor, it is hoped that a balanced 
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relationship will exist. But an imbalance or a negatively 
balanced relationship could occur for a variety of reasons. 
b. unbalanced relationship - two positive, one negative 
relation 
student teacher 
+ (L) 
cooperating teacher 
c. unbalanced relationship - two positive, one negative 
relation 
student teacher 
- (D) 
cooperating teacher 
The cooperating teacher and the college/university 
supervisor usually develop a positive relationship because 
they are united in their supervisory roles. Both cooperating 
teacher and college/university supervisor have authority 
over the student teacher and both evaluate him/her. 
But research (Heathington, 1985; Johnston & others, 
1976; Moore, 1986; Reese, 1986) has shown that the cooperat¬ 
ing teacher's influence is greater than that of the 
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college/university supervisor. Should the student teacher 
and his/her cooperating teacher develop a close bond, it 
might negatively influence the relationship between the 
student teacher and his/her college/university supervisor, 
or the relationship between the cooperating teacher and the 
college/university supervisor. 
If the student teacher employs methods and techniques 
used by the cooperating teacher, which differ from those 
taught in pre-service teacher education courses, or if the 
college/university supervisor considers those methods and 
techniques to be contradictory to pre-service teacher train¬ 
ing, the college/university supervisor might resent the 
cooperating teacher for undermining the college/university's 
training. The college/university supervisor might resent the 
student teacher for not using those strategies which were 
taught in pre-service teacher education courses. The two 
positive relations and one negative relation in this triad 
unbalance the relationship, with the result being stress and 
tension, (see figure lb) 
Secondly, both the cooperating teacher and the 
college/university supervisor have loyalties to the institu¬ 
tions they represent. The cooperating teacher has loyalty to 
his/her students, the curriculum, and the school, while the 
college supervisor has loyalty to the pre-service teacher 
education program and the institution. Should the student 
teacher appear to threaten any of these loyalties, negative 
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relations between the student teacher and either of the 
other two members of the triad might occur. The student 
teacher might be seen as a threat to the values held by each 
authority figure. Should the cooperating teacher and col¬ 
lege/university supervisor develop simultaneous negative 
relations with the student teacher, the relationship would 
be balanced negatively against the student teacher, (see 
figure lc) 
d. negatively balanced relationship - two negative, one 
positive. 
(D) 
supervisor 
student teacher 
teacher 
Thirdly, an imbalance might occur if the student teach¬ 
er does not get along with either the cooperating teacher or 
the college/university supervisor because of a personality 
clash or philosophical or methodological differences. The 
cooperating teacher and the college/university supervisor 
might develop a negative relationship or their relationship 
might break down completely. The cooperating teacher might 
blame the college or university when methods used by the 
student teacher fail. Conversely, if the student teacher 
fails to use methods taught in college/university teacher 
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education courses, the supervisor might blame the cooperat¬ 
ing teacher for a lack of freedom in the classroom. When 
this occurs, the student teacher is torn between the values 
of both the cooperating teacher and the supervisor. The 
student teacher must consider the cooperating teacher's 
evaluation and the supervisor's grade, both of which can 
affect his/her future career as a teacher, (see figure Id) 
C. The UPA and the Student Teachers 
The advantage of the UPA was that he stood outside the 
traditional triad and thus had no relationship with either 
the cooperating teacher or the college/university supervi¬ 
sor. His only relationship was with the student teachers. 
Because he was outside the triad, his loyalty was to the 
institutions; therefore, he supported the student teachers 
irrespective of the relationships they might have had with 
the other two members of the triad. 
The UPA was pragmatic, using student teachers' experi¬ 
ences in classroom management, rather than relying on pre- 
established curricula. He realized that theoretical solu¬ 
tions to urban classroom issues are not always applicable t 
actual urban teaching situations. 
e. balanced dyadic relationship - two positive. 
(L) (+) (L) (+) 
Student Teacher 
> 
■> 
UPA 
The student teachers and the UPA had what Heider (1958) 
calls a balanced dyadic relationship because they were 
united in the common goal of achieving effective secondary 
urban classroom management, and each voluntarily agreed to 
work with the other. Though he was a doctoral student in 
secondary teacher education at the state university, the UPA 
was not associated with either the participating secondary 
schools or the college/university teacher education pro¬ 
grams, and was free of the institutional values a cooperat¬ 
ing teacher or college/university supervisor might bring to 
the teacher education process. His first allegiance was to 
the student teachers, who had voluntarily entered into a 
dyadic relationship with him because of the perceived bene¬ 
fits. Because he had no part in evaluating the student 
teachers and did not judge their effectiveness, he had no 
direct power over them. 
The relationship between the student teacher and the 
UPA was unique in that he was to be viewed as a friend or 
"confidant" rather than as a superior. If the student teach¬ 
er felt frustrated by a particular urban classroom situa¬ 
tion, or did not know how to handle a particular problem, he 
or she would be more likely to confide in the UPA because 
there was no fear of being judged for not knowing the solu¬ 
tion or not being able to handle the problem. By going to 
his/her cooperating teacher or to the college/university 
supervisor, the student teacher might feel that he/she was 
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showing weakness or even failure as a teacher. By seeking 
the help of the UPA, the student teacher would hopefully 
receive practical solutions to problems and/or advice on 
handling situations without appearing to be weak or ineffec¬ 
tive . 
D. Components of the Case Study 
This case study consisted of three components: support 
group meetings where the student teachers met together with 
the UPA, individual meetings between the UPA and the student 
teachers, and interviews in which the UPA formally gleaned 
information regarding the student teachers' practica. 
In the first component, the seven student teachers 
formed two separate support groups. Support groups were 
designed to assist student teachers with the transition from 
college student to teacher. Since most teachers do their 
jobs in isolation, teaching has been called a "lonely pro¬ 
fession." (Boytim & others, 1988; Harvey, 1982; Ireland & 
Ireland, 1984) Feelings of loneliness and isolation often 
cause tension and stress, which can diminish teachers' 
effectiveness. This in turn causes stress. When teachers 
become ineffective because of such stress, burn-out is 
likely to occur. Research has shown that support groups can 
help teachers reduce stress, build their confidence and 
self-esteem, and make them more productive in the classroom. 
Often, teachers who feel frustrated or weak are surprised to 
learn in support group meetings that they are not the only 
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ones experiencing such feelings. Support groups allow teach¬ 
ers to vent their frustrations, find support for their 
ideas, and to confront issues rationally and creatively. 
Support groups give teachers the moral support that is often 
lacking during the performance of their duties. (Boytim & 
others, 1988) 
The case study support groups served to bring the 
student teachers together to discuss issues and problems 
which they faced during student teaching. Possible solutions 
to their problems were offered by the UPA and by other 
student teachers. For some student teachers, the support 
group was an opportunity to vent their anger or frustration 
over problems in student teaching. During support group, a 
student teacher often realized that he/she was not the only 
one who had a particular problem. Student teachers learned 
that other student teachers were experiencing the same 
problems and frustrations. During support group, one student 
teacher would offer a solution which worked for him/her. 
Others, who had not thought of that solution, would then try 
that solution or adapt it to fit their individual classroom 
situations. 
One support group consisted of five student teachers 
from the state university and the state college, while the 
second group consisted of the two private college students 
who were granted release time from their teaching assign¬ 
ments. The larger support group met after school on five 
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Mondays during the semester. Meetings were held during the 
third, fifth, seventh, tenth, and thirteenth weeks of the 
semester from approximately 2:45 until 4:00. Support group 
meetings were held in two high schools: the first three 
meetings were held at City High School, a large comprehen¬ 
sive high school, while the last two support group meetings 
were held at Vocational High School, a large urban vocation¬ 
al high school. (See Appendix B, page 203) 
The second support group was held on five Wednesdays. 
These support group meetings were held on the campus of the 
private college, in a conference room in the education 
department. The two support groups did not meet together. 
The two participants from the private college preferred to 
meet during release time rather than after school, and the 
UPA did not have the authority to release the others so they 
could meet with the two participants from the private col¬ 
lege. (See Appendix B, page 203) 
The five student teachers who met on Monday after 
school were Maria, Jason, Tammy, Karen, and Susan. Shannon 
and Joyce, the two student teachers from the private col¬ 
lege, were released from their teaching duties on five 
Wednesday afternoons. 
During the first two meetings of each support group, 
the UPA encouraged student teachers to bring up issues of 
classroom management which they had observed prior to teach¬ 
ing, or encountered during their teaching. Other members of 
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the group who had encountered similar issues shared strate¬ 
gies which they found to be effective in handling those 
issues, or which their cooperating teachers used to effec¬ 
tively handle them. Through such techniques as sharing, 
demonstration, and role playing, student teachers learned 
skills needed to solve classroom management problems. 
During these support group meetings, the UPA shared 
with the student teachers strategies and techniques shown to 
be effective by research on urban classroom management 
conducted in the late 1970s in junior high schools in Texas 
and Pennsylvania. This made it possible for the student 
teachers and the UPA to compare their own strategies of 
urban classroom management with those strategies identified 
as effective in earlier studies. The UPA and the student 
teachers were then able to critically review each situation 
and apply strategies and techniques to each participant’s 
needs. 
During the first two support group meetings, the UPA 
was a listener, offering suggestions, and giving support 
where needed. During the next two meetings of each support 
group, the UPA focused on the purposes and strategies of 
urban classroom management which earlier research found to 
be effective. (See Appendix D, page 205) One purpose of 
classroom management is to help students realize their 
potential, and to help build their self-esteem. The second 
purpose is to create a safe, wholesome, non-threatening 
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environment in which teaching and learning can occur. The 
UPA challenged student teachers to use these two purposes of 
urban classroom management to determine their effectiveness. 
In the second component, the UPA made bi-weekly indi¬ 
vidual visits to the student teachers, either at their 
clinical sites or at mutually agreed upon locations. These 
individual meetings continued the work of the support group 
and provided an opportunity for each student teacher to 
share with the UPA any private concerns. Issues of secondary 
urban classroom management which affected each teacher were 
discussed. The UPA offered student teachers encouragement, 
support, and reassurance. The success or failure of specific 
techniques and strategies that may have been utilized were 
also discussed. By meeting one on one, the student teacher 
and the UPA were able to discuss personal situations, or 
issues that might not have been applicable to the other 
support group members. 
A third component of this study was the interview. 
While the support group meetings and the individual bi¬ 
weekly meetings benefited both the student teachers and the 
UPA, the interviews were designed as a formal data-gathering 
method. The UPA interviewed each participant individually 
twice. The first audiotaped interview took place before the 
practicum began. It explored the student teacher's experi¬ 
ences with urban schools, urban minorities, and his/her 
reasons for student teaching in an urban school. The UPA 
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also tried to identify the student teachers’ perceptions of 
secondary urban classroom management and their ideas about 
the knowledge and skills needed to manage the urban class¬ 
room. (See Appendix C, page 204) 
The second audiotaped interview, also conducted by the 
UPA, occurred approximately halfway through the semester. 
It dealt with the real life issues the student teachers had 
faced in their classrooms and the strategies and techniques 
they employed to deal with those issues. Both audiotaped 
interviews were transcribed by the UPA. (See Appendix C, 
page 204) 
Data were gathered in two separate areas. First, using 
a thirty-item Likert attitude scale, the UPA asked cooperat¬ 
ing teachers to respond to statements regarding effective 
secondary urban classroom management. Using other student 
teachers with whom they may have worked in the past as a 
basis of comparison, cooperating teachers were asked to 
judge the effectiveness of these seven student teachers. The 
statements in this attitude scale were taken from the 
strategies, methods, and techniques identified in earlier 
research, and which were discussed in support group and in 
individual meetings. Additionally, anecdotal data gathered 
from student teachers by the UPA during individual meetings, 
support group meetings, and interviews were used to subjec¬ 
tively determine student teachers' effectiveness. Student 
teachers were asked to respond to the same Likert attitude 
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scale to assess their own effectiveness. (See Appendix F, 
page 211) 
Secondly, participants’ attitudes toward the use of a 
UPA to help them become effective secondary urban classroom 
managers were measured using a second Likert scale. State¬ 
ments in this twenty-five item survey were developed from 
responses given by participants in a pilot study conducted 
by the researcher during the fall semester, 1991. 
The UPA worked with two student teachers who had no 
formal urban teacher education training but who were doing 
their practica in an urban high school. During weekly meet¬ 
ings held on site during their common preparation period, 
the student teachers brought up issues of urban classroom 
management they encountered during the previous week. The 
UPA shared with them effective management strategies from 
earlier research. Feedback from student teachers who partic¬ 
ipated in the pilot study, together with other information 
the researcher deemed useful, lead to the development of a 
Likert attitude scale for the student teachers in this case 
study. This survey consisted of twenty-three Likert scale 
opinion statements and two open-ended questions. (See appen¬ 
dix G, page 215) 
The final support group meeting, conducted by an indi¬ 
vidual who was neither associated with nor knowledgeable 
about this research, elicited participants' responses to the 
use of a UPA. This individual, a personal acquaintance who 
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is a college professor with twenty years of teaching experi¬ 
ence, was asked to record, transcribe, and summarize partic¬ 
ipants' oral responses, and their responses to the Likert 
attitude scale. Using a disinterested person to collect and 
tabulate data allowed the participants freer expression of 
their opinions. The researcher was not present during the 
final support group meeting, and since the disinterested 
individual did not know the participants, he could not 
identify individual responses. 
In addition to anecdotal data gathered from transcripts 
of formal interviews, from field notes of bi-weekly individ¬ 
ual meetings, and support group meetings, the UPA gathered 
data from the responses to the Likert attitude surveys 
completed by cooperating teachers and student teachers. The 
cooperating teachers' survey, which measured their opinions 
of their student teachers' effectiveness in classroom man¬ 
agement, and which student teachers used to measure their 
own effectiveness in classroom management, consisted of 
thirty statements. Each statement in the surveys ranged from 
1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). 
To analyze the data, the total number of responses to 
each opinion will be given first. Then, the mean score of 
each statement in the survey will follow. A mean score 
between 1.0 and 2.9 will be considered a positive response. 
A mean score between 3.0 and 5.0 will be considered a nega¬ 
tive response. The student teacher survey was used to judge 
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the effectiveness of UPA in helping them become effective 
secondary classroom managers. These scores together with 
anecdotal data gleaned from the UPA's field notes and formal 
interviews with the student teachers will determine the 
UPA's effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
A. First Interviews 
In this chapter, data gathered during the research will 
be analyzed and discussed in the order in which the events 
took place. First, I will analyze and discuss responses to 
the first set of interviews regarding the student teachers' 
perceived issues of secondary urban classroom management. 
These interviews took place prior to the beginning of their 
practica. Next, I will analyze and discuss the results of 
the second set of interviews, which dealt with the actual 
issues of secondary urban classroom management the seven 
student teachers encountered during their practica. This 
series of interviews took place approximately half way 
through their practica. As stated in Chapter Three, both 
sets of interviews were conducted and transcribed by the 
UPA. Finally, the responses to the two surveys completed at 
the end of the semester by the student teachers and their 
cooperating teachers will be analyzed and discussed. 
During the first interview, The UPA asked the student 
teachers three primary questions. (See Appendix C, page 204) 
These questions and a discussion of student teacher re¬ 
sponses follow. The first question was: 
1) Whv did you choose an urban school for your practicum? 
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Responses to this question indicated that there were 
four major categories of reasons for choosing urban schools 
for their practica. Though these categories may overlap, 
they are: 1) preparation for an urban teaching career, 2) a 
way to gain urban teaching experience, 3) a desire for a 
challenge, and 4) convenience. 
Five of the seven student teachers said they chose 
urban schools because they wanted a challenge. Three of the 
student teachers knew that their own high schools were not 
typical of city schools. One described her high school as 
’’mellow.” 
When Maria explained why she chose City High School, 
instead of East Suburbia High School, she identified some of 
the challenges of teaching in an urban school. Maria's 
reasons for her practicum choice were: 
I really didn't feel as if I could do as much 
with an East Suburbia school, as I could with a 
City school. They're not as affluent as Suburbia, 
but they're a bit more affluent than City. The 
school system is run a bit better, the schools 
have more money, there's more community involve¬ 
ment. And I feel there's more of a need for me to 
be in City. I could contribute to the school, but 
I feel I could contribute more to City. Plus, I 
like having a heterogeneous group. I don't want to 
see the same color faces all the time because I 
feel there's something missing. They're all white 
faces, and they're all doing fine. They're better 
off. I don't think I will be challenged enough. 
Susan and Maria chose urban sites for their practica as 
preparation for careers as secondary urban school teachers. 
Tammy, who graduated from a small all-white suburban high 
school. Shannon, who graduated from a parochial high school. 
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and Susan, who came from an almost all-white high school, 
lacked any significant urban experience. Tammy and Shannon 
wanted urban teaching experiences to prepare themselves for 
teaching careers in urban schools should they be unable to 
secure positions in suburban schools, while Susan was pre¬ 
paring for a teaching career in urban schools. 
Karen chose City Middle School because she is interest¬ 
ed in middle school teaching and because it is located in 
her own community. She was familiar with this urban school, 
having attended the public schools within the district, and 
had recently substituted there. Jason chose City High School 
for his practicum because he grew up in the same city and 
attended the public schools there. He also felt that it 
would be easier to secure a student teaching placement in a 
large school. Joyce did not request an urban school for her 
practicum. The director of student teaching at her college 
assigned her to that particular school and she accepted the 
placement. 
Susan, a history teacher at Vocational High School, and 
Maria, an English teacher at City High School, chose urban 
sites for their practica because they planned to seek em¬ 
ployment in urban schools upon completion of their teacher 
certification programs. Prior to college, both intended to 
teach in suburban schools. Susan came from "your average 
working-class small town," which was virtually all white, 
and from a high school which was almost one hundred percent 
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white. Maria planned to "teach in a suburban school and live 
in a big house." But their college experiences convinced 
Maria and Susan to teach in urban schools. When Susan ar¬ 
rived on the campus of the state university, she underwent a 
transformation: 
There were only three black kids in our 
school. We didn't have any Asian students, we 
didn’t have any Hispanic kids. I thought that I 
wanted to teach in Littlefield County because it 
was the most prestigious school system in the 
country and I wanted to go there and be in the 
most elite county. 
When I got to college I got enlightened. I 
kind of changed in a lot of ways. I didn't know a 
lot about politics, a lot about social problems... 
But then I got here and it changed. The population 
changed. I took Soc. 103, I took the Economics of 
Racism. I took a bunch of courses pertaining to 
racism and social problems - things that are going 
on today. I think I opened my eyes to (pause) I 
don't want to be in an elite school system. I've 
always wanted to be a teacher because I thought I 
could help people. And when I heard about all 
these problems, I came alive here at college. I 
said, "Well, if I really want to help people, I'm 
not..." 
Maria's first pre-service teacher education course 
convinced her to teach in an urban school. After taking a 
course on cultural understanding, Maria, a resident of an 
urban area and a graduate of City High School, decided to 
return to the urban schools, not only as a student teacher, 
but also to seek employment in an urban school after com¬ 
pleting certification. She described her change in attitude 
about teaching in an urban school this way: 
After the (cultural understanding) class I 
decided I'll try the urban school. I've been in 
other education classes with people who are in 
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multicultural ed. and cultural understanding 
classes, and after that class, they were saying, 
"Well, yes, urban schools! Urban schools!" But 
I've seen them since and they’re saying, "Suburban 
schools! Suburban schools!" They change. These are 
the same people who came from lily white high 
schools. They say, "It's a shame I didn't get to 
spend my high school years with people of differ¬ 
ent cultures. It's too bad people are going on not 
knowing about different cultures of people." This, 
that, and the other thing. They're just going to 
go back to those lily white schools. I'm afraid 
they're just going to forget everything. 
Susan and Maria, along with Karen, a student teacher at 
City Middle School, wanted to teach in urban schools because 
they felt that their positive attitudes - they wanted to 
teach in urban schools - could make a difference in their 
students' lives. All three of them felt that they were 
needed in urban schools because they cared about urban 
students and wanted to educate them in a sensitive and 
caring way. This was in contrast to the negative attitudes 
that Susan and Karen felt many urban teachers have today. 
According to Susan, many of the urban teachers at Vocational 
High School believed that their students were unmotivated. 
According to Susan, "they have horrible views of their 
students." Susan expressed her feelings with these state¬ 
ments : 
I've already been in the teachers' room at 
Vocational and heard people say, "Oh, this is 
useless, I can’t wait till I can transfer." I want 
to be there, I want the kids to know I want to be 
there. And I want to be the best teacher at the 
school. I'm not saying there aren't good teachers 
at inner city schools, but a lot of them, if 
they're good, will go elsewhere, where the money 
is. 
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Maria and Susan both wanted to help their students by 
giving them the benefits of their life experiences and their 
knowledge. Maria wanted to return to City High School as a 
role model for minority students, while Susan hoped to help 
her students better themselves by instilling in them a sense 
of the importance of education as a way to achieve their 
goals . 
Maria, who is of Latin descent, wanted to return to 
City High School to give something back to the school that 
did so much for her, and to show other minorities what they 
could achieve. Maria hoped her students would see her as a 
role model. According to Maria: 
I remember City as a really good place. When 
you think of an urban school, people think gang 
fights, war, chaos. It's not like that. It's 
getting like that, but it's not like that right 
now. It gave a lot to me. I wanted to give some¬ 
thing back to City. I felt that, here I am, a 
female, a minority student, making Dean's List. A 
lot of friends I knew in high school, they're 
successful, but they don't go back to the school, 
so nobody knows about them really. The kids need 
to see that when you graduate from City, you can 
get out of the neighborhood you're from, and you 
can go on to be somebody (pause). We're not rich 
and we did something. I wanted to go back to the 
students and say, ''Look, it's possible!" 
Susan wanted to teach in an urban school to try to save 
her students from the problems of the inner city. She hoped 
to instill in them a sense of the benefits of education and 
learning, and to teach them that "school brings you some 
place." She felt that she could help her students by moti¬ 
vating them to go to school and get an education. Susan 
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believed that motivating her students would inspire them to 
set goals for themselves, which in turn would reduce the 
number of problems in inner cities. Susan explained her 
thinking about motivation in this way: 
Motivation to go (to school) and then moti¬ 
vation to realize that education does so much and 
it brings you so many places, no matter what 
you're going to be. 
If people were educated and had a better idea 
of what they wanted, just knowledge in general, 
things would be a lot better. Education is the key 
to a lot of things. 
Tammy and Shannon both said they wanted experiences 
different from their own high school experiences. Tammy 
attended a small middle-class white high school, which she 
described as "mellow," while Shannon attended parochial 
schools for thirteen years, graduating from Catholic High 
School a few years earlier. Both wanted the experience of 
large public schools to prepare themselves for teaching 
careers in secondary schools that might not be similar to 
the ones they attended. Tammy's reasons for choosing an 
urban school were similar to Shannon's. According to Tammy: 
I wanted something different to round out 
what experience I had. I think it would give me 
more exposure to some of the harder realities of 
education, and make me more marketable. 
The second question in the first interview was: 
2) What experiences have you had with urban minorities? 
Maria, Karen, and Jason grew up in urban areas and 
attended urban schools. Maria and Karen still live in an 
urban area, while Jason has moved to the suburbs. Shannon, 
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who grew up in an urban area and still lives there, attended 
a private school system in an urban area. These four partic¬ 
ipants have had experiences with urban minorities throughout 
their lives as residents of urban communities and as stu¬ 
dents in urban schools. The other three student teachers 
were from suburban communities and attended suburban schools 
and a private school system. Besides the life experiences 
with urban minorities which some of them had while growing 
up, the only other experiences that these seven student 
teachers had with urban minorities occurred after they 
entered their college/university teacher education programs. 
These experiences fall into two categories: 1) Pre-practicum 
experiences required and/or arranged by the college or 
university as part of their teacher training programs, and 
2) personal contacts outside of their teacher training 
programs, which they arranged themselves. Six of the seven 
student teachers indicated they had pre-practicum experi¬ 
ences in urban schools which were required by their teacher 
training programs. Only Jason said he had no such required 
urban pre-practicum experiences. Most of the pre-practicum 
experiences were limited to observing classes and whatever 
informal interactions might have taken place between these 
student teachers and the students during visits to the 
schools. 
As part of their pre-service teacher education program. 
Shannon and Joyce were assigned to urban middle schools for 
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fifteen-hour pre-practicum experiences, which mainly in¬ 
volved observing classes. Joyce administered two teacher- 
designed quizzes during her pre-practicum experience. Nei¬ 
ther of them did any formal teaching or tutoring during 
these pre-practicum experiences. 
Joyce’s non-college urban experience involved working 
for one year as a lunch monitor for first-and fourth-graders 
at an urban elementary school adjacent to her college cam¬ 
pus. For three summers in high school. Shannon worked as a 
camp counselor for an urban city parks' department. One 
hundred twenty-five, five-to-fifteen-year olds, many of whom 
were African-American and Latin-American, came to the commu¬ 
nity center where the day camp was conducted daily during 
the summer months. 
Susan worked for four years in university day care with 
two-year olds from such countries as China, Zambia, Vietnam, 
Puerto Rico, Jordan, and Egypt. Though this experience was 
not an urban one, it did expose her to people from various 
cultures. Karen gained urban teaching experience by substi¬ 
tuting in two urban middle schools in her community. 
Only Maria and Karen arranged to have practical experi¬ 
ences with teenagers as preparation for student teaching. 
Karen volunteered for a semester as a supervisor in a subur¬ 
ban Boys' Club, while Maria served an internship in a center 
for "conduct disorder" boys from June to August in the 
summer prior to her practicum. Though Maria's non-teaching 
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experience is not typical of the other student teachers' 
experiences, it probably prepared her more adequately for 
working with minorities than the other participants. Maria 
described her job at the center in this way: 
These kids were mainly black kids. There were 
two Puerto Rican, one Chicano, and three white 
kids out of twenty-eight. I was more of a child 
care worker than anything, but I also did teach¬ 
er's aide stuff. I kind of kept them back in the 
classroom because they would have a fit because 
they couldn’t control their anger. They would just 
blow and try to attack the teacher. I was more of 
a goalie in the classroom than anything else. Back 
in the house where they lived I helped with home¬ 
work . 
The last question in the first interview was: 
3) What do vou perceive as the issues of urban classroom 
management? 
Though the seven student teachers had not yet begun 
actual practice teaching when the first interviews took 
place, two of the seven had begun their practica. They were 
in the schools, observing classes daily. Their answers may 
have been influenced by what they had observed or by what 
they had been told by their cooperating teachers. The re¬ 
maining five student teachers had not yet begun their prac¬ 
tica, though they all had visited their practicum sites and 
had spoken with their cooperating teachers. 
The seven student teachers perceived almost thirty 
issues of urban classroom management prior to student teach¬ 
ing. Though these issues overlap. There are five major 
categories: 1) discipline, 2) being accepted by the stu- 
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dents, 3) instructional problems, 4) negative student atti¬ 
tudes, and 5) student home life. These major categories also 
contain several sub-categories. 
For example, under the major heading of discipline, 
student teachers' concerns about attendance, vulgar lan¬ 
guage, weapons, violence, racism, and establishing control 
of the class were listed. The major category of being ac¬ 
cepted included the issues of being tested and fear of being 
rejected by students. The major category of instructional 
problems included student teachers’ concerns about student 
language barriers, differing student abilities, student 
motivation, homework, student preparation for class, student 
apathy, and class size. Under student attitudes were listed 
student self-esteem, and student respect for others. The 
final category of home life included issues of poverty, 
working, parents, and familial support. 
Maria, Jason, and Karen, three student teachers who 
grew up in the same urban community and who graduated from 
urban high schools, seemed to be most sensitive to poverty 
and other conditions that created poor home lives for their 
students. Karen's comments typify the feelings of the other 
two when she identified this issue: 
When you're in an urban school you have to be 
careful because you have to keep in the back of 
your mind what their home life is like, as opposed 
to a suburban school where they have a lot of 
parental support. I think you have to be more 
sensitive in general in an urban school. A lot of 
times they're looking for an authoritative figure 
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because a lot of them are lacking that. I know 
boys would rather have a male (teacher). 
Just getting up for school, that's a big 
deal. Like in a suburban school, that would be the 
least of it. A lot of the kids in the urban school 
are working. They have to give their money to 
their parents. So it's just different. 
Jason and Karen were concerned about instructional 
methods because they recognized that their classes would 
include students with different language proficiencies, and 
wide ranges of abilities. These urban classroom conditions 
can often preclude certain activities from taking place. 
According to Jason: 
One of the other problems associated with 
that too is the level you're going to teach the 
class at. You have a real problem with the rate at 
which they learn, reading comprehension, their 
abilities. So while you want to try to teach the 
majority, you don't want to sink a kid who is not 
getting it. 
Closely related to the issues of varying abilities and 
different languages in an urban classroom was the issue of 
large class size. This was an important concern for Jason 
and Karen. Both mentioned large classes as precluding the 
type of activities they hoped to do with their classes. 
Jason again expressed their feelings: 
It severely limits what you are going to 
accomplish and what you are going to assign the 
students. If you have thirty-three students and 
you assign outside reading, it's going to be hard 
to follow up on. The other problem I would say 
would be managing a class that size, and also 
making sure (pause) really keeping on top of the 
students. Again, it's difficult because there are 
thirty-three. If you have a class, and I've seen 
this in some schools, of fifteen students in one 
class, it gives you a wide leeway as to what you 
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can do. You can engage them. When it's thirty- 
three, I tell ya, it's tough. 
Six of the seven student teachers mentioned student 
motivation, or lack of it, and student apathy toward home¬ 
work, school, and learning in general. All felt sure that 
they would encounter these instructional problems in their 
classrooms. Most were at a loss as to how they would moti¬ 
vate their students, but Maria and Susan had ideas which 
were best expressed by Maria: 
Keeping motivation high, which is an issue 
for any class I suppose, but typically for your 
urban minority students. I think when you are 
reading something like Shakespeare, as a teacher, 
you have to work really hard to make students 
interested in it. Because, one, they really don't 
care about the Merchant of Venice. and two, they 
can't understand Elizabethan English. At least 
they think they can't. They can, and I've seen 
kids at City do wonderfully, minority students, do 
wonderfully with Shakespeare because the teacher 
went that extra step to make it interesting. I 
don't think you have to go that far with an East 
Suburbia kid. Maybe his family reads all the time 
and they have that background, and they're encour¬ 
aged to study more. Not every family in East 
Suburbia is like that. But in Urban City the 
family tends not to read so much. So I think it's 
more work for the teacher. That's an issue for 
classroom management - more work for the teacher. 
Under the major heading of student attitudes, Maria 
identified the issue of respect among students, and between 
students and herself. Maria and Karen also identified the 
issue of student self-esteem. Karen indirectly referred to 
it, while Maria explained her perception of the issues of 
respect and self-esteem and how she intended to deal with 
them: 
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The first thing that pops into my mind is the 
self-esteem of the student, to build that up. My 
big thing is always respect... but that's a main 
issue for me - respect between students, among 
students and myself, and self-esteem of the stu¬ 
dent. I think if you can get those down, if you 
can work on self-esteem, (pause) The students know 
when you are trying to do this. They might not 
openly say, "Oh, I like you because you make me 
feel good." But they kind of know that you try. I 
think when you get that down, you can work on 
other things. Discipline isn't so much of a prob¬ 
lem, sit down in your seat, things like that. 
Don't talk down to kids, always try to make them 
feel good, but not overly good. "You're wonderful! 
wonderful!" In little ways treat them with re¬ 
spect. That's really important. I remember in high 
school when somebody said, outside of my work, 
that I was good, not that my grades weren't good, 
but that I was good, I felt better, I was motivat¬ 
ed and felt I could do everything. 
Under the category of being accepted, some of the 
student teachers felt that there would be a period in which 
their students would test them, to see what they could get 
away with and how far they could push them. Others feared 
being rejected by their students and being unable to accom¬ 
plish any goals. Tammy expressed this well when she stated: 
I sort of picture a testing period. I plan to 
get beyond that as quickly as possible, so I can 
get on with what I want to do. I'll let them test 
me. 
I think the hardest thing is students just 
not buying into the program. Apathy. I think of 
that as sort of a management thing. That's the 
biggest thing that I'm concerned with. I don't 
want to have a classroom out of control, but in 
the process of getting the students on task, I 
don't want to lose them, have me become an enemy 
or something and then have everything we do become 
worthless. 
Susan feared that her students would not cooperate with 
her because of her age, gender, and race. She felt that 
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because she was a young white female, her students might not 
accept her and her teaching. She expressed this concern as 
foilows: 
My issues are me being young, and some kids 
staying in school until they're nineteen to twen¬ 
ty-one. So I'm dealing with people only a few 
years younger than myself. Being a female is an 
issue I have to deal with. I'm a young girl and 
I'm going to have to learn to talk to people if 
they say anything... Comebacks in a professional 
way. It's hard because you get taken so aback. 
Another issue would be... with me being white and 
my students being different backgrounds. I don't 
want them to feel that I'm there doing them a 
favor... They might get offended. I'm up there 
talking about Black History Month. I'm not black. 
People are going to take attitudes. That's a big 
issue with me. 
Finally under the category of discipline, most of the 
student teachers felt that they would have to establish 
control early to prevent problems in the future. Karen's 
feelings on discipline and how she would prevent problems 
from occurring are twofold: first, "don't give them a chance 
to misbehave," and second, "establish control early." 
I'm not going in there expecting that I'm 
afraid of them or that I have to control them. 
There's going to be language, like bad language. I 
think if I go in with the attitude that I'm excit¬ 
ed to teach them, they don't have a chance for all 
the horseplay. Then there won't be that much in 
the classroom. Right away they would have to 
understand that you are in charge. I think it's 
important for the teacher to have control. 
B. Second Interviews 
In this section of the chapter, I will discuss and 
analyze the actual issues that the seven student teachers 
encountered during their practica, and their strategies for 
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handling them. Data for this section came from support group 
meetings, individual meetings with the UPA, and the second 
set of interviews, which took place approximately halfway 
through their practica. The UPA conducted and later tran¬ 
scribed all interviews. 
Whereas the seven student teachers perceived approxi¬ 
mately thirty issues of secondary urban classroom management 
before they began their practica, they encountered fewer 
than half that number during their actual student teaching. 
Ironically, some of the issues which they perceived before 
they began, were the actual issues they encountered during 
teaching. 
Though the student teachers could not have known the 
specific classroom management issues they would face before 
they began teaching, it seemed as if some of them were 
mentally preparing in advance to deal with certain classroom 
management problems. Some of the student teachers seemed to 
want these issues to come up in class; in many cases, these 
issues were the ones that worried or concerned them the most 
in the first interview. 
There was only one question for interview two, which 
was phrased as follows: 
What are the actual issues of classroom management that you 
have encountered during student teaching. and what strate¬ 
gies have you used to deal with those issues? 
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These seven student teachers dealt with approximately 
ten major issues of urban classroom management during their 
practica. Almost every student teacher encountered the same 
issues, thus, the fewer number of issues. These classroom 
management issues, and the strategies that these seven 
student teachers used to handle them, will be discussed 
below. 
The issues can be placed in the following broad catego¬ 
ries: 1) absenteeism; 2) discipline; 3) maintaining student 
interest and motivation; 4) starting the lesson; 5) stu¬ 
dents' home lives; 6) student self-esteem; 7) students' lack 
of respect for others; 8) large classes; 9) pacing/time 
management; and 10) differing student ability levels in the 
same classroom. These categories overlap, and one or more 
major issues might be considered as parts of other catego¬ 
ries . 
Student absenteeism, which includes class cutting, was 
mentioned by six of the seven student teachers. Only Karen, 
who taught in middle school, had little or no problem with 
absenteeism. Perhaps because of their younger ages - middle 
school students do not work outside of school, for example - 
they were not as likely to miss school as their high school 
counterparts. Susan, the history teacher at Vocational High 
School, described for the whole group the problem of absen¬ 
teeism when she said: 
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I have kids who are absent all the time. I 
have a class of fifteen kids, but only four of 
them show. Sometimes two. 
Though this problem of classroom absenteeism was men¬ 
tioned by so many of the student teachers, it is probably 
more of a school-wide administrative issue than a classroom 
issue. More pertinent to the classroom is the problem of 
class cutting. Class cutting was an issue which classroom 
teachers tried to handle themselves. Two student teachers 
said their cooperating teachers handled class cutting by 
awarding each student who did not cut class during a marking 
period an extra grade of one hundred points, which was 
included in his/her average for the marking period. Student 
teachers, whose cooperating teachers followed this strategy, 
were encouraged to do the same. 
All seven student teachers identified discipline as an 
issue. Some of the discipline issues were considered insig¬ 
nificant, while other issues were much more serious. The 
minor issues of discipline consisted of: 1) talking without 
permission, 2) interrupting each other during class discus¬ 
sion, 3) getting out of their seats, 4) making wisecracks 
and inappropriate comments, and 5) generally fooling around. 
Other forms of discipline problems were more serious: 1) 
sexual harassment of the teacher, 2) threatened classroom 
violence, 3) verbal defiance of the teacher's authority, 4) 
tardiness, 5) cheating, 6) students not respecting each 
other, and 7) tripping another student. 
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The classroom discipline issues which Tammy and Joyce 
described were minor compared to the issues with which Susan 
and Maria had to deal. Tammy described the minor type of 
discipline problems she and Joyce faced when she said: 
[Trying] to get their attention. Also, inter¬ 
rupting each other if you’re trying to have a 
discussion. Trying to control the flow of the 
discussion so that students aren’t just cutting 
each other off. 
Susan and Maria had to deal with discipline problems of 
a much more serious nature. Susan related the discipline 
issues she dealt with: 
I have trouble sometimes with discipline 
because sometimes I'm afraid of how much and what 
to say. The other day I barely said anything to a 
kid, he stormed out and slammed the door. I asked 
him to be quiet several times. I said, "Listen, I 
don't mind if you sit with your friend, if you’re 
going to talk, please whisper, blah, blah, blah. 
We're doing individual work." I tried several 
techniques of getting him to cooperate with me. He 
didn’t. Finally he got mad and he left. Before he 
did, he said something to me and the rest of the 
kids got mad at him. 
I've been afraid of fights once or twice 
because they'll say, "Don't talk to her like 
that." and they'll stand up. When I first started 
it was all hunky-dory, but there's a few things 
now with kids acting up, kids not liking what I'm 
doing. So I've had some rough days now, whereas, 
before I hadn't. 
The strategy most student teachers employed for han¬ 
dling minor disciplinary issues such as talking, tardiness, 
and interrupting was to keep students after school or to 
give an extra writing assignment. Also, most student teach¬ 
ers found that calling a student by name was often enough to 
get his/her cooperation. Most of the student teachers said 
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that yelling at a student did not work. This corroborates 
earlier research on effective urban classroom management. 
Tammy, Karen, and Maria used a system in which a stu¬ 
dent received two warnings before a detention was assigned. 
Shannon, Joyce, Tammy, and Maria all took points off or 
otherwise lowered grades as another strategy to handle minor 
discipline problems. Karen gave copies of the classroom 
rules to her students, who signed and returned them, while 
Susan posted her rules in the front of the classroom for 
everyone to see. Karen described her system of rules this 
way: 
I ended up having to put down a set of rules 
in the middle. Just like for (pause) one person 
talks at a time, you have to sit in your assigned 
seat, come prepared, that type. And they signed 
those. That helped some. 
When the bell rang for class to begin, all student 
teachers encountered classroom management problems. They all 
had difficulty trying to handle several issues at the same 
time. Most student teachers had to handle such administra¬ 
tive duties as taking attendance, returning student papers, 
and responding to student questions and requests for their 
time and attention. Maria described the scene at the begin¬ 
ning of one of her classes as the ’’Mommy Ritual." 
...we go through the "Mommy Ritual" every 
day. I walk in, they come in...and it’s Missy, did 
you hand back the work? Missy did you correct 
this? And Missy can I have a pass? And Missy, look 
what I did. Any time I hear Missy I think of 
mommy. They call all the females Missy. 
It drives you crazy because twenty-eight 
students want to establish a relationship with 
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you. I want to establish a relationship with the 
students, but there is no way I’m going to do it 
all at once. 
Susan used a strategy of journal writing to give her¬ 
self the time to handle administrative duties. She described 
her strategy in this way: 
I'll have a sheet of paper on the desk every 
time they come in. When they come in they’ll start 
journal writing. There'll be something on the 
board that'll say what we're writing about today. 
So as I'm taking attendance and getting organized, 
it'll give me a few extra minutes, because there's 
only three minutes between periods. 
Once the administrative duties had been taken care of, 
getting students' attention and focusing them on the lesson 
proved to be a problem for most of the student teachers. 
Joyce explained this problem: 
Trying to get control of the class, get them 
settled, and stop talking. Maintaining the order 
for running the class. Just settling them down. 
Tammy and Jason found that by beginning the lesson 
quickly it was easier to get the students focused. Tammy's 
strategy for starting class quickly was to handle such 
administrative tasks as taking attendance after the lesson 
had begun. She also found that by returning student papers 
as they entered the room, she was able to get the attention 
of her students and focus them on the lesson more quickly. 
The student teachers had various strategies for keeping 
students interested and motivated during instruction. Some 
strategies were negative while others were beneficial to 
students. On the negative side, for example, some student 
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teachers, following their cooperating teachers’ policies, 
lowered students' grades if they were off-task. On the 
positive side, changing instructional methodologies or even 
class activities which were more interesting to students, 
helped keep students interested and motivated. 
On the middle school level, Karen changed activities 
throughout the period, often employing three or four differ¬ 
ent activities during one class period to keep her students 
interested. Karen said it was normal for her to do the 
following activities in a single class period: 
Reading out loud in the book, to doing a 
graph, to worksheet, to correcting the worksheet, 
things like that. 
Maria and Shannon, two English teachers, found that the 
type of classroom activity often determined the level of 
student interest and motivation. Shannon found that her 
students did not enjoy the study of vocabulary; but both 
discovered that if students were interested in a particular 
novel or story, their interest and motivation to read and 
participate in discussion was increased. As Maria said: 
It's funny because now we're doing Flowers 
for Algernon. my eleventh graders... It's funny 
because the socializing will go on, but now one of 
the things they talk about is embarrassing situa¬ 
tions. The socializing is changing from the mall 
to embarrassing situations. I asked the ladies in 
the class, "What does it mean when a man is being 
a boy about sex?" That was something that came up 
with Charlie. They're socializing about that... So 
it's changed to that. So it's kind of neat. They 
are interested. They're not participating in 
discussion, but not really being disruptive. But 
in a way they are. It's kind of neat. 
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Joyce and Shannon found that relating instruction to 
current events and to events in their students' lives was 
another effective strategy for maintaining student interest 
in the lesson. 
Large class size, which Jason and Karen identified as 
an issue of urban classroom management before they began 
student teaching, turned out to be a problem for them as 
well as for Maria. Jason's classes consisted of thirty to 
thirty-two students, while Karen's classes averaged about 
thirty. Jason described the problem of large classes in this 
way: 
...and what do you do when you get thirty or 
thirty-two, how do you do small group work? Your 
small group turns into five groups times six. So 
it's difficult and how do you handle it? That's 
the whole thing. How do you handle this and that? 
It takes away from what you're able to do. That's 
what I've run into. 
Jason found that keeping a whole-class focus was one 
strategy for dealing with such large classes. But that did 
not facilitate group work. He was at a loss for methods 
which would enable him to effectively do group work with 
such large classes. 
Karen identified the problem of different abilities in 
non-tracked middle school classes. This problem manifested 
itself in several ways: 1) designing curricula to meet the 
needs of students of different abilities, 2) dealing with 
those students who were unable to keep up with the rest of 
the class and who became discipline problems, and 3) provid- 
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ing help to those students. Karen found a couple of strate¬ 
gies to provide help to those students who could not keep up 
with the rest of the class. One of the strategies was to 
employ cooperative learning: 
The kids are all at different levels. That 
makes it really hard because sometimes the student 
that's being disruptive is the one who has trouble 
keeping focused on what work we're doing. He needs 
individual attention. 
Sometimes, if the rest of the class is pretty 
much doing their work, sometimes you're able to 
set them up with what they need to do and give 
them an example. Or if there's one student who's 
caught up, they could help. The only time it's 
hard to do something is when we're reading out 
loud and they're being disruptive because you 
can't read for them. That's when you go, 
"MICHAEL!" 
Like Jason, who feared the urban classroom management 
issue of large class size before he started, Maria and Karen 
worried about having to deal with the urban classroom issue 
of students' home lives. During the second interview, both 
Karen and Maria identified this as one of the issues that 
might surface in their urban classrooms. Karen and Maria 
taught different age groups, so the issue of difficult home 
life was manifested differently for each of them. Maria's 
students seemed to have more serious problems in their home 
lives than did Karen's younger-aged students. Karen taught 
middle school; most of her students live at home and are 
supported by their parents. They do not have to work to 
support themselves or contribute to the support of their 
families. Some of Maria's high school students live on their 
own, are married, or have children. Maria’s students have 
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financial obligations that Karen's students do not have. 
Maria talked about the home lives of her students and the 
strategy she used to deal with this issue of urban classroom 
management: 
Teenagers who are on their own, sixteen year 
olds who have been living on their own since they 
were fourteen, who work, and have no family sup¬ 
port . 
My students have families. Some that have a 
wife, a husband, children. When they don't get 
their assignment done, realistically, knowing 
what's going on, I cannot say, "You were supposed 
to do it, F on your thing." I'm extending dead¬ 
lines. Always extending deadlines. 
Maria also identified the issue of low student self¬ 
esteem in both her first and second interviews. In the 
following quote, Maria's almost constant encouragement was 
the strategy for dealing with low student self-esteem. Maria 
described her confidence-building technique in the following 
quote: 
Try! Just try! I say try... and I would point 
out to them that if they tried, I would give them 
a few points. They earned them because they tried. 
So they started to get good grades then get better 
grades and positive comments. They were starting 
to have success. These were the people who used to 
give me the look in the beginning. Now they're 
very nice. Part of that is we spend time together. 
But I give them something now and they'll do it. 
They're pleased as can be to make a B or A minus. 
"Show the class!" "Look what I got!" 
There's one kid who shows that this method 
has started working a little bit... I put an 
assignment up on the board and he did the wrong 
assignment. Somehow he did the wrong assignment. 
So I heard a voice say, "Don't complain because he 
didn't follow directions. This is the first thing 
this kid has ever handed in." And it was all 
correct. And he didn't cheat because no one else 
did the assignment. He got a big fat A plus. And 
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he writes stuff now when he shows up, he talks 
less, and he actually attends more. 
To help build their students’ self-esteem. Shannon and 
Maria always tried to write positive comments on students' 
papers and/or to say something positive about their papers. 
Karen and Maria both identified respect as an issue of 
urban classroom management. Karen’s simple solution was, 
"They will get respect if they give respect." Maria agreed 
and gave an example of how she tried to teach her students 
to be respectful by this example: 
"How would you like it if you really wanted 
to say something to me but no I was busy talking 
to someone else? Oh, no, but Missy, but Missy. 
Would you like that? No. What makes you think I 
do?" And they think about it. 
Jason and Susan identified what is probably a typical 
student teacher issue in all situations, not only in urban 
classrooms - that of pacing. Though this is not an issue 
directly related to managing students, it is a problem of 
classroom management. Susan's problem was not leaving enough 
time at the end of class for summarizing, assigning home¬ 
work, or making announcements. Jason’s pacing problem was a 
little different; he had to cover a specified amount of 
material to prepare students for the final exam and for the 
next history course in the sequence. Jason felt a great deal 
of pressure to move through the course at a rapid pace. As 
he explained his problem: 
Because it's just a one-year course, you have 
to cover everything. And that's a problem because 
coming out of college, you're used to going into 
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things in depth...In college, there's a separate 
side to an issue, to a person. You can't do that. 
This course, it's just a year. You gotta go! You 
gotta go! And you have to have so many grades, so 
many test grades. 
The seven student teachers dealt with a variety of 
other classroom management issues. For example, One of 
Shannon’s students was caught cheating on a test, his paper 
was destroyed and he received a zero. Susan faced an issue 
of potential racism in her classroom. She said she was often 
afraid to enforce rules in her classes for fear that the 
student being disciplined might charge her with being rac¬ 
ist . 
Karen found that middle school instructional strategies 
included writing everything out on the board, repeating, and 
reminding students of make-up, etc. Another strategy Karen 
found effective in middle school was to use a whole-class 
focus, where everybody does the same thing at the same time. 
C. The UPA Challenge 
During the semester, the UPA encouraged the student 
teachers to institute some of the strategies that earlier 
research found to be effective in managing urban classrooms 
in Philadelphia and Austin. (See appendix D, page 205) 
Using summaries provided by the UPA, student teachers were 
able to pick and choose which strategies they would try in 
their classes. During support group meetings or individual 
meetings with the UPA, the student teachers then discussed 
the success or failure of their strategies. 
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A strategy which earlier research showed to be effec¬ 
tive and with which most of the student teachers disagreed 
was being quick to criticize any slight off-task behavior. 
These student teachers were more lenient than those effec¬ 
tive teachers identified in earlier studies. These seven 
student teachers allowed their students to get the extra 
energy out of their systems before they began the day's 
lessons. These student teachers allowed more off-task behav¬ 
ior in their classrooms during instruction. They let a lot 
of the small stuff go. Maria explained her philosophy about 
criticizing any slight off-task behavior: 
This no nonsense thing, there’s too much of 
that going on to try to keep up with it. Let it 
go. I'm not so quick to criticize slight off-task 
behavior. There are many, many, many off-task 
behaviors that go on in fifty minutes. If I were 
to criticize every one I would die, they would 
turn their backs on me. 
Because the UPA did not evaluate the seven student 
teachers, it may be impossible to know whether Maria's 
strategy of "letting it go" was the most effective classroom 
management technique in her particular situation. If, in¬ 
deed, her strategy was effective, the question remains as to 
why the research results in Philadelphia and Austin were 
different. Perhaps a difference in school size or in student 
population is one possible explanation. Another may be the 
teachers in the earlier studies were more aggressive in 
stopping the behavior in the first place. 
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The seven student teachers found that many of the 
strategies deemed effective by earlier research were also 
effective when adopted in their classrooms. Among these 
strategies were: They monitored their students by moving up 
and down the rows, rather than by standing in the front of 
the room, or sitting behind a desk. They used their knowl¬ 
edge of their students to effectively pair them up for 
cooperative learning or group work, thus avoiding potential 
disciplinary problems. Most of the student teachers learned 
to use a variety of teaching aids, including: the board, 
movies, prints, music, and art work. They learned to praise 
their students, to use their students' ideas, and to give 
their students positive reinforcement. Most smiled and even 
joked with their students, and they did not yell at them or 
raise their voices to discipline. 
D. Surveys 
In this section, I will discuss and analyze the re¬ 
sponses to the two surveys completed at the end of the 
semester. I will begin by discussing and analyzing the 
thirty-item cooperating teacher survey which both cooperat¬ 
ing teachers and student teachers completed at the end of 
the semester. (See Appendix F, page 211) Cooperating teach¬ 
ers were asked to judge their student teachers' classroom 
management effectiveness, while the student teachers were 
asked to judge their own classroom management effectiveness 
using the same thirty-item survey. The student teacher 
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survey was completed only by the student teachers, who were 
asked to judge the effectiveness of the UPA in helping them 
become effective secondary urban classroom teachers. (See 
Appendix G, page 215) 
In an attempt to prevent respondents from developing 
answer patterns, some groups of similar statements were 
broken up and placed throughout the survey. For analysis and 
discussion though, items in both surveys will be grouped by 
similarity of statements. Items in the first survey were 
divided into five categories: 1) personal interaction with 
students, 2) instruction, 3) motivation, 4) discipline, 5) 
monitoring. 
The seven student teachers worked with a total of ten 
cooperating teachers; three of the student teachers worked 
with two cooperating teachers. Seven cooperating teachers 
responded to the survey. One cooperating teacher returned 
her blank survey with a note saying she did not wish to 
participate. Two cooperating teachers did not return their 
surveys. One cooperating teacher did not respond to three 
attitude statements: numbers thirteen, twenty-two and twen¬ 
ty-four, though she did write comments for each unanswered 
statement. 
Responses will be recorded in two forms. First, the 
total number of responses for each opinion will be given in 
parentheses for each statement, then the mean score for that 
statement will follow. 
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E. Cooperating Teachers' Responses 
The first group of responses dealt with the student 
teachers’ personal contact with their students. Statement 
one, two, four, fifteen, and twenty all focused on how the 
student teachers interacted with their students on a person¬ 
al 1evel. 
1. The student teacher smiles a lot in the classroom 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2 (6) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
2. The student teacher develops personal relationships with 
his/her students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
4. The student teacher tries to build his/her students' 
self-esteem 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2 (5) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
15. The student teacher uses humor and jokes with students 
in class 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2 (5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
20. The student teacher understands and deals with his/her 
students' feelings 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
Mean scores indicated that cooperating teachers felt 
their student teachers were very effective in their personal 
interactions with students. According to cooperating teach¬ 
ers' responses, the highest degree of effectiveness was in 
the area of student teacher sensitivity to their students, 
statement twenty. One comment that accompanied statement 
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twenty was that the student teacher was "sensitive to stu¬ 
dents' needs, moods, etc." Accompanying statement number 
four, which dealt with building students' self-esteem, was a 
comment that said the student teacher was "great at this." 
The survey statement which contained the most comments was 
number two, developing personal relationships with students. 
Cooperating teachers' responses to this statement included 
some very positive comments which indicated that the student 
teachers, "dealt with their students as individuals," 
"maintained a professional interest” in their students, and 
better understood their "students' background and 
potential." One cooperating teacher felt the question was 
"unclear." 
The cooperating teachers felt that these seven student 
teachers took a personal interest in their students, and 
generally cared about them. This may be due in part to the 
personalities of the student teachers. After all, people who 
want to teach probably enjoy interacting with young people. 
They may also have learned this sensitivity in pre-service 
teacher education courses or through their work with the 
UPA. The UPA tried to make the student teachers aware of the 
fact that an important goal of urban classroom management 
should be to help students achieve their full potential. 
Statements in group two dealt with the student teach¬ 
ers' actual teaching. Numbers five, six, seven, eight, 
twenty-one, twenty-four, and thirty sought cooperating 
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teachers' opinions on the effectiveness of their student 
teachers' instructional methods. 
5. The student teacher segments difficult tasks into step- 
by-step procedures 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
6. The student teacher allows sufficient time for student 
response before calling on another student or responding 
himself/herself 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(2) 3(2) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
7. The student teacher gives clues/hints before calling on 
another student for a response or responding himself/herself 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(6) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
8. The student teacher designs and/or selects activities 
which allow students to have success 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(4) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.5 
21. The student teacher uses "whole-class" activities rather 
than individual seat work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
24. The student teacher communicates directions/instructions 
clearly to students so that they know how to proceed 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2(2) 3(0 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.3 
30. The student teacher uses a variety of teaching aids 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(6) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
In the area of instructional methods, the student 
teachers were found to be highly effective. One cooperating 
teacher commented that the student teacher "uses a mix of 
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individual, group, and whole class" methods. The one cooper¬ 
ating teacher who did not circle her opinion on statement 
twenty-four did comment that the student teacher needed 
practice in clearly communicating directions and instruc¬ 
tions to students. 
Because the student teachers had received extensive 
pre-service teacher training at their respective 
colleges/universities, it can be assumed that they were 
equipped at the time of their practica with a wide variety 
of current instructional methodologies. The cooperating 
teachers' responses might also indicate that the work of the 
UPA helped them to implement these current instructional 
methods effectively. Until further research is carried out 
using control groups, it will be impossible to judge the 
extent to which the UPA was responsible for the positive 
scores on instructional methodology in the cooperating 
teachers' survey. 
The third group of statements dealt with the student 
teachers' effectiveness in encouraging/motivating students 
to be accountable for their education. These statements were 
numbers nine, fourteen, eighteen, and nineteen. 
9. The student teacher emphasizes to his/her students the 
importance of school/education for future success 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(4) 3(2) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.1 
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14. The student teacher has high expectations of his/her 
students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
18. The student teacher stresses the importance of make-up 
and completion of work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
19. The student teacher teaches and encourages students to 
use their analytical skills 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(7) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
Though the cooperating teachers gave the student teach¬ 
ers positive responses in the area of encouraging students 
to be responsible and to strive for excellence in their 
lives, they seemed less enthusiastic about their student 
teachers' effectiveness in this area. None of the cooperat¬ 
ing teachers included comments along with their answers. 
A reason for the lower scores of the student teachers' 
effectiveness in this area might be that the cooperating 
teachers do not believe that their students can be encour¬ 
aged to do well. They may not have high expectations of 
their own students. Perhaps because of apathy and burn out, 
the cooperating teachers do not try to encourage and moti¬ 
vate their students. If the cooperating teachers do not 
believe that their students can succeed, they might consider 
this area of classroom management to be too difficult for 
student teachers. This may be a way for the cooperating 
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teachers to blame their classroom students for their own 
lack of effectiveness in this area. 
Another explanation may be that motivating students is 
one of the most difficult skills for any urban teacher to 
develop. Urban students may have so few examples of success 
in their lives that they see little value in doing well in 
school, and thus they may resist those who try to motivate 
them. 
Group four statements dealt with the student teachers' 
effectiveness in establishing and handlina classroom disci- 
pline. These statements were numbers eleven, twelve, thir¬ 
teen, sixteen, twenty-two, and twenty-seven. 
11. The student teacher is quick to intervene in any off- 
task student behavior 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(5) 3(1) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 2.1 
12. The student teacher discusses with students classroom 
rules/procedures and the consequences for violation of rules 
and procedures 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
13. The student teacher ’’posts" rules for student behavior 
in the classroom 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(1) 3(1) 4(2) 5(1) mean - 3.1 
16. The student teacher uses rules and procedures to 
handle/deal with off-task behavior 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
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22. The student teacher is aware of what is going on at all 
times in the classroom "eyes in the back of his/her head" 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(2) 3(3) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.3 
27. The student teacher moves around the room to monitor 
students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
Though the mean score to statement thirteen indicated a 
negative response from the cooperating teachers, two com¬ 
ments which accompanied their responses indicated that the 
cooperating teachers themselves did not feel this was an 
effective strategy. One cooperating teacher stated that it 
was "not necessary," while another cooperating teacher 
described the strategy as "childish!" The mean scores indi¬ 
cated that the student teachers were not as effective in the 
area of classroom discipline as they were in other areas. 
The cooperating teacher who did not respond to statement 
twenty-two indicated in a comment that the student teacher 
needed work in this area. If this comment is indicative of 
the opinions of the other cooperating teachers, then the 
area of discipline is not as strong for these student teach¬ 
ers . 
Cooperating teachers may have views about classroom 
discipline which differ greatly from their student teachers' 
views. The cooperating teachers themselves may be strict 
disciplinarians, placing a much heavier emphasis on class¬ 
room discipline than their student teachers did, or they may 
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be very lenient, placing very little emphasis on classroom 
discipline. The cooperating teachers may also be reacting to 
the strategies contained in the statements themselves. They 
may disagree with the strategies, considering them unrealis¬ 
tic and impractical for their particular classrooms. Or it 
may be that large classes make this one of the most diffi¬ 
cult areas of classroom management for young inexperienced 
student teachers to master. 
Group five statements were concerned with the student 
teachers’ effectiveness in monitoring their students' aca¬ 
demic progress. Numbers twenty-three, twenty-five, twenty- 
six, twenty-eight, and twenty-nine sought the cooperating 
teachers' opinions of how effectively their student teachers 
kept track of their students' work and their overal1 
progress. 
23. The student teacher frequently collects and 
checks/grades students' assignments 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
25. The student teacher monitors students' work from begin¬ 
ning to completion 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
26. The student teacher promptly returns students' papers 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
28. The student teacher keeps track of his/her students' 
progress 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
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29. The student teacher grades each aspect of students' work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2(5) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
Cooperating teachers' responses to this set of state¬ 
ments indicated that student teachers were extremely effec¬ 
tive in monitoring their students' academic progress by 
carefully checking, grading, and returning their students' 
work. These scores corroborated the opinions the cooperating 
teachers had of their student teachers' effectiveness in 
instructing and motivating their students. Because they were 
all unmarried and childless, the seven student teachers may 
have had sufficient time after school to attend to these 
non-classroom student teaching duties. Their youthful en¬ 
thusiasm and energy may have been an important factor here. 
Another factor may have been the UPA's emphasis on providing 
feedback as an effective urban classroom management strate¬ 
gy. 
F. Student Teachers' Responses 
During the final support group meeting, the seven 
student teachers were asked to evaluate themselves using the 
same cooperating teacher survey. Their responses will be 
discussed in the same way as the cooperating teachers' 
responses, using the same groupings for the thirty state¬ 
ments . 
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The first set of statements in the survey dealt with 
personal contacts and personal interactions between the 
student teachers and their students. 
1. The student teacher smiles a lot in the classroom 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2 (3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
2. The student teacher develops personal relationships with 
his/her students. 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(4) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.5 
4. The student teacher tries to build his/her students' 
self-esteem 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
15. The student teacher uses humor and jokes with students 
in class 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(4) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.5 
20. The student teacher understands and deals with his/her 
students’ feelings 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
Like their cooperating teachers, the seven student 
teachers all considered themselves to be effective in their 
personal contacts and interactions with their students. One 
student teacher stated that "the students would not listen 
if they thought I did not care about them." One student 
teacher admitted that he or she could make more use of humor 
as a classroom management strategy. 
These student teachers are individuals who want to be 
teachers, and their interpersonal skills may be inherently 
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effective. They probably have the natural compassion and 
understanding of their students that young energetic student 
teachers usually have. The UPA's training, which included 
discussion of strategies to establish student contact, may 
have been a factor here. The fact that one student is her¬ 
self an urban minority and two others attended urban schools 
may also have been important. 
The next set of statements dealt with the area of 
instructional methodology. 
5. The student teacher segments difficult tasks into step- 
by-step procedures 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(6) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.1 
6. The student teacher allows sufficient time for student 
response before calling on another student or responding 
himself/herself 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(6) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.1 
7. The student teacher gives clues/hints before calling on 
another student for a response or responding himself/herself 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(7) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
8. The student teacher designs and/or selects activities 
which allow students to have success 
5 
strongly disagree 
5 (0) mean - 1.8 
activities rather 
5 
strongly disagree 
5 (0) mean - 1.8 
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1 2 3 4 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(0) 
21. The student teacher uses "whole-class" 
than individual seat work 
1 2 3 4 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(6) 3(0) 4(0) 
24. The student teacher communicates directions/instructions 
clearly to students so that they know how to proceed 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
30. The student teacher uses a variety of teaching aids 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(6) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
Though their responses were positive, the seven student 
teachers considered themselves to be less effective in the 
area of instructional methodology than did their cooperating 
teachers. Comments regarding these statements supported 
their opinions. Regarding the clarity of their 
directions/instructions, statement twenty-four, one student 
teacher stated that "they aren't, based on what I get back." 
Designing activities which allow students to have success 
was difficult for one student teacher because he/she "did 
not know what to expect." When segmenting difficult tasks, 
statement five, one student teacher admitted he/she needed 
"to improve my explanation of projects," and give "simpler 
instructions." 
One reason for the difference in opinions may be that 
the student teachers had high expectations of themselves. 
Until their practica began, most of their teacher training 
had been limited to the theory of the college classroom. 
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When their activities did not go as planned, they may have 
considered that to be a failure. The student teachers did 
not know their students' learning styles when they began 
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student teaching so it was difficult for them to know which 
methods would work in their particular situations. 
On the other hand, their cooperating teachers, who have 
been teaching for years, may have more realistic expecta¬ 
tions of their students and know how to gear their instruc¬ 
tional methods according to their needs and abilities. 
Cooperating teachers may have considered the student teach¬ 
ers to be more effective in this area because they knew that 
the instructional methods used by the student teachers would 
work with time and adaptation. 
The following statements were in the category of moti¬ 
vation or encouragement. Student teachers judged themselves 
on their effectiveness in making students accountable for 
their future success. 
9. The student teacher emphasizes to his/her students the 
importance of school/education for future success 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(5) 2(1) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
14. The student teacher has high expectations of his/her 
students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
18. The student teacher stresses the importance of make-up 
and completion of work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2(2) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.5 
19. The student teacher teaches and encourages students to 
use their analytical skills 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
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The student teachers and their cooperating teachers 
both considered the student teachers to be very effective in 
this skill area. The two comments accompanying these state¬ 
ments were that one of them ’’worked with special speakers - 
very important for inner city youth/' while a second comment 
stated that one of the student teachers spoke "often of 
responsibility and the workplace," to encourage their stu¬ 
dents to be responsible in their education. 
Because the student teachers encouraged their students 
and tried to make them accountable for their lives, the 
cooperating teachers may have seen a difference in students' 
performance when working with the student teachers. If 
students completed more assignments, got better grades, and 
generally had more academic success while working with the 
student teachers, the cooperating teachers may have at¬ 
tributed that success to the student teachers' encourage¬ 
ment. Again, the UPA's work may have played a role in these 
positive results because he spent time encouraging student 
teachers to develop classroom management skills in this 
area. This was done through sharing of earlier research and 
by frequently discussing this topic during support group and 
individual meetings. 
In the next set of statements, the student teachers 
responded to statements regarding their effectiveness in the 
area of student discipline. 
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11. The student teacher is quick to intervene in any off- 
task student behavior 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(3) 3(1) 4(1) 5(1) mean - 2.7 
12. The student teacher discusses with students classroom 
rules/procedures and the consequences for violation of rules 
and procedures 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(6) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
13. The student teacher "posts” rules for student behavior 
in the classroom 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(2) 3(1) 4(2) 5(2) mean - 3.5 
16. The student teacher uses rules and procedures to 
handle/deal with off-task behavior 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(4) 3(2) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 2.5 
22. The student teacher is aware of what is going on at all 
times in the classroom "eyes in the back of his/her head" 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(2) 3(0) 4(4) 5(0) mean - 3.0 
27. The student teacher moves around the room to monitor 
students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
Only in two areas, discussing classroom rules and 
procedures and the consequences for their violation, number 
twelve, and moving around the room to monitor students, 
number twenty-seven, did the student teachers consider 
themselves to be more effective than did their cooperating 
teachers. Responses to the statements in this category 
indicated that the student teachers considered themselves to 
be less effective than they would like to be. Their comments 
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supported that opinion. One student teacher said he/she 
would post the classroom rules in the future, while another 
commented that having eyes in the back of one's head was 
something to strive for and that it would come with experi¬ 
ence. The classroom management strategy of moving around the 
room to monitor students was considered, "the best method to 
keep students' attention." 
Slight differences of opinions in this category of 
statements could be attributed in part to the inexperience 
of the student teachers. What they considered to be disci¬ 
pline problems might not be considered discipline problems 
to their cooperating teachers. Because the student teachers 
did not know their students before they began teaching, and 
because they had no formal experience with large classes 
before their practica, their idea of misbehavior may have 
been different from that of their cooperating teachers. The 
cooperating teachers may consider the student teachers to be 
as effective as they can be in their particular situations. 
The differences in opinions were slight - mean score of 2.4 
from student teachers, mean score of 2.1 from cooperating 
teachers - and both groups had positive opinions of the 
student teachers' effectiveness in the area of classroom 
discipline. The UPA did emphasize in both support group and 
individual meetings effective strategies for dealing with 
classroom discipline which some student teachers may have 
been unable to successfully implement. 
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The final set of statements in the survey concerned the 
student teachers' effectiveness in monitoring students' 
academic progress. 
23. The student teacher frequently collects and 
checks/grades students' assignments 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(0) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
25. The student teacher monitors students' work from begin¬ 
ning to completion 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
26. The student teacher promptly returns students' papers 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
28. The student teacher keeps track of his/her students' 
progress 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(3) 2(3) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
29. The student teacher grades each aspect of students' work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments: 1(0) 2(3) 3(3) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 2.7 
Responses of the student teachers to these statements 
indicated that they considered themselves to be less effec¬ 
tive than their cooperating teachers considered them to be. 
Though all responses were positive, the mean scores were 
somewhat higher than those of the cooperating teachers and 
of their own in other categories. One comment which support¬ 
ed the mean scores in this category was what one student 
teacher said about collecting and grading students' work. 
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He/she commented that few tests are given and "homework 
roughly once a week." 
The differences in opinions might be due to the volume 
of paper work that goes with teaching. The student teachers 
might not have learned to effectively pace themselves, and 
got inundated with work. When they failed to return papers 
when originally planned, they might have considered that to 
be a weakness. For the cooperating teachers, however, this 
may simply be part of business as usual in an urban class¬ 
room. 
G. Student Teachers* Evaluation of the UPA 
To analyze and discuss the effectiveness of the UPA, 
the statements in the student teacher survey will be grouped 
in the following categories: 1) direct contact with the 
student teachers, 2) support group and individual meetings, 
3) cooperating teachers and college/university supervisors, 
4) pre-service teacher education, and 5) work with teachers. 
The first set of statements dealt with the UPA *s direct 
contact with the student teachers in an effort to provide 
them with the strategies and techniques needed to effective- 
1v manage their classrooms. These statements were numbers 
two, three, four, five, eleven, twelve, twenty-two, and 
twenty-three. 
2. The individual meetings with the Urban Practicum Advisor 
(UPA) provided me with practical methods/strategies for 
dealing with issues of urban classroom management 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
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3. The efforts of the Urban Practicum Advisor helped me 
handle/deal with issues of secondary urban classroom manage¬ 
ment 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
4. The Urban Practicum Advisor provided me with an urban 
teacher education component I did not receive in my pre¬ 
service teacher education courses 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
5. I am an effective secondary urban classroom manager 
partly because of the efforts of the UPA 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(2) 3(2) 4(2) 5(0) mean - 2.7 
11. The UPA is an effective way to provide student teachers 
with ski1ls/techniques on urban classroom management 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(5) 3(0) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 2.1 
12. Methods/Strategies offered by the UPA which I used in my 
classes were effective 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
22. The methods/strategies of classroom management offered 
by the UPA were relevant to my teaching 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(5) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
23. The UPA made me aware of other functions/purposes of 
classroom management in addition to discipline 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(2) 2(5) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
Though the mean scores of all statements in this sec¬ 
tion were positive, there were negative responses to one of 
the statements. The least positive score was in response to 
the statement regarding the UPA's role in helping these 
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student teachers become effective classroom managers, state¬ 
ment number five. Two student teachers disagreed, but in 
their comment they indicated a positive aspect of the UPA's 
work. One student teacher stated that, "the readings may 
have helped," while the other student teacher who disagreed 
indicated that "the information causes you to question your 
own methods and change your style." Research which the UPA 
shared with the student teachers was new to most of them and 
may have even contradicted what they had learned in pre¬ 
service teacher education classes. One student admitted that 
maybe his/her own methods might not have been the most 
effective. 
Most of the student teachers considered the literature 
which the UPA shared with them to be very helpful. Typical 
of the comments were, "the literature was interesting and 
helpful, and "the research usually helped to reinforce my 
beliefs in some way." Others indicated that the individual 
meetings with the UPA "provided insight and advisement." 
Another positive view of the UPA's work was indicated in the 
comments to statement number four, which dealt with the 
UPA's work compared to college pre-service courses. A few of 
those comments were, "I found that most of my ed. courses 
didn't touch on urban classroom management topics," and 
"nothing so in-depth is offered in college programs." 
The next set of statements dealt with what the student 
teachers felt would benefit others in teacher education 
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careers support groups and individual meetings. These 
statements were numbers fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, and 
eighteen. 
15. Working with a UPA during practicum should be reguired 
for all urban student teachers 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(1) 3(2) 4(3) 5(0) mean - 3.0 
16. Working with a UPA during practicum should be required 
for all student teachers, regardless of their eventual 
1ocation 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(2) 3(1) 4(2) 5(1) mean - 3.0 
17. Veteran/experienced teachers should be required to work 
with a UPA for at least one semester 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(4) 2(2) 3(0) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 1.7 
18. Non-tenured teachers should be required to work with a 
UPA for one semester before they can become tenured 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(2) 2(1) 3(1) 4(2) 5(1) mean - 2.8 
This set of statements contained two items for which 
the mean scores were negative. Statements number fifteen and 
sixteen asked the student teachers whether they thought 
working with a UPA should be required of other student 
teachers. Those student teachers who responded negatively 
did so because of the word required. They felt it should not 
be required, though they all thought the work was helpful. 
One student teacher who responded in the negative to both of 
these statements indicated in comments that to require other 
student teachers to work with a UPA was wrong. Though he/she 
responded in the negative, his /her comments did contain a 
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positive comment for the work of the UPA. He/she said, "I 
don't think required, but it is very beneficial." Others who 
responded in the negative admitted in their comments that 
the work was beneficial, but they disagreed with requiring 
others to do the work. Typical of their comments was the 
following statement. "It would be beneficial and in stu¬ 
dents' best interest - but required seems too strong a 
term." 
Contrary to their opinions about other student teachers 
working with a UPA, these seven student teachers felt that 
veteran/experienced teachers should be required to work with 
a UPA, statement number seventeen. One comment from a stu¬ 
dent teacher who strongly agreed with this statement, was, 
"They need it the most." 
The next set of statements dealt with the support group 
meetings conducted five times during the semester. These 
statements were numbers one, six, thirteen, and fourteen. 
1. The support group meetings provided me with practical 
methods/strategies for dealing with issues of urban class¬ 
room management 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(4) 3(1) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 2.2 
6. The "hand-outs" helped me manage my classes 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(2) 2(4) 3(1) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.8 
13. There should have been more support group meetings 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(0) 2(3) 3(1) 4(3) 5(0) mean - 3.0 
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14. There should have been more individual meetings with the 
UPA 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(0) 2(1) 3(1) 4(5) 5(0) mean - 3.5 
It was quite obvious from the responses to statements 
thirteen and fourteen that the student teachers had enough 
to do without adding any more meetings to their schedules. 
The two statements which asked student teachers their opin¬ 
ions of more meetings with the UPA, either individually or 
in a support group, received a negative mean score. One of 
the student teachers who disagreed with more meetings com¬ 
mented that the number of meetings was ’’perfect," and that 
more meetings might turn the practicum into "a job for the 
student teacher." On the positive side of the responses, 
one student teacher said about the support group meetings, 
"so many things happen during the week it's good to be able 
to share each issue." 
The positive responses to the statements dealing with 
the handouts and the support groups indicated that the 
student teachers wanted the information provided by the UPA, 
but did not want to take on any more meetings. These com¬ 
ments may mean that these student teachers felt too over¬ 
extended to take on an additional requirement during practi- 
ca; student teaching was a full-time job for most of them. 
How to fit the UPA into the lives of exhausted student 
teachers is a problem that needs discussion. The student 
teachers want to work with a UPA but do not seem to have the 
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time needed to make a semester-long commitment. This problem 
would be exacerbated for student teachers who have addition¬ 
al family or work obligations during practica. 
The following statements dealt with the UPA as & teach¬ 
er educator. Statements number seven, eight, nine, and ten 
asked the student teachers to compare the UPA with other 
teacher educators. 
7. I felt more comfortable discussing issues of secondary 
urban classroom management with the UPA than with my super¬ 
visor 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(4) 2(1) 3(0) 4(2) 5(0) mean - 2.0 
8. I felt more comfortable discussing issues of secondary 
urban classroom management with the UPA than with my cooper¬ 
ating teacher 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(2) 2(0) 3(1) 4(3) 5(1) mean - 3.1 
9. The UPA offered a wider variety of methods and strate¬ 
gies for handling/dealing with issues of urban classroom 
management than my supervisor 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 1.4 
10. The UPA offered a wider variety of methods and strate¬ 
gies for handling/dealing with issues of urban classroom 
management than my cooperating teacher 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(2) 2(1) 3(1) 4(2) 5(1) mean - 2.8 
It was clear from the responses to statements eight and 
ten that the student teachers had good relationships with 
their cooperating teachers and found them to be very help¬ 
ful. The relationships between the students teachers and 
their college/university supervisors were not as positive as 
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shown by the mean scores and the comments to statements 
seven and nine. 
Student teachers who agreed that the UPA offered them 
more than their college/university supervisors included such 
negative comments about their supervisors as, ’’there was no 
relationship with my supervisor,’’ and, "my supervisor did 
nothing.” 
The positive comments regarding the UPA included, "very 
valuable having somebody not responsible for evaluating me 
to talk to," and "obviously, because he didn’t give me a 
grade." These responses indicate that there is a benefit to 
the UPA as a teacher educator. Because he did not evaluate 
the student teachers, they felt more comfortable talking 
with him about urban classroom management issues. This 
situation - the UPA's knowledge of urban classroom manage¬ 
ment along with his unique relationships with the student 
teachers - could have a tremendous impact on how student 
teachers are prepared for the urban classroom. These results 
challenge the traditional student teaching triad. It may be 
that teacher educators need to reassess the foundation of 
the traditional student teaching triad, especially as it 
applies to preparing student teachers for the urban class¬ 
room. There may be an important role for a non-evaluative 
professional in the urban teacher education process. 
Those student teachers who felt that their cooperating 
teachers were helpful added such positive comments about 
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them as, "could talk freely with my cooperating teacher," 
and "my cooperating teacher was very easy to talk to." The 
help that cooperating teachers could offer, which the UPA 
could not was summed up by the student teacher who said, "my 
cooperating teacher has advantage of knowing the students 
personal 1y." 
The final group of statements dealt with the most 
aEP.rop.r_i.ate place for the UPA in the teacher education 
process. These statements are numbers nineteen, twenty, and 
twenty-one. 
19. Methods/strategies offered by the UPA should have been 
given to me before I began my practicum 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(1) 2(5) 3(0) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 2.1 
20. Methods/strategies of urban classroom management could 
have been provided by regular college/university faculty in 
pre-service courses prior to practicum 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(4) 2(3) 3(0) 4(0) 5(0) mean - 2.1 
21. I prefer working with a UPA during practicum rather 
than working with a UPA before practicum began 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment: 1(2) 2(2) 3(2) 4(1) 5(0) mean - 2.2 
Responses to these statements indicated that the work 
of the UPA should have begun before student teachers began 
their practica, i.e. in pre-service teacher education 
courses. But the student teachers agreed that working with a 
UPA during their practica was beneficial. Some of the stu¬ 
dent teachers wanted the support of the UPA both before and 
during their practica. "I feel it would have been good to 
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get information about classroom management in class and then 
to continue with it during the support group meetings,” and, 
”1 would prefer working with the UPA both before and during 
my practicum," were two of the comments in this section of 
statements. 
These responses indicate that the student teachers 
wanted the information and knowledge offered by the UPA. 
They would have liked to have prepared themselves for the 
urban classroom before they began their practica, but they 
also felt that they needed support during practica. They 
felt that perhaps fewer meetings would have been needed 
during the semester if they had begun working with the UPA 
before their practica began. Perhaps the work of the UPA 
should be expanded to begin before student teachers begin 
their practica. It should also continue throughout the 
practica. 
The final two statements in this student teacher survey 
were open-ended statements which asked the student teacher 
to list 1) the benefits of working with the UPA, and 2) the 
things which the UPA should have provided the student teach¬ 
ers but did not. 
The responses to the benefits of the UPA can be catego¬ 
rized into three major areas: 1) support, 2) research, and 
3) procedures and techniques. Support included the UPA's 
attention during individual meetings, and the help offered 
by other student teachers in the support group meetings. The 
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research was in the form of the handouts that were used 
during the semester, while the procedures and techniques 
came from the UPA’s personal experience as a teacher and 
from the literature he provided. 
Comments in the area of support included: 
"I got a great sounding board. He was helpful in just 
listening to me." 
"Time to vent." 
"The opportunity to share my experiences with others in 
the profession." 
"Often I would better understand my classroom by de¬ 
scribing it to someone else." 
"A place to find out about all the things they never 
tell you in college." 
"Different approaches to classroom management which 
were brought up in group sessions." 
From these comments it can be concluded that the stu¬ 
dent teachers needed and wanted support during practica. The 
support group and individual meetings were extremely valu¬ 
able to these seven student teachers. The value of these 
meetings may have differed for each student teacher, but 
they all seemed to find some benefit from the support meet¬ 
ings. The student teachers were able to release their frus¬ 
trations, discuss different approaches and methodologies, 
receive support from each other and from a sympathetic and 
understanding professional. They also learned effective 
classroom management techniques which their teacher educa¬ 
tion programs failed to provide. 
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Comments in the area of research included: 
"Readings were fantastic." 
"Research data which coincided with my experiences made 
me feel less alone." 
"A variety of readings." 
The readings which were used in support group and 
individual meetings were valuable to the student teachers. 
Many of them used the strategies of earlier research very 
effectively in their classrooms. But having the literature 
before their practica may have enabled them to begin their 
student teaching with a repertoire of effective classroom 
strategies in hand. 
The greatest number of comments were in the area of 
procedures and techniques. These included: 
"He offered great advice that nobody else did." 
"Self-esteem developing techniques." 
"Procedures with rules and regulations." 
"Various methods of reacting to discipline problems." 
"A 'bag of tricks' - from handouts - which gave me 
practical ideas on management." 
These comments indicated that the UPA provided these 
student teachers with a component to their training that 
they did not receive in regular pre-service teacher educa¬ 
tion classes. Their comments indicated the training was both 
necessary and beneficial to their success as an urban stu¬ 
dent teacher. These comments also indicated that an urban 
component is needed in teacher education training because 
there are special issues in managing urban classes. 
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Most of the responses to the statement which asked 
student teachers to list things they did not receive from 
the UPA, asked for more specific procedures and techniques. 
For example, two of the student teachers wanted specific 
strategies to deal with student motivation. Other specific 
strategies the student teachers did not get included how to 
deal with high student absenteeism and how to come up with 
"specific lesson plans that help control classes," and 
"sources for more diverse lesson plans." Often, when partic¬ 
ular lesson plans do not work, students will be off-task and 
may become discipline problems. This student teacher was 
looking for types of activities to keep student on-task and 
involved in the lesson, thus preventing discipline problems 
from starting. 
One student teacher wished that there had been "some 
more structured method for keeping track of trying out 
techniques." This same student commented that, "it would 
have been nice to have observations as part of the program - 
to deal with my blind spots.” Referring to the literature of 
effective classroom management, this student teacher would 
like to have tried more of the techniques from earlier 
studies and kept a record of what worked and what did not. 
Therefore, this student wanted the UPA to visit her class to 
judge her on the success of the strategies he or she em¬ 
ployed . 
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Finally, there were more positive comments than nega¬ 
tive ones, and the student teachers' responses seem to 
indicate that there were more benefits to the work of the 
UPA than there were drawbacks. Comments indicated that the 
support groups were extremely beneficial. In groups they 
shared ideas, learned new techniques, and offered each other 
support. One student teacher called the support groups 
"impartial settings to propose ideas and situations in the 
classroom." Another "greatly appreciated the support groups 
- assured me that my experiences were normal." A third 
student teacher said that the "different approaches to 
classroom management which were brought up in group ses¬ 
sions" were beneficial. 
They felt the readings they received from the UPA were 
varied, up-to-date, and could be practically applied to 
their individual situations. 
The UPA was professional and "offered great advice that 
nobody else did." His specific advice was in the area of 
"self-esteem developing techniques," and "procedures with 
rules and techniques." He was "helpful in just listening to 
me." But the best thing may have been that he did not evalu¬ 
ate the student teachers. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Primary Results 
The primary purpose of this research was to determine 
the effectiveness of a UPA in helping student teachers 
become effective secondary urban classroom teachers. Based 
on responses to the cooperating teacher survey, which both 
the cooperating teachers and the student teachers completed 
at the end of the semester, the student teachers were very 
effective urban classroom teachers. The mean score of the 
cooperating teachers' responses to the thirty-item survey 
was 1.8, while the mean score of the student teachers' 
responses to the same survey was almost identical - 1.9. 
Comments from the cooperating teachers and the student 
teachers supported the survey results, which indicated that 
these seven student teachers were effective classroom teach¬ 
ers . 
If the student teachers alone had considered themselves 
effective classroom teachers, the results could be attribut¬ 
ed to the fact that they evaluated themselves. But the 
cooperating teachers considered the student teachers to be 
equally as effective as the student teachers considered 
themselves. Thus, their responses are probably fairly accu¬ 
rate. The positive results of the cooperating teacher sur¬ 
veys might be due in part to the specific urban classroom 
management strategies which the student teachers acquired 
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through their work the UPA and which they employed in their 
classrooms throughout the semester. 
Though responses to the cooperating teacher surveys 
indicated that the student teachers were effective urban 
classroom teachers, what role, if any, did the UPA have in 
making these seven student teachers effective? Measurement 
of the UPA's effectiveness was based solely on responses to 
the student teacher survey and comments provided by the 
student teachers themselves. 
According to the results of that survey, which was 
completed during the final support group meeting at the end 
of the semester, the student teachers felt that the UPA 
helped them become effective urban classroom teachers by 
making them aware of the aims and purposes of urban class¬ 
room management and by offering them procedures and tech¬ 
niques to effectively implement them. 
The mean score for responses to the student teacher 
survey, consisting of twenty-three Likert scale items, was a 
positive 2.2. For statements which specifically dealt with 
the direct efforts of the UPA, statements, two, three, four, 
five, eleven, twelve, twenty-two, and twenty-three, the mean 
score was a positive 1.9. The student teachers felt that the 
overall work of the UPA, including support group meetings, 
individual meetings with the UPA, and handouts, had a posi¬ 
tive effect in helping them become effective urban classroom 
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managers. The mean score of statement number six, which 
dealt with the handouts, was a positive 1.8. 
These results indicate that the student teachers felt 
that the UPA's efforts did help to make them effective 
classroom teachers. But to what extent was the UPA helpful? 
Without further research, that question cannot be totally 
answered. Because the UPA's time with the student teachers 
was limited to bi-weekly meetings of about one hour each, 
and because some of the student teachers missed either 
support group meetings and/or individual meetings with the 
UPA, the UPA's effect on certain student teachers may have 
been limited. 
The cooperating teachers were asked to evaluate their 
student teachers based on their experiences with other 
student teachers with whom they worked in the past. Though 
the cooperating teachers felt that the student teachers in 
this case study were effective classroom teachers, four of 
the seven cooperating teachers who responded to the survey 
teach in three suburban schools. The answers of those coop¬ 
erating teachers were based on their experiences with stu¬ 
dent teachers in their suburban schools. 
As this group of seven student teachers was not simul¬ 
taneously compared with other groups, it is difficult to 
determine how much effect the UPA had on this group. Would 
these same seven teachers have been as effective had they 
not worked with the UPA during their practica? Was their 
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college/university pre-service teacher education training 
alone sufficient to make them effective urban classroom 
teachers? Or was their youthful enthusiasm enough to produce 
the same results? Perhaps their non-teaching pre-practicum 
experiences provided them with the necessary teaching 
skills. Maybe their cooperating teachers were instrumental 
in helping these seven student teachers become effective 
urban classroom teachers. It may have been a combination of 
all these factors, or there may be many other factors which 
contributed to helping these student teachers develop effec¬ 
tive urban classroom management skills. What effect the UPA 
had in their effectiveness remains to be determined. 
Future studies should include an experimental design 
using control groups and experimental groups to corroborate 
or refute the findings on the UPA's effectiveness. If it is 
proven that a UPA is effective in helping student teachers 
become effective urban classroom teachers, then it may be 
possible to determine the extent of the UPA’s effectiveness. 
A research design that could measure the UPA’s effec¬ 
tiveness would be to use two groups of student teachers, 
both without formal urban teacher education training, who do 
their practica in secondary urban schools. One group of 
student teachers would be provided with the assistance of a 
UPA, in addition to the mentoring done by the other members 
of the student teaching triads during practica. The second 
group would be provided with only the mentoring of the 
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cooperating teachers and the college/university supervisors. 
By comparing Likert scale results of the two groups, it may 
be possible to determine the extent of the UPA's effective¬ 
ness . 
Another research design would be to provide an experi¬ 
mental group of student teachers with heavy pre-practicum 
experiences in urban schools and communities, while the 
control group would have no urban pre-practicum experiences. 
This would help determine the role of pre-practicum experi¬ 
ences in helping student teachers become effective urban 
classroom teachers. 
A third research design would include older student 
teachers who have had other careers prior to entering teach¬ 
er education. By comparing the effectiveness of the two 
groups, the question of youth in determining student teacher 
effectiveness might be answered. 
The same cooperating teacher survey could be used to 
determine if, and to what extent, factors such as the use of 
a UPA contributed to the student teachers' effectiveness. 
Cooperating teachers and student teachers themselves could 
respond to the survey to evaluate student teacher effective¬ 
ness. Additionally, the student teachers themselves could 
evaluate their own effectiveness using the same cooperating 
teacher survey. Survey responses and the anecdotal accounts 
of the experimental group and the control group could then 
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be compared, which would provide further data to help deter¬ 
mine the UPA's effectiveness. 
However, caution must be taken when using the partici¬ 
pants' responses to determine their own effectiveness. When 
the participants in a study are asked to evaluate them¬ 
selves, their responses might be more positive than outside 
observers would consider them to be. For example, in this 
case study, both the cooperating teachers and the student 
teachers may have considered the student teachers to be more 
effective than they actually were in order to make them¬ 
selves appear more successful in the eyes of the researcher. 
Outside observers, such as teacher educators, researchers, 
and school teachers who are not connected with the student 
teachers, the cooperating teachers, the practica sites, or 
the teacher training institutions, might provide the objec¬ 
tivity needed to accurately assess the effectiveness of the 
student teachers and ultimately the UPA. 
B. Col 1eoe/Universitv Supervisors and the UPA 
A closer look at some other responses to the student 
teacher survey reveals some interesting data. Responses to 
the survey seemed to support research which indicates that 
student teachers are greatly influenced by and develop 
closer relationships with their cooperating teachers than 
with their college/university supervisors. (Heathington, 
1985; Johnston & others, 1976; Moore, 1986; Reese, 1986) 
According to the responses, these seven student teachers 
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felt more comfortable discussing issues of classroom manage¬ 
ment with their cooperating teachers than with the UPA, but 
felt more comfortable discussing issues of classroom manage¬ 
ment with the UPA than with their college/university super¬ 
visors. Four of the seven felt more comfortable discussing 
issues of classroom management with their cooperating teach¬ 
ers than with the UPA; but five felt more comfortable dis¬ 
cussing issues of classroom management with the UPA than 
with their supervisors. These results indicate that some of 
the student teaching triadic relationships might have been 
unbalanced. According to Heider, (1958) a triadic relation¬ 
ship is unbalanced when two relationships are positive and 
one is negative. In this case study, there seem to have been 
some negative relationships between the student teacher and 
the college/university supervisor. One student teacher 
indicated that he/she "had no relationship with my supervi¬ 
sor." Another student teacher said "my supervisor did noth¬ 
ing . VV 
These results have serious implications for the student 
teaching triad. In many departments of education, 
college/university supervisors have a great deal of input in 
determining the success or failure of student teachers. But 
supervisors are often graduate students who may not have the 
knowledge and skills to be effective evaluators or mentors. 
Some college/university supervisors may not have had exten¬ 
sive classroom teaching experience or are deficient in 
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current methodologies. In this case study, Joyce described 
her supervisor as a former teacher who left the classroom 
many years ago to raise her family and who was now earning 
extra money by working as a supervisor. How to solve the 
problem of inadequately prepared supervisors, especially 
during tight economic times, may involve "robbing Peter to 
pay Paul." Sending faculty members into the field as super¬ 
visors would mean that additional faculty members would be 
needed to cover the campus duties of those absent professors 
who are working on site. Even those departments of education 
with adequate budgets may resist sending their senior facul¬ 
ty members into the field to serve as supervisors. The low- 
status of the supervisory role may be an important factor 
here. Rewarding faculty members for their supervisory ef¬ 
forts with promotions, tenure, and titles may be one possi¬ 
ble strategy. Providing graduate students and others who 
wish to supervise student teachers with special training 
before they go into the clinical sites might be another 
strategy. 
All seven student teachers felt that the UPA offered 
them a wider variety of methods and techniques for dealing 
with issues of classroom management than did their supervi¬ 
sors, while three of the seven felt that the UPA offered 
them a wider variety of methods and techniques than did 
their cooperating teachers. Three others felt that the 
cooperating teachers offered more techniques than did the 
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UPA, while one student teacher was undecided. These data 
seem to support research which concludes that cooperating 
teachers have greater influence on student teachers than 
college/university supervisors. But to that body of research 
should be added the information that cooperating teachers 
and a UPA probably have greater influences over student 
teachers than their college/university supervisors. In a 
hierarchy of influence on these seven student teachers, it 
seemed that cooperating teachers had the most influence, 
followed closely by the UPA, and then the college/university 
supervisor, who had the least amount of influence on the 
student teachers. 
Reasons for this hierarchy might include the number of 
contacts that each of these individuals had with student 
teachers during a semester. The student teachers worked very 
closely with their cooperating teachers daily for approxi¬ 
mately fifteen weeks in the "real" classroom. During that 
same time, the UPA had approximately twelve meetings with 
the student teachers before and during the semester in 
either interviewing sessions, support group meetings, or 
individual meetings. On the other hand, the college/univer¬ 
sity supervisor may have visited the student teacher fewer 
than six times for less than an hour each time. Also, the 
supervisors' visits were usually evaluative in nature. The 
UPA was not their instructor, he did not evaluate them, and 
was not a part of their student teaching triad. He was 
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instead a knowledgeable friend who supported them in their 
efforts to have successful practica experiences. The col¬ 
lege/university supervisor and the student teachers may have 
met for the first time only after the practica began. Super¬ 
visors are not always a part of the pre-service programs. 
The UPA had contacted each student individually to explain 
the case study and to invite them to participate. He met 
with each student teacher before they began their practica 
and continued to meet with them throughout the semester. 
Eased on these data, the UPA, like the cooperating 
teachers, had a large influence on the student teachers, and 
played a significant role in their practica. In the student 
teaching "hierarchy," the UPA's place seemed to be above 
that of their supervisors. The UPA seemed to have more 
influence on the student teachers than did their supervisors 
and, unlike some of their supervisors, had a positive rela¬ 
tionship with them. Based on this information, the UPA 
played a significant role in the urban teacher education of 
these seven student teachers, and has the potential to play 
an even bigger role in pre-service teacher education. 
In light of these findings, maybe the role of 
college/university supervisors should be reassessed. Efforts 
to make that role more influential in the education of 
student teachers or to change that role should be consid¬ 
ered. Perhaps through more contact with student teachers 
during practica, college/university supervisors may be able 
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to significantly affect student teacher performance and 
improve their effectiveness. If greater effectiveness cannot 
be generated through a re-evaluation of the supervisor’s 
role, perhaps the methods of supervising student teachers 
during practica should be changed. Replacing the traditional 
student teaching triad and allowing student teachers to work 
with their cooperating teachers and a UPA, who would operate 
apart from the cooperating teacher as described in this 
dissertation, may be an alternative to the current method of 
supervision. 
Results also indicated that student teachers did not 
feel that working with a UPA during practica should be 
required of any student teachers, regardless of their prac¬ 
tica sites. Though they all agreed that there were many 
benefits to working with the UPA and that the UPA should be 
made available to all student teachers who wish to avail 
themselves of those benefits, they felt that student teach¬ 
ers should not be required to work with the UPA. 
The student teachers may have responded in this manner 
partly because of the time involved in working with a UPA. 
The first support group met after school because the UPA did 
not have the authority to release the members of the first 
support group from their teaching duties to attend support 
group meetings. (See Appendix B, page 203) On those days 
when the support group met, it made for a very long day for 
those five student teachers. In addition to working with the 
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UPA, many of the student teachers had other obligations 
after school: one student teacher took an education course, 
another had a job, most worked on lesson plans and prepared 
for the next day’s classes. Additionally, all student teach¬ 
ers had to attend required teacher education meetings on 
their campus. Some of them may have responded as they did 
simply because they felt over-burdened with yet another 
meeting. 
A solution to this dilemma would be to secure the 
cooperation of the school and teacher education administra¬ 
tions to obtain release time during the school day for the 
student teachers to meet with the UPA at pre-scheduled 
times. In this way, after-school conflicts might be avoided. 
The two members of the second support group which met during 
release time preferred meeting during the school day. (See 
Appendix B, page, 203) When it was suggested that they meet 
after-school to join the other group, they declined the 
offer. 
C. Veteran/Experienced Teachers and the UPA 
The student teachers were evenly divided about requir¬ 
ing beginning (non-tenured) teachers to work with a UPA: 
three agreed they should be required to work with a UPA for 
one semester, while three disagreed. But six of the seven 
student teachers did agree that veteran or experienced 
teachers should be required to work with a UPA for one 
semester. If the opinions of the student teachers can be 
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interpreted correctly, they felt that older experienced 
teachers had lost their classroom effectiveness. If this is 
a correct assumption, then perhaps the work of the UPA was 
targeted at the wrong population, or should have been tar¬ 
geted at another population as well as the student teachers. 
Their work with the UPA enabled the student teachers to 
see the ineffectiveness of some teachers. The comments of 
two of the student teachers indicated that some veteran 
teachers had given up on their students, believing that the 
students could not succeed in school. One student teacher 
was told by a veteran teacher that the students in her basic 
English class would never go to college, therefore, they 
should not attend a college fair being held in their build¬ 
ing. A cooperating teacher told one student teacher that her 
students would never be able to write essays for her. 
These seven student teachers felt that veteran teachers 
should be required to work with a UPA, but they did not feel 
that they themselves should be required to work with a UPA 
during practica. They felt that the UPA should be available 
to them, but that they should not be forced to attend regu¬ 
lar meetings during their practica. This suggests that maybe 
the work of the UPA should be directed towards the cooperat¬ 
ing teachers, who have so much influence on student teachers 
during practica. In this way, both the veteran teachers and 
the student teachers would receive the benefits of the UPA. 
The veteran teachers would receive the UPA's benefits di- 
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rectly, while the student teachers would receive the bene¬ 
fits indirectly through their cooperating teachers. 
If some veteran urban teachers have become ineffective 
in the classroom due to apathy and burn-out, then maybe the 
UPA should work with these teachers to try to change their 
negative attitudes toward urban education. Through a series 
of in-service programs beginning prior to the opening of 
school and continuing after school hours or during release 
time from their teaching duties during the school year, the 
UPA could provide the training necessary to change the 
negative attitudes of these veteran urban teachers and make 
them more effective classroom teachers. An advantage over 
one-time workshops is that the UPA would remain in the 
building during the school year to provide confidential 
support and additional assistance to any teacher. By being 
available on site, the UPA could meet with teachers during 
preparation periods or before or after school. 
Veteran teachers and student teachers might be able to 
attend these workshops and support group meetings together. 
This would enable veteran teachers to become invigorated by 
the youth and enthusiasm of the student teachers, while the 
UPA would help both groups to become effective urban class¬ 
room teachers. 
If the work of the UPA were directed towards the coop¬ 
erating teachers, not only might they become more effective 
classroom teachers, but they also could pass along to their 
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student teachers those effective strategies they have ac¬ 
quired from working with a UPA. In this way, the student 
teachers would receive the benefits of a UPA indirectly 
through their cooperating teachers while continuing to work 
directly with the UPA throughout the semester. If the UPA 
could make veteran teachers more effective classroom teach¬ 
ers, it would directly benefit their students and indirectly 
benefit their student teachers. The students would have the 
benefits of an effective classroom teacher to motivate and 
encourage them, while the student teachers would learn from 
their cooperating teachers examples of effective teaching. 
A drawback to the UPA working with veteran teachers is 
that many of them are set in their ways and might be reluc¬ 
tant to change or to try new and different techniques. Many 
believe that what has worked in the past, will work in the 
future. Working with student teachers, on the other hand, 
means working with people who might be more receptive to new 
ideas and techniques. The enthusiasm brought to teaching by 
the student teachers might give them an edge for learning 
effective classroom management techniques. 
The response to the statement of whether veteran/expe¬ 
rienced urban teachers should be required to work with a UPA 
may reflect what the student teachers perceived as teacher 
apathy and burn-out in the urban schools. Haberman (1987) 
believes that teachers who remain in an urban classroom 
longer than five to eight years, "begin to coast, cutting 
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corners and seeking efficiencies at the expense of student 
learning.” (Haberman, 1987, p.24) Therefore, Haberman pro¬ 
poses limiting the teaching careers of urban teachers to 
five to eight years. This is hardly practical because of the 
current teacher shortage in urban schools. If all urban 
teachers were to leave the profession after this period of 
time, it may be impossible to fill those vacancies. In 
addition, there are many teachers who are still effective 
after five to eight years of teaching. 
There may be urban teachers who are apathetic and who 
have given up on trying to educate their students, and who 
agree to work with student teachers to lighten their loads 
for a semester. But there are also many urban classroom 
teachers who have tried to improve their techniques by 
attending in-service workshops and conferences, taking 
college courses, and pursuing graduate degrees. Hopefully, 
those urban teachers will work with student teachers to help 
prepare them for the urban schools. Providing these teachers 
with incentives such as a title, payment, or credit may be 
one strategy to encourage the best teachers to work as 
cooperating teachers. The UPA would keep effective teachers 
abreast of the latest research in urban classroom manage¬ 
ment, while trying to revitalize those ineffective teachers 
who want to coast through a semester with a student teacher. 
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D. Proposals to Implement the UPA 
Perhaps it should be a requirement that secondary urban 
school teachers who wish to work with student teachers 
during a school year attend in-service programs offered by a 
UPA before they are allowed to mentor student teachers. In- 
service programs could be offered in the summer for those 
who wish to work with student teachers in the fall semester. 
For those urban teachers who wish to mentor student teachers 
in the spring semester, the UPA could offer after-school 
programs conducted between semesters. 
A condition for working with a student teacher could 
include a requirement that the cooperating teacher attend 
all sessions during the semester with the UPA and the stu¬ 
dent teacher. The UPA, who would remain on-site throughout 
the semester, would work with both the student teachers and 
the veteran teachers. The quality of cooperating teachers 
and student teachers would be enhanced through the efforts 
of the UPA through in-service workshops, and individual and 
support group meetings during practica. 
Many urban classroom teachers may feel that they are 
already effective and thus may resist the in-service train¬ 
ing offered by a UPA. In these cases, incentives such as 
stipends, release time from teaching duties to attend the 
sessions, and a title, may convince some prospective cooper¬ 
ating teachers to participate in the UPA's program. The most 
apathetic and ineffective teachers would probably not par- 
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ticipate in this program regardless of the incentives of¬ 
fered. If this were true, then the system itself will elimi¬ 
nate those ineffective teachers before they even begin to 
work with student teachers. 
Requiring veteran teachers who wish to work with stu¬ 
dent teachers to attend training sessions with a UPA to 
prepare for the student teachers' practica might require 
some type of payment to the cooperating teachers. In Haber- 
man's proposal for urban teacher education, (1987) state and 
federal funds formerly earmarked for campus-based teacher 
education programs at colleges and universities would be 
directed toward funding teacher education programs offered 
in the urban schools. Some of those funds could be used to 
fund the UPA, who would work with both cooperating teachers 
through in-service teacher education programs, and with 
student teachers from all institutions of higher learning 
whose students do their practica in any urban school. 
If funding for the UPA could not be obtained directly 
through state and federal funds, then institutions of high 
learning would have to include funds in their budgets for 
the position of UPA and to reward cooperating teachers for 
their participation in the program and for their work with 
student teachers. 
A similar proposal could be made for funding UPAs in 
urban school districts. Teacher education institutions, both 
public and private, would form a consortium, with funding 
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based on each institution's level of participation. Large 
institutions, which send many student teachers to the urban 
schools for pre-practicum and practicum, would contribute 
more than smaller institutions. The UPA would be based in 
the urban schools, working with cooperating teachers through 
in-service programs before the semester began and with 
student teachers in pre-service teacher education programs 
before their practica. Once the practica began, the UPA 
would work with student teachers individually and in groups. 
If the UPA’s salary is derived from funds contributed 
by the institutions of higher education, then a question of 
the UPA’s loyalty would have to be resolved. Student teach¬ 
ers might see the UPA as having first loyalties to the 
institutions of higher learning because he/she represents 
them. The student teachers might consider the UPA as another 
supervisor in the student teaching triad. To be effective, 
the UPA must remain outside the normal triadic relationship 
during practicum. To be effective, the UPA’s relationship 
with the student teacher must be a balanced dyadic relation¬ 
ship (Heider, 1958) in which there is a mutual liking and 
respect. He/she must also be someone in whom the student 
teacher can confide. Without this understanding between the 
UPA and the student teacher, the UPA could be seen as anoth¬ 
er supervisor. To try to avoid these appearances, all work 
with the UPA could take place off-campus and off school 
grounds, in mutually agreed upon locations and times. Meet- 
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ings would not have to be in classrooms, instead they could 
be in the student teachers’ homes or at the home of the UPA. 
The UPA could be employed by either or both institu¬ 
tions. Though the UPA might represent either a participating 
school district or a college/university as a teacher, pro¬ 
fessor, or graduate student, he or she would not be a part 
of the normal triadic relationship between student teacher, 
cooperating teacher, and college/university supervisor. 
The colleges, universities, and schools would retain 
control of mentoring and supervising student teachers during 
practicum. Additionally, the UPA could be available to serve 
as mentor to all first-year teachers who desire his/her 
support and guidance, and to provide assistance to school 
faculty and college/university supervisors through remedial 
in-service programs. By remaining outside student teaching 
triads, and offering the training away from campus, the 
UPA’s loyalty would remain with the student teachers. 
The UPA could be made available to school districts to 
provide remedial in-service training for veteran teachers 
who feel that they have become ineffective. The UPA could be 
the person that a veteran teacher could turn to when he/she 
has a problem and does not want to be labeled as a weak 
teacher by taking the problem to the administration. The UPA 
could be available to assist veteran teachers on an individ¬ 
ual basis. In this way veteran teachers may improve their 
classroom effectiveness, while not appearing to be weak or 
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ineffective in the eyes of the administration. Perhaps all 
veteran teachers should be required to attend workshops with 
a UPA every five years to update themselves on the latest 
trends in urban classroom management. 
Haberman's new form of urban teacher education (1987) 
calls for master urban classroom teachers to serve as teach¬ 
er educators, mentors, and instructional leaders for begin¬ 
ning teachers. But if the data gathered in this research are 
accurate, then there may be a flaw in this proposal. If 
Haberman’s master teachers are themselves ineffective, 
because of apathy and burn-out, then their methods and 
techniques may be also be out-of-date or ineffective. Haber- 
man should first develop a plan to prepare his master teach¬ 
ers before they attempt to prepare student teachers for the 
urban schools. 
One possibility would be to require master teachers who 
would like to train prospective urban teachers to first work 
with a UPA to become aware of the latest research in urban 
classroom management. The UPA could then continue to work 
with these master teachers when they begin to train student 
teachers for the urban classrooms. The UPA could serve as 
both an instructor and a resource person, to whom either the 
master teacher or the student teachers can turn for support 
and advice. 
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E. Where to Place the UPA 
Survey responses indicated that these seven student 
teachers felt that their pre-service teacher education 
programs should have provided them with the strategies and 
methods for handling urban classroom management, but failed 
do so because they did not focus on urban teacher education. 
The student teachers also would have preferred to have 
learned urban classroom management skills before they began 
teaching. On the other hand, they felt that working with the 
UPA during practicum was beneficial, especially the support 
groups. Incorporating the UPA into the pre-service teacher 
education programs is one strategy for working urban issues 
into teacher education programs. 
The seven student teachers felt that the UPA offered 
them relevant methods and strategies which were effective, 
and they agreed that the methods used by the UPA to provide 
them with the knowledge of urban classroom management, i.e. 
support groups, individual meetings, and handouts, were 
appropriate. But they also felt they did not have the time 
to attend more than five meetings during the semester. 
These results seem to indicate that the student teach¬ 
ers want and need specific urban teacher education, and that 
the work of a UPA is necessary to them. The dilemma seems to 
be where and when the efforts of the UPA should directed. 
Student teachers don't seem to want to undertake any more 
obligations than they have with student teaching itself. For 
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some, student teaching is a full-time job. But the student 
teachers also felt that they did not receive any urban 
teacher education training in their pre-service programs, 
and they did not receive the methods and strategies to 
effectively handle issues of urban classroom management from 
their college/university supervisors. The problem of when 
and where to deliver a needed service to student teachers 
remains. 
A solution may lie in the role of teacher education 
programs themselves. If teacher educators reassessed teacher 
training programs with the purpose of changing the pre¬ 
service teacher education focus, then perhaps the dilemma of 
where and when to deliver the training of the UPA might be 
resolved. By including a specific urban focus which deals 
with classroom management as part of their pre-service 
teacher training, some of the problems encountered during 
practica might be eliminated. 
One solution might be a program which focuses on the 
training of pre-service teachers using a UPA. This proposal 
would begin by exposing student teachers to the issues of 
urban classroom management before they begin their practica, 
in either a separate pre-service teacher education course or 
as a part of another pre-service teacher education course 
offered during the semester prior to student teaching. The 
UPA would continue the work begun in pre-service courses 
during practica in bi-weekly support group meetings. With 
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the approval of the administrations of the schools and the 
teacher education faculty, these meetings could be conducted 
during the school day when student teachers are released 
from their teaching duties. These support group meetings, 
which could be held in mutually agreed upon neutral loca¬ 
tions, would give the student teachers the opportunities to 
interact and share strategies while the UPA would provide 
the research-based knowledge and a wider variety of urban 
classroom management techniques. 
Evaluation of the student teachers would remain under 
the auspices of the colleges and universities whose student 
teachers would be mentored by their cooperating teachers and 
college/university supervisors. Cooperating teachers and 
college/university supervisors would evaluate the student 
teachers' classroom effectiveness using whatever methods 
they currently use, or a Likert attitude scale, similar to 
the one used in this research, could be developed. 
The student teachers would evaluate the work of the UPA 
at the conclusion of each semester using a similar Likert 
attitude scale. This evaluation would provide feedback to 
the UPA, which would enable the UPA to improve the program 
by adjusting to the needs and concerns of the student teach¬ 
ers and cooperating teachers. 
A program for the veteran teachers who wish to work 
with a student teacher during the fall semester would in¬ 
volve summer in-service programs. The work of the UPA would 
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continue after the semester began with bi-weekly meetings 
held during release time from their teaching duties. The 
student teachers would be able to cover the classes of the 
cooperating teachers while they meet with the UPA. Individu 
al meetings between the cooperating teacher and the UPA 
could be held during preparation periods or lunch time. The 
work of the UPA would be evaluated by the cooperating teach 
es , using a Likert attitude scale, while the supervisors - 
department chairs, building principals, curriculum coordina 
tors - would evaluate the cooperating teachers using a 
similar Likert attitude scale. 
In conclusion, specific urban teacher education train¬ 
ing and the UPA are both needed to effectively prepare 
student teachers for urban classrooms. The UPA is also 
needed to work with experienced teachers who have lost thei 
effectiveness. An urban focus should be included in all 
teacher education programs to begin the work of the UPA. 
After practica begin, the work of the UPA should continue 
during the semester in both support group and individual 
meetings. 
The UPA must not evaluate or otherwise assess the 
student teachers, and the work of the UPA must be separate 
from the work of the teacher education faculty who will 
supervise and evaluate the student teachers. Training with 
the UPA should take place in locations not associated with 
either the school or the college/university campuses. When 
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student teaching begins, it is equally important to keep the 
UPA outside the triadic relationships between student teach¬ 
er, cooperating teacher, and college/university supervisor. 
The UPA should also work with veteran urban classr oom 
teachers. Through both in-service summers workshops and 
during release time from teaching duties, veterans teachers 
should be exposed to the benefits of the UPA. The cost, 
which school districts would incur for summer programs and 
for teacher release time, would be outweighed by the bene¬ 
fits. The greatest benefit would be increased student learn¬ 
ing because of more effective instruction. With effective 
instruction, motivation would increase and the drop-out rate 
might decrease. More students might graduate and go on to 
college. 
F. Other Results 
Other purposes of this research were to compile a 
comprehensive list of secondary urban classroom management 
issues, and methods to effectively deal with them, and to 
learn why the seven student teachers chose to do their 
practica in urban schools. These goals were accomplished. 
The issues of urban classroom management and the strategies 
for dealing with them were listed and discussed in Chapter 
Four, as were the reasons why the seven student teachers 
chose urban schools for their practica. 
However, it was not the purpose of this research to 
compare secondary urban and suburban classroom management 
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issues. But when it was learned that three of the six 
schools in this study were not true urban schools, it became 
obvious that it would be possible to make those comparisons. 
Two of the three schools were located outside the city and 
had small minority populations. One school has no minority 
students while the other had approximately fifteen percent 
minority students. The one school located within the city 
limits was a private school with a minority population of 
around ten percent. These three school were considered 
suburban. 
This research showed that there was a difference in the 
management of urban classrooms compared to the suburban 
classrooms. Contrary to earlier research, this difference 
was not manifested in the day-to-day issues of students' 
classroom behavior and discipline methods. On that level, 
the issues and strategies to handle them were the same in 
all of the schools in this study. Daily problems of the 
urban classroom might have seemed more serious and more 
numerous, but that was due in part to the large size of the 
urban classes and urban schools. 
The difference in urban classroom management seemed to 
rest with issues outside the classroom walls. The personal 
lives of urban minority students seemed to create additional 
issues of urban classroom management. Many urban minority 
students have problems in their personal lives which affect 
their classroom attitudes and behavior - problems not usual- 
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ly found in suburban communities and schools. Issues of 
poverty, lack of familial support, both financially and 
emotionally, full time jobs, dependent children, drugs, and 
gangs, influence urban students and create some of the 
specific problems urban teachers face in managing their 
classrooms. Urban students who can’t stay awake in class or 
who are not prepared for class and did not do their homework 
might give such reasons as: their babies were up all night, 
or they had to work the night shift this week, or they had 
fights with their spouses, and were upset. They may not have 
a dictionary or an encyclopedia in their homes and so they 
could not do their assignments. Students who have to work a 
full-time job to support themselves and their families may 
occasionally be unprepared for class. These are all ways 
that the reality of urban life manifests itself in the 
classroom. 
A strategy for dealing with this additional issue of 
urban classroom management is through a humanistic approach. 
Effective urban classroom management requires an understand¬ 
ing of and sensitivity to the problems in the lives of many 
minority students. Urban teachers need to be sensitive to 
their students' problems in order to understand their stu¬ 
dents and to effectively teach them. Effective urban class¬ 
room teachers possess qualities that researchers (Gunnison, 
1976; Lang & Schaller, 1985) have found regarding effective 
teachers. They are characterized by a high degree of empa- 
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thy, positive regard for their students, and genuineness. 
They are also encouraging and supportive of their students, 
and are adept at establishing a comfortable and non-threat¬ 
ening classroom environment. They view teaching as a human 
relationship, and they nourish the interpersonal climate of 
the classroom. (Gunnison, 1976) Effective urban classroom 
teachers realize that their content area is not the most 
important thing to their students. 
This research showed that the three students who at¬ 
tended urban schools and graduated from urban high schools 
were the most sensitive to urban life issues. Maria, the one 
student teacher who was herself a minority and who also 
lived in an urban area and attended urban schools, seemed in 
her interviews and individual meetings and support group 
meetings, to be most understanding and sensitive to this 
issue of urban classroom management. The other two student 
teachers from an urban area, Jason and Karen, also seemed 
more sensitive to these urban issues than the others whose 
homes and schools were suburban and/or private. These three 
student teachers were the only ones who identified the 
difficult homes lives of their students and the low self¬ 
esteem which many urban minorities have as issues they 
faced during student teaching. 
Based on these data from the research, an argument can 
be made for recruiting minority students and those who have 
lived and attended school in urban areas for urban teaching 
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careers. Those teachers who look like their students and who 
speak their language might serve as role models for urban 
students. The National Education Association, at its most 
recent convention in the summer of 1992, decided to address 
this issue of recruiting minority teachers. An emphasis 
should be placed on recruiting college/university students 
of color to enter the field of teacher education. 
The UPA should be a teacher educator with prior second¬ 
ary teaching experience and knowledge of urban schools and 
students. But if the UPA also had experience teaching in 
urban schools, and were a person of color, then he/she might 
play an especially effective role in the urban teacher 
education of student teachers. 
Part of the work of the UPA would be to help sensitize 
prospective urban teachers to the cultural differences in 
urban schools. Additionally, the UPA would deal with the 
other purposes of classroom management, those which focus on 
helping students achieve personal goals and in developing 
their full potentials, socially, emotionally, and physical¬ 
ly. 
In conclusion, there is a special skill to managing 
urban classrooms and specific in-depth training must take 
place to help student teachers effectively manage urban 
classrooms. This in-depth training should include a compo¬ 
nent of urban cultural immersion. Cultural immersion is 
necessary to sensitize student teachers to those issues of 
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urban classroom management which might otherwise go unno¬ 
ticed. Pre-service teachers should be required to have non¬ 
teaching experiences in the community. These experiences 
need to consist of more than simply visiting an urban school 
for a few classes. Experiences such as volunteering at 
community recreation centers, Boys' and Girls' Clubs and 
YMCAs should be part of pre-service teachers' programs. 
Researchers (Mahan, 1974, 1979, 1981, 1982; Mclntire & 
Hughes, 1982; Mungo, 1979; Weiner, 1989) believe that when 
student teachers were forced to confront and resolve their 
own prejudices through cultural immersion, they had a better 
chance to become sensitized to different cultures, and to 
the difficulties faced by minority students attending a 
white, middle-class American public education system. 
Perhaps the best training for all prospective teachers is 
urban teaching. If student teachers are prepared for the 
challenges of urban classrooms, they will be prepared for 
whatever type of teaching situation they may encounter. 
After all, no one know what the future holds. 
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APPENDIX A 
CONSENT FORM 
The Use of a Practicum seminar lead by an Urban Practicum 
Advisor (UPA) to Help Secondary Urban Student Teachers 
Become Effective Practitioners 
I. I, Don E. Matus, am a graduate student in the School of 
Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. My 
doctoral dissertation is a case study involving approximate¬ 
ly ten student teachers who have completed a traditional 
non-urban teacher education program, but who are doing their 
student teaching in a secondary urban school. 
II. Because you are a traditionally trained pre-service 
teacher in a secondary urban school, I am inviting you to 
participate in this study. If you accept my invitation, you 
will in effect agree to the following items: 
A) three (3) interviews (maximum of one hour each): the 
first prior to beginning student teaching, the second ap¬ 
proximately half way through your student teaching experi¬ 
ence, and the third at the conclusion of your student teach¬ 
ing. The first interview will concentrate on your experi¬ 
ences with urban minority children, urban schools, and your 
perceived issues in secondary urban classroom management. 
The second interview will deal with actual issues of second¬ 
ary urban classroom management encountered during your 
student teaching, while the third interview will focus on 
the effectiveness of clinical instructor in helping you deal 
with issues of secondary urban classroom management, and 
becoming an effective secondary urban classroom manager. 
B) attendance at and participation in five (5) after¬ 
school support group meetings conducted at one of the urban 
schools in which participants teach, based on the following 
schedule: during the second week, during the fourth week, 
during the sixth week, during the ninth week, and during the 
twelfth week, (maximum of one and one half hours each) 
C) biweekly small group or individual meetings conduct¬ 
ed during your preparation period during the school day 
(maximum of forty-five minutes each). 
III. I will facilitate all support group meetings and 
conduct all interviews, which will be audiotaped and parts 
of which will later be transcribed by me or a typist. In 
order to protect your anonymity, all transcripts will use 
initials and subsequent documents will use pseudonyms sub¬ 
stituted for all proper names, including yours. Use of the 
contents of the interviews including quotations and/or my 
analysis of them will be limited to: 
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a) my dissertation 
b) journal articles 
c) presentations to professional groups 
d) a book I may write based on my dissertation 
In the event that I wish to use your interview in any 
other way, I will contact you for further consent. 
IV. You will be given an opportunity to hear any tapes 
and/or read any transcripts up to one week after your last 
taping and may, at that time, delete any passage you wish. 
You may withdraw from this study at any time up to one week 
following your last interview. 
V. Your signing of this form indicates your agreement with 
its terms and to the use of the contents of all or any part 
of your interviews and discussions as listed in III. In 
addition, your signature assures me that you will make no 
financial claims for the use of the material from your 
interviews or discussions. 
I_have read the above consent 
form and agree to participate in the study under the condi¬ 
tions listed therein. 
dat 
signature of participant 
dat 
signature of researcher 
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APPENDIX B 
SUPPORT GROUP MEETINGS 
GROUP # 1 
SUPPORT GROUP MEETINGS 
Spring Semester, 1992 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 10, 1992 - CITY HIGH SCHOOL, 3:00 - 4:00 
MONDAY MARCH 2, 1992 - CITY HIGH SCHOOL, 3:00 - 4:00 
MONDAY MARCH 16, 1992 - CITY HIGH SCHOOL, 3:00 - 4:00 
MONDAY APRIL 6, 1992 - VOCATIONAL HIGH, 3:00 - 4:00 
MONDAY MAY 4, 1992 - VOCATIONAL HIGH, 3:00 - 4:00 
GROUP #2 
SUPPORT GROUP MEETINGS 
Spring semester, 1992 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 12, 1992 TEACHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
CONFERENCE ROOM 12:30 - 2:00 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 4, 1992 TEACHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
CONFERENCE ROOM 12:30 - 2:00 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 18, 1992 TEACHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
CONFERENCE ROOM 12:30 - 2:00 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 8, 1992 TEACHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
CONFERENCE ROOM 12:30 - 2:00 
WEDNESDAY MAY 6, 1992 TEACHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
CONFERENCE ROOM 12:30 - 2:00 
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APPENDIX C 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
First Interview - Conducted by the UPA prior to the start of 
student teaching 
1) WHY DID YOU CHOOSE AN URBAN SCHOOL FOR YOUR PRACTI- 
CUM? 
2) WHAT EXPERIENCES HAVE YOU HAD WITH URBAN MINORITIES? 
3) WHAT DO YOU PERCEIVE AS THE ISSUES OF URBAN CLASS¬ 
ROOM MANAGEMENT? 
Second Interview - Conducted by the UPA approximately half 
way through student teaching 
1) WHAT ARE THE ACTUAL ISSUES OF CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
THAT YOU HAVE ENCOUNTERED DURING STUDENT TEACHING, 
AND WHAT STRATEGIES HAVE YOU USED TO DEAL WITH 
THOSE ISSUES? 
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APPENDIX D 
RESEARCH ON URBAN CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT 
Moskowitz and Hayman, 1974, 1976 
Philadelphia Schools 
"BEST" URBAN TEACHERS (versus typical teachers) WERE CHARAC¬ 
TERIZED IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS: 
I. They recognized, understood, and dealt with student 
feelings 
II. They established relationships with students 
III. 
B. 
C. 
IV. 
V. 
VI . 
VII . 
A. 
VIII . 
IX. 
X. 
XI . 
XII . 
XIII . 
They encouraged student participation 
A. gave the most praise (extensive) 
used student ideas (repeated verbatim) 
used positive reinforcement 
They used a variety of teaching aids (audio/visual) 
They used up-to-date topics/materials 
They rejected fewer student behaviors 
They recognized the importance of humor and used it 
in the classroom 
they smiled a lot 
B. they joked (even when being critical/disciplin- 
ing) 
They oriented students - set expectations & stand¬ 
ards to establish control 
They spent less time on administrative/routine 
matters 
They took no nonsense - were quick to criticize any 
slight off-task behavior 
They did not raise their voices or yell when disci¬ 
plining 
They were quite animated, using gestures of voice 
and face to communicate both praise and disapproval 
They used indirect (motivating) behaviors versus 
direct (controlling) behaviors 
PRAISED - JOKED - ENCOURAGED - DEALT WITH STUDENT FEELINGS 
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EMMER AND OTHERS 1978, 1982 
Austin schools 
MORE EFFECTIVE URBAN CLASSROOM TEACHERS (versus less effec¬ 
tive) WERE CHARACTERIZED IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS: 
Rules and Procedures 
I. They provided students with copies or had students copy 
them into a notebook 
A. rules regarding: 
1. movement about the room 
2. student-student & student-teacher contact 
3. talking 
4. hand raising 
B. had small number of rules 
C. posted rules in classroom 
II. They were more explicit about student behavior 
A. they discussed rationale & consequences for rules 
and procedures 
B. they discussed procedures regarding student account 
ability/responsibility for their work 
Monitoring 
I. They moved about the room 
A. they did not become so involved with one student or 
a small group 
II. They quickly attended to any off-task behavior 
A. they did not ignore off-task behavior 
B. they used rules & procedures to stop off-task behav¬ 
ior 
Maintaining Student Responsibi1itv/Accountabi1itv 
They kept better track of students' progress 
A. they graded each aspect of student work 
B. they stressed work completion & make-up 
C. they gave daily assignments 
D. they required students to keep a notebook 
E. they collected assignment daily 
1. they checked & graded assignment frequently 
2. they returned assignments quickly 
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Instruction 
I. They communicated expectations to students - 
assignments/objectives 
II. They segmented complex task into step-by-step proce¬ 
dures 
III. They spent more time on-task 
IV. They used whole class activities, less seat work 
V. They presented information clearly - gave clear in¬ 
structions 
VI. They monitored student work during class 
VII. Materials were ready 
Discipline 
I. Intervention techniques 
A. eye contact 
B. silently signaling 
C. movement about the room 
D. reminding student of appropriate behavior 
E. issuing student a desist order 
JERE BROPHY, 1979 
I. Successful teachers in low s.e.s. settings are: 
encouraging 
business-like, demanding 
personal with students 
take time out from academics to try to 
motivate and deal with student concerns 
praise and encourage 
minimize criticism 
move through the curriculum at a slower pace 
they allow more time for practice and over- 
1 earning 
allow more time to respond 
they provide help by giving hints or rephrasing 
the question 
do not give the answer or call on someone 
else 
A. warm 
1. not 
B. more 
1. they 
2 . they 
3. they 
C. they 
1. 
2. they 
3. 
4. they 
J. S. Kounin, 1977 
Definitions: 
Withitness - knowing what is going on at all times 
Overlapping - attending to two issues simultaneously 
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Douglas M. Brooks, 1985 
SUPERSTAR TEACHER - at the beginning of the year/ first days 
of school is characterized in the following ways: 
1. has a businesslike manner 
2. minimizes transition time & frequency 
3. is deliberate, no nonsense 
explanations of rules & procedures 
4. doesn’t smile during explanations of 
rules & procedures 
5. smiles during explanations of course 
content 
6. maintains direct eye contact with 
entire class 
7. begins class quickly 
8. doesn’t play name games 
9. doesn't become occupied with students 
themselves 
10. has few transitions 
11. selects activities that allow stu¬ 
dents to have success 
Explaining Rules 
1. state the rule 
2. give the rationale 
3. explain the consequences 
4. give example of each infraction 
Walter Doyle, 1979 
Activities 
I. That all students can do successfully without help 
Monitoring 
I. Routinize 
Classroom knowledge 
I. Know who is easily distracted 
II. Which students' behavior will elicit reactions from 
others 
III. What types of answers to expect from different stu¬ 
dents 
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EARLY INTERVENTION - is the key to neutralizing off-task 
behavior before peer granted rewards can be delivered and 
before public consequences occur. 
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APPENDIX E 
LETTER TO COOPERATING TEACHERS 
May 15, 1992 
Dear Cooperating teacher: 
My name is Don Matus and I am a doctoral student in the 
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts at 
Amherst. During the Spring semester, 1992, I conducted 
research in the area of classroom management. Your student 
teacher during this semester was a voluntary participant in 
my research. 
I am requesting your assistance in evaluating my work. 
Would you please take a few minutes to complete the enclosed 
survey and return it to me in the stamped, addressed en¬ 
velope by May 31, 1992. Please use other student teachers 
with whom you may have worked in past years as a basis of 
comparison. 
Your responses are in no way an assessment of your 
student teacher. I do not represent the college/university 
through which your student teacher is being certified and 
will not share your responses with anyone. 
In order to maintain anonymity and confidentiality, 
please do not include your name, your student teacher's 
name, or your school. 
Thank you for you time and assistance in this project. 
Your help is greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely yours. 
Don E. Matus 
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APPENDIX F 
COOPERATING TEACHER SURVEY 
Please circle the number of the statement which most accu¬ 
rately reflects your opinion. 
1. The student teacher smiles a lot in the classroom 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:_ 
2. The student teacher develops personal relationships 
with his/her students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
3. The student teacher praises/encourages his/her students 
during instruction 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
4. The student teacher tries to build his/her students’ 
self-esteem 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
5. The student teacher segments difficult tasks into 
step-by-step procedures 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:__ 
6. The student teacher allows sufficient time for student 
response before calling on another student or responding 
himself/herself 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :____ 
7. The student teacher gives clues/hints before calling on 
another student for a response or responding himself/hersel f 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :_____ 
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8. The student teacher designs and/or selects activities 
which allow students to have success 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :____ 
9. The student teacher emphasizes to his/her students the 
importance of school/education for future success 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:__ 
10. The student teacher uses students’ ideas during in¬ 
struction 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:_ 
11. The student teacher is quick to intervene in any off- 
task student behavior 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
12. The student teacher discusses with students classroom 
rules/procedures and the consequences for violation of rules 
and procedures 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
13. The student teacher "posts” rules for student behavior 
in the classroom 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:__ 
14. The student teacher has high expectations of his/her 
students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :___ 
15. The student teacher uses humor and jokes with students 
in class 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :___ 
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16. The student teacher uses rules and procedures to han¬ 
dle/deal with off-task behavior 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:_ 
17. The student teacher listens to his/her students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:_ 
18. The student teacher stresses the importance of make-up 
and completion of work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :__ 
19. The student teacher teaches and encourages students to 
use their analytical skills 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
20. The student teacher understands and deals with his/her 
students' feelings 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
21. The student teacher uses "whole-class" activities 
rather than individual seat work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
22. The student teacher is aware of what is going on at all 
times in the classroom "eyes in the back of his/her head" 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :___ 
23. The student teacher frequently collects and 
checks/grades students' assignments 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :___ 
24. The student teacher communicates directions/instruc¬ 
tions clearly to students so that they know how to proceed 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments_____ 
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25. The student teacher monitors students' work from begin¬ 
ning to completion 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :____ 
26. The student teacher promptly returns students' papers 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments :____ 
27. The student teacher moves around the room to monitor 
students 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:__ 
28. The student teacher keeps track of his/her students' 
progress 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
29. The student teacher grades each aspect of students' 
work 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nts:_ 
30. The student teacher uses a variety of teaching aids 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comments:__ 
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APPENDIX G 
STUDENT TEACHER SURVEY 
Please circle the number of the statement which most accu¬ 
rately reflects your opinion. 
1. The support group meetings provided me with practical 
methods/strategies for dealing with issues of urban class¬ 
room management 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:___ 
2. The individual meetings with the Urban Practicum Advi¬ 
sor (UPA) provided me with practical methods/strategies for 
dealing with issues of urban classroom management 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
3. The efforts of the Urban Practicum Advisor helped me 
handle/deal with issues of secondary urban classroom manage¬ 
ment 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
4. The Urban Practicum Advisor provided me with an urban 
teacher education component I did not receive in my pre¬ 
service teacher education courses 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nt:__ 
5. I am an effective secondary urban classroom manager 
partly because of the efforts of the UPA 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:___ 
6. The "hand-outs” helped me manage my classes 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:___ 
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7. I felt more comfortable discussing issues of secondary 
urban classroom management with the UPA than with my super¬ 
visor 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comm nt:_ 
8. I felt more comfortable discussing issues of secondary 
urban classroom management with the UPA than with my cooper¬ 
ating teacher 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:___ 
9. The UPA offered a wider variety of methods and strate¬ 
gies for handling/dealing with issues of urban classroom 
management than my supervisor 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
10. The UPA offered a wider variety of methods and strate¬ 
gies for handling/dealing with issues of urban classroom 
management than my cooperating teacher 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree 
comment: 
undecided disagree strongly disagree 
11. The UPA is an effective way to provide i student teachers 
with ski11s/techniques on urban classroom management 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree 
comment: 
undecided disagree strongly disagree 
12. Methods/Strategies offered by the UPA which I used in 
my classes were effective 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree 
comment: 
undecided disagree strongly disagree 
13. There should have been more support group meetings 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree 
comment: 
undecided disagree strongly disagree 
14. There should have 
the UPA 
been more individual meetings with 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree 
comment: 
undecided disagree strongly disagree 
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15. Working with a UPA during practicum should be required 
for all urban student teachers 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_____ 
16. Working with a UPA during practicum should be required 
for all student teachers, regardless of their eventual 
1ocation 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
17. Veteran/experienced teachers should be required to work 
with a UPA for at least one semester 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
18. Non-tenured teachers should be required to work with a 
UPA for one semester before they can become tenured 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
19. Methods/Strategies offered by the UPA should have been 
given to me before I began my practicum 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
20. Methods/strategies of urban classroom management could 
have been provided by regular college/university faculty in 
pre-service courses prior to practicum 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:___ 
21. I prefer working with a UPA during practicum rather 
than working with a UPA before practicum began 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:___ 
22. The methods/strategies of classroom management offered 
by the UPA were relevant to my teaching 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:_ 
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23. The UPA made me aware of other functions/purposes of 
classroom management in addition to discipline 
1 2 3 4 5 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 
comment:____ 
24. List three things you got from the UPA that helped you 
during student teaching 
A._ 
B. 
C. 
25. List three things you did not get from the UPA that 
could have helped you 
A._ 
B. 
C. 
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